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The investigation process Qf the Aircraft Accident Investigation Committee of 

Thailand follows the procedures in ICAO Annex 13 Aircraft Accident and 

Incident Investigation which the objective of the investigation of an accident or 

incident shall be the prevention of accidents and incidents. It is not the purpose 

of this activity to apportion blame or liability. 
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SYNOPSIS 

On 16 September 2007, at approximately 14:30 hours, an airplane 

MD-82 of One Two Go Airlines Company Limited (One Two Go), nationality and 

registration mark HS-OMG, departed from Don Mueang International Airport to 

Phuket International Airport on a domestic flight OG 269 with 130 crew members

and passengers on board. 

At 15:40:10 hours, during conducting a go-around at Phuket 

International Airport, the airplane veered off and hit an embankment located in the 

North of Runway 27, broke up in flames, and was completely destroyed. As a result, 

90 crew members and passengers died, 26 were seriously injured and 14 suffered 

mIllor lllJunes. 

The Aircraft Accident Investigation Committee of Thailand (AAIC) 

conducted an investigation and notified the International Civil Aviation Organization 

(lCAO) and the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) of the United States 

of America as the State of airplane and engine Design and Manufacture. In addition, 

the United States sent accredited representatives from NTSB and Federal Aviation 

Administration (F AA), as well as advisors from Boeing Commercial Airplanes 

Company Limited and Pratt & Whitney Company Limited to participate in the 

investigation. 

Moreover, the AAIC notified the representatives of the United 

Kingdom, Commonwealth of Australia, Japan, France Republic, State of Israel, 

Northern Ireland, Islamic Republic of Iran, Federal Republic of Germany, and 

Republic of Indonesia as the States having suffered fatalities or serious injuries to 

theirs citizens. 

LOCAL TIME IS USED IN THIS REPORT 
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1. FACTUAL INFORMATION / 

1.1 History of the Flight 

On 16 September 2007 at approximately 14:30 hours, One Two Go 

Airlines' McDonnell-Douglas MD-82 airplane with Nationality and Registration 

Mark HS-OMG, departed on a scheduled passenger flight number OG269 from Don 

Muang International Airport for Phuket International Airport with 123 passengers 

and 7 crew members on board. The Pilot-in-Command (PlC) seated on the left was a 

Pilot not Flying (PNF)lPilot Monitoring and the Co-pilot seated on the right was a 

Pilot Flying (PF). The flight was en route on airways G458 at Flight Level (FL) 320 

(32,000 feet) and the estimated time of arrival at Phuket International Airport was 

15:50 hours. 

At 15:36:21, during the time that flight OG269 was approaching the 

Phuket International Airport, the Orient Thai Airlines flight OX2071, while vacating 

from Runway 27 after landed at the Phuket International Airport, reported the Air 

Traffic Controller (ATC) of the weather condition prior to landing that 

Cumulonimbus (CB) was over the airport area and there was windshear at 5 nautical 

miles before reaching the Instrument Landing System (ILS) station, resulted in 

airspeed gain and loss of 15 knots. The ATC asked flight OG269 whether they 

acknowledged the weather conditions reported by flight OX2071, because both 

flights were on the same aerodrome radio frequency (118.1 MHz). The PlC of flight 

OG269 acknowledged the information and extended the landing gears for landing. 

At 15:37:31, the ATC informed flight OG269 of surface winds from 

240 degrees at 15 knots and gave clearance to land on Runway 27 with-wet runway 

precaution. 

At 15:38:27, the ATC informed flight OG269 of surface winds from 

240 degrees at 30 knots and asked the flight OG269 to state its intention of landing. 

The flight OG 269 affirmed. 

At 15:39:00, the flight OG269 requested for information of surface 

wind condition. The ATC informed a surface wind condition of 240 degrees at 40 

knots and the flight OG 269 acknowledged. At that instant, the Radio Altitude Aural 
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Call-Out system automatically called out '50Q feet' and the PlC called out that the 

airspeed was at 136 knots. 

At 15:39:23, the PlC ordered for more engine power and reminded 

the Co-Pilot that the airplane was descending below the ILS glide path. The Co-pilot 

affirmed the correction. The PlC then ordered to increase engine power three more 

times. During that time, the airplane was at the altitude of 100 feet. 

At 15:39:45, the Radio Altitude Aural Call-Out system automatically 

called out '40 feet' and the Enhanced Ground Proximity Warning System (EGPWS) 

called out 'sink rate - sink rate' . 

At 15:39:49, the Co-Pilot called out for a go-around and the PlC said 

'Okay, Go Around'. 

At 15.39.50, the Co-Pilot called for 'flaps 15' and transferred the 

airplane control to the PlC. Then, the PlC told the Co-Pilot to set the autopilot 

airplane heading and to retract the landing gear. 

At 15 :40: 11, the airplane veered off and hit an embankment located in 

the North of Runway 27 and broke up in flames. 

1.2 Injuries to Persons 

Injuries Crew . Passengers Other Total 

Fatal 5 
. 

85 - 90 

Serious 2 24 - 26 

MinorlNone - 14/- - 14 

Total 7 123 - 130 

1.3 Damage to Aircraft 

The airplane was destroyed. 
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1.4 Other Damage 

Approximately 60 meters of the fence enclosing the embankment at 

Phuket International Airport was damaged. 

1.5 Personnel Information 

LS.l Pilot in Command 

Age: 

Nationality: 

Pilot License: 

Rating: 

Medical Certificate: 

57 years old 

Indonesian 

Airline Transport Pilot License No. 4094 was 

issued by Directorate General of Civil 

Aviation (DGCA) of Indonesia on 21 January 

1994. It was last extended on 23 April 2007 

and valid until 31 October 2007. 

A Rendering Certificate NO. 031 of the 

Personnel License was issued by Department 

of Civil Aviation (DCA) of Thailand on 1 

November 2006. It was last extended on 27 

June 2007 and valid until 31 October 2007. 

According to the License No. 4094 

F-100 

F-70 

B737-200 

MD 80's 

According to the Rendering Certificate NO. 

031 PlC for MD 80's (MD 82183) 

Medical Certificate Class 1 was issued by 

DGCA of Indonesia on 15 June 2007 and 

valid until 31 December 2007 
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Medical Limitations: Holder shall wear lenses that correct for 

distant vision and possess glasses that 

correct for near vision. 

Flying Experience 

Total flight time 16,752:00 hours 

Flight time on DC-9-82 (MD-82) 4,330:00 hours 

Flight time on DC-9-82 (MD-82) for the last 90 days 241 :57 hours 

Flight time on DC-9-82 (MD-82) for the last 30 days 106:05 hours 

Flight time on DC-9-82 (MD-82) for the last 7 days 30:39 hours 

Flight Time and Flight Duty Period 

(1) Flight time on DC-9-82 (MD-82) for the last 24 hours: 

Flight Time 

Flight Duty Period 

(2) Rest Period Before Duty on 16 September 2007 

(3) Accumulated flight time from 10 September 2007 to 

the flight before the accident flight which exceeded 

the limitation stated in the Flight Operations Manual 

(FOM) of Orient Thai Airlines: the accumulated flight 

time shall not exceed 30 hours within any 7 consecutive 

days. 

(4) Flight duty period on 13 September 2007 

Rest Period before 14 September 2007 which was less 

than the limitation stated in the FOM of Orient Thai 

Airlines: the rest period is at least 10 hours. 

Training Record 

5:08 hours 

8:03 hours 

13:07 hours 

30:39 hours 

9:10 hours 

8:25 hours 

The PlC attended the Crew Resource Management (CRM) training 

course on 12-16 February 2001, at Merpati Training Center, Jakarta, 

Indonesia. However, no record of any recurrent training in CRM 

thereafter was found. 

Pilot Proficiency Check 

The PlC passed the last Pilot Proficiency Check on 21 April 2007, at 

Lion Training Center, Jakarta, Indonesia. 



1.5.2 The Co-Pilot 

Age: 

. Nationality: 
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30 years old 

Thai 

Pilot License: Commercial Pilot License No. B-3082 

issued by DCA of Thailand on 18 December 

2005. It was valid until 17 October 2007. 

Rating: Single & Multi engine-land. 

Instrument Rating 

Co-pilot for MD-82 

Medical Certificate: Class 1 issued by Institute of Aviation 

Medicine Directorate of Medical Services, 

Royal Thai Air Force (RTAF), on 24 October 

2006. It was valid until 1 0 November 2007. 

Medical Limitations: None 

Flying Experience 

Total flight time 

Flight time on DC-9-82 (MD-82) 

Flight time on DC-9-82 (MD-82) for the last 30 days 

Flight time on DC-9-82 (MD-82) for the last 7 days 

Flight Time and Flight Duty Period 

(1) Flight time on DC-9-82 (MD-82) for the last 24 hours: 

Flight Time 

Flight Duty Period 

(2) Rest Period Before Duty on 16 September 2007 

(3) Accumulated flight time on 14 September 2007 which 

exceeded the limitation stated in the FOM of Orient 

Thai Airlines for domestic route: the accumulated 

flight time shall not exceed 8 hours within any 24 

consecutive hours. 

1,465:00 hours 

1,240 :00 hours 

120:27 hours 

32:49 hours 

4:37 hours 

7:25 hours 

19:30 hours 

9:29 hours 
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(4) The accumulated flight time exceeded the limitation 

stated in the FOM of Orient Thai Airlines: the 

accumulated flight time shall not exceed 30 hours 

within any 7 consecutive days. The Co-Pilot had flight 

time as follows: 

- Accumulated flight time from 10 September 2007 to 

the accident flight 

- Accumulated flight time from 20 to 26 August 2007 

- Accumulated flight time from 2 to 8 July 2007 

(5) The accumulated flight time exceeded the limitation 

stated in the FOM of Orient Thai Airlines: the 

accumulated flight time shall not eXGeed 110 hours 

within any 30 consecutive days. 

32:49 hours 

31:09 hours 

38:01hours 

- Accumulated flight time from 18 August 2007 to the 120:27 hours 

accident flight 

- Accumulated flight time from 19 June 2007 to 18 ll1:l7hours 

July 2007 

(6) The Co-Pilot had rest period less than the limitation 

stated in the FOM of Orient Thai Airlines: for the 

flight duty period exceeding 12: 00 hours but not 

exceeding 14:00 hours, the minimum rest period shall 

be 14 hours before the next flight, as follows: 

- Flight duty period on 14 September 2007 12:52 hours 

- Rest period before the next flight 11 :43 hours 

(7) The Co-Pilot had rest period less than the limitation 

stated in the FOM of Orient Thai Airlines: for the 

flight duty period exceeding 14:00 hours but not 

exceeding 16:00 hours, the minimum rest period shall 

be 16 hours before the next flight, as follows: 

- Flight duty period on 8 July 2007 

- Rest period before the next flight 

- Flight duty period on 7 July 2007 

- Rest period before the next flight 

} 

14:10 hours 

9:45 hours 

14:10 hours 

9:55 hours 
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- Flight duty period on 6 July 2007 

- Rest period before the next flight 

Training Record 

No record ofCRM training was found. 

Pilot Proficiency Check 

14:35 hours 

9:20 hours 

The Co-Pilot passed the last Pilot Proficiency Check on 21 March 2007, 

at Alteon Boeing, Kunrning, People's Republic of China. 

1.6 Aircraft Information 

1.6.1 Airplane 

Type: DC-9-82 (MD-82) 

Manufacturer Company: McDonnell Douglas 

Date of Manufacture: 1983 

Owner: Grandmax Group Company Limited, 

British Virgin Island, who leased the 

Airplane to Orient Thai Company 

Limited, which later sub-leased the 

Airplane to One Two Go Company 

Limited. 

Nationality and 

Registration Mark: 

Serial No. : 

Date of Registration: 

Time Since New: 

Last C-Check: 

HS-OMG 

49183 

21 March 2007 

65,965:10 hours; 35,498 cycles 

September 2005; 

Time Since New 63,333:00 hours at 

American Airline Company Limited. 
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Time Since Last C-Check: 2,632: 10 hours 

Last AI-Check: 8 May 2007; 

Time Since New 65,028:70 hours. 

Last A2-Check: 30 June 2007; 

Time Since New 65,436:60 hours. 

Last A3-Check: 31 August 2007; 

Time Since New 65,851 :40 hours. 

1.6.2 Left Engine 

Engine Type: JT8D-217A 

Manufacturer: Pratt & Whitney, 

United States of America. 

Serial No. : 709710 

Time Since New: 53,317:10 hours; 28,729 cycles 

1.6.3 Right Engine 

Engine Type: JT8D-217A 

Manufacturer: Pratt & Whitney, 

United States of America. 

Serial No. : 717364 

Time Since New: 38,718:70 hours; 20,943 cycles 

Note: Time Since New was calculated until the last flight before the accident flight 

on 16 September 2007. 

1.7 Meteorological Information 

1.17.1 Special Weather Reports (SPECI) provided by the meteorological 

station at Phuket International Airport to ATC on 16 September 2007 were as 

follows: 

1.17.1.1 At approximately 15:35, the surface wind direction of 270 

degrees at 9 knots with visibility of 4 kilometers in heavy rain, scattered cloud layer 

at 1,500 feet, broken cloud at 11,000 "feet and 30,000 feet, surface air temperature 
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was 26 degrees Celsius CC) and dew point temperature was 24 °C. Atmospheric 

pressure above mean sea level was 1,006 hectopascals (hPa). 

1.17.1.2 At approximately 15:45, the surface wind direction of 270 

degrees at 28 knots with visibility of 800 meters in heavy rain, scattered cloud layer 

at 1,500 feet, broken cloud at 11,000 feet and 30,000 feet; surface air temperature 

was 25 ° C and dew point temperature was 22 ° C. Atmospheric pressure above mean 

sea level was 1,006 hPa. 

1.17.2 Surface wind information provided by ATe at Phuket International 

Airport to the accident flight crew as follows: 

1.17.2.1 At approximately 15:37, the surface wind was from 240 

degrees at 15 knots. 

1.17.2.2 At approximately 15:38, the surface wind was from 240 

degrees at 30 knots. 

1.17.2.3 At approximately 15:39, the surface wind was from 240 

degrees at 40 knots. 

1.8 Aids to Navigation 

The navigation aids at Phuket International Airport functioned 

normally during the time of accident. 

1.9 Communications 

The communications between the ATC at Phuket International Airport 

and the flight crew were normal. 

1.10 Aerodrome Information 

1.10.1 Phuket International Airport is located at latitude 8 degrees 6 minutes 

38 seconds North and longitude 98 degrees 18 minutes 45 seconds East. The runway 

09127 is 45 meters wide, 3,000 meters long with an asphaltic concrete surface. The 

aerodrome elevation is 25 meters above mean sea level. The aerodrome has an 
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embankment along with Runway 27 to the North, with a distance of 90 meters from 

the runway centerline. Another embankment is located to the South of Runway 27 

where the air traffic control tower is located. 

1.10.2 The Low Level Windshear Alert System (LL WAS) is installed at 

Phuket International Airport by the Meteorological Department as a supplemental 

equipment to measure and report the current wind speed and direction to the air 

traffic control tower and also as the primary means of detecting windshear andlor 

micro burst at the surface and aloft. However, this installation was not officially 

announced in the Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP). The LL WAS had six 

remote anemometers sensors stations located strategically throughout the airport 

property. Three of which failed to function during the time of accident. The absence 

of data from the three was therefore significant enough to decrease the performances 

of LL WAS algorithms and alert/warning issuance. 

1.10.3 Runway Strip 

Phuket International Airport is categorized as Aerodrome Reference 

Code 4 E. ICAO Standard and Recommendation of Annex 14 states that the width of 

runway strips, classified as precision approach runway, shall extend laterally to a 

distance of at least 150 meters on each side of the center line of the along the entire 

runway. However, Phuket International Airport has the geographical constraints on 

the location of embankments at the side of the runway; therefore limits the width of 

runway strip to only 75 meters on each side of the center line. This limitation is 

declared in Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP) Thailand. (Detailed in 

Appendix 1). 

1.11 Flight Recorders 

1.11.1 Digital Flight Data Recorder (DFDR) and Cockpit Voice Recorder 

(CVR) were brought forth by the AAIC to be read out at the NTSB, U.S.A. The 

participants in the reading out comprise the representatives from NTSB, F AA, 

Boeing Company, Pratt & Whitney, and the AAIC. 

1.11.2 DFDR, manufactured by L3 Communications Fairchild Company, 

part number 2100-4042-00 and serial number 1196, installed in the aft section of the 

airplane, was successfully read out. (Detailed in Appendix 2). 
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1.11.3 CVR, manufactured by L3 Communications Fairchild Company, part 

number 2100-1020-00 and serial number 000199420, installed in the aft section near 

the DFDR, was read out and transcribed. (Detailed in Appendix 3). 

1.11.4 Data obtained from the DFDR and CVR indicated that: 

1.11.4.1 During the operation of the accident flight, the flight crew 

incorrectly communicated (read-back and hear-back) several times, i.e. incorrect call 

sign identification and incorrect response to the ATC. 

1.11.4.2 Data obtained from the DFDR and CVR during the 

descending and go around indicated that: 

- The flight crew conducted the ILS approach with the 

airplane aligned just to the north of the Runway 27 center line. 

- Between 15:39:41 and 15:39:43, as the airplane was 

descending through 115 feet above threshold level (ATL), the airspeed dropped from 

140 KCAS to 126 KCAS. (Detailed in Appendix 2, Plot 1). At 15:39:43, the PlC 

called for power (Detailed in Appendix 3, page 12-21), and the engine pressure ratio 

(EPR) subsequently increased toward 'go around thrust'. The EPR for both engines 

increased from about 1.16 to 2.0 in approximately three seconds and remained about 

2.0 for the following 2 seconds, until about 15:39:48. 

- Between 15:39:40 and 15:39:47, the pitch angle 

increased from 0 degrees to 5 degrees, and then decreased to about 2 degrees at 

15:39:48; reaching an altitude of 48 feet ATL before starting to climb. (Detailed in 

Appendix 2, Plot 1). 

- Between 15:39:43 and 15:39:48, the airspeed increased 

during this time, from 126 KCAS to 166 KCAS at 15:39:48. (Detailed in Appendix 

2, Plot 1). At 15:39:47, the crew received a "sink rate" warning from the EGPWS. 

(Detailed in Appendix 3, Page 12-21). 

- At 15:39:48, as the airplane descended below 50 feet 

ATL, the auto throttle system initiated an automatic reduction of all engine thrust. 

The engine EPR decreased from 2.0 ('go around thrust') to about 1.14 ('idle thrust') 

at 15:39:53. This reduction of power occurred at a rate consistent with an autothrottle 

command. (Detailed in Appendix 2, Plot 1). 

- At 15:39:49, the Co-Pilot called for a go-around 

(Detailed in Appendix 3, Page 12-21), and the pitch of the airplane increased from 

about 2 degrees to about 12 degrees at 15:39:54, as the airplane climbed. The thrust 
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continued to decrease towards its 'idle' position, while the airspeed decreased from 

165 KCAS to about 122 KCAS at 15:39:57. (Detailed in Appendix 2, Plot 1). 

- At 15:39:50, the Co-Pilot transferred airplane control to 

the PlC (Detailed in Appendix 3, Page 12-22), as the thrust was reaching idle EPR. 

- The EPR remained at the 'idle' level for about 13 

seconds (from 15:39:53 to 15:40:06), as the airplane continued to climb to a 

maximum altitude of 262 feet ATL at 15:40:01, and then started descend again. 

During this time, the landing gear was retracted, and the flaps were set to 15 degrees 

(Detailed in Appendix 2, Plot 7); however, the take off/go-around (TO/GA) switch 

was never activated. (Note: the autopilot was "off' during the approach, and the 

autothrottle was "on", and selected to the "speed" mode.) 

- Between 15:39:57 and 15:40:08, the pitch angle 

decreased from 12 degrees to 0 degrees, while the airspeed remained relatively 

constant at around 122 KCAS, with about +/- 4 knot excursions about this average. 

(Detailed in Appendix 2, Plot 1). 

- Between 15:40:06 and 15:40:07, two 'don't sink' 

warnings from EGPWS sounded in the cockpit, as the airplane was descending 

through approximately 175 feet ATL. 

- At 15:40:08, a 'Sink Rate' warning from EGPWS, 

followed by a 'pull up' warning sounded in the cockpit. (Detailed in Appendix 3, 

Page 12-23). 

- During these warnings, the pitch began to increase from 

o degrees to approximately 5 degrees over the next second. The EPR began to 

increase again, reaching 'go around thrust' at 15:40:09. 

- At 15 :40: 1 0, a sound similar to windshear alert from the 

Windshear Alerting and Guidance System and then the sound of impact were heard. 

(Detailed in Appendix 3, Page 12-23). 

- At 15:40:11, the recording ended. 
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1.12 Wreckage and Impact Information 

The airplane' wreckage was at latitude 8 degrees 6 minutes 51.2 

seconds north and longitude 98 degrees 19 minutes 10.4 seconds east; after the 

airplane hit the embankment and went up in flames. The airplane completely broke 

into 3 parts. The nose section was heading to 010 degree, while the fuselage section 

was heading to approximately 300 degree and the tail section beginning from the 

engine was aligned parallel with Runway 27. The nose section collapsed and twisted. 

The right wing hit the embankment and was tom from the fuselage, causing the fuel 

leak. The left wing came to rest across the ditch along the runway. The post-crash 

fire burned from the nose section to the mid of fuselage section. (Detailed in 

Appendix 4) 

1.13 Medical and Pathological Information 

The external examination of the body of the flight crew by the Royal 

Thai Police are as follows: 

1.15.1 Pilot-in-Command 

The examination by the Institute of Forensic Medicine, Police 

General Hospital, presumes that the cause of death is from the severe bums. 

However, there is no information on laboratory tests indicating any use of substances 

that could potentially effect the flight operation. 

1.15.2 Co-Pilot 

The examination by the Institute of Forensic Medicine, Police 

General Hospital, presumes that the cause of death is from the lack of Oxygen. 

However, there is no information on laboratory tests indicating any use of substances 

that could potentially effect the flight operation. 

1.14 Fire 

After the airplane hit the embankment and then the ground, the post

crash fires burnt from the nose section of the plane, with no indication of pre-impact 

fire. 
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1.15 Survival Aspects 

1.15.1 Witness statements regarding the rescue and fire fighting at Phuket 

International Airport are as follows: 

1.15.1.1 Statements from the rescue and fire fighting staff 

The rescue and fire fighting staff said, "At approximately 

15:40 hours, the fire fighting staff received an emergency call from the ATC 

reporting that the airplane of One Two Go Airlines, Flight OG 269, MD-82 series, 

departed from Don Mueang International Airport and was scheduled to land at 

Runway 27, veered off the runway along with the fence in Mai Khao district. There 

were 130 passengers and crew on board. The airplane was refueled with 22,000 

pounds from Don Mueang International Airport. 

The rescue and fire fighting staff, with 3 fire trucks (the 

trucks no. 1,2 and 4), reached the accident site within 2 minutes. The staff managed 

to control the fire. The fire station called another 18 staff who were at rest to assist 

the team, with another fire truck (the truck no. 3) and water rescue truck to 

extinguish the fire and rescue passengers. The assisting staff reached the accident site 

at approximately 15:46 hours and controlled the fire successfully." 

Fire Truck Characteristics 

Truck No. Capacity of Water (Liter) Discharge Rate of Foam Solution 

(LiterlMinute) 

1 3,785.- 1,893.-

2 9,463.- 4,732.-

3 9,463.- 4,732.-

4 11,356.- 4,452.-

At approximately 16:01 hours, fire trucks no. 1, 2, and 4 

returned to the fire station to refill water, while the truck no. 3 stayed at the accident 

site, spraying water to cool down the heat around the fuselage area. At approximately 

45 minutes after the commencement of rescuing and fire fighting , the supporting 

staff from Phuket Municipality, Thep Krasattri Municipality, Choeng Tale 

Municipality, Medical services from many hospitals, rescue foundations of Phuket 
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and nearby provinces, and the Narenthon Center (currently, the Emergency Medical 

Institute of Thailand), assisted the rescue staff. 

1.15.1.2 Statements from the Survivors 

The survivors escaped from the airplane through an exit 

door over the left wing, slid off the airplane, and ran to the runway. The fIrst fIre 

truck reached the accident site within approximately 3-5 minutes. The ditch 

barricaded between the fIre truck and the airplane was the obstacle for the spraying 

water/foam to reach the airplane. At that time, there was one ambulance present to 

help casualties. 

1.15.1.3 Statement from staff of Orient Thai Airlines Co., Ltd. 

The mechanic of Orient Thai Airlines stated that "at 

approximately 15 :45 hours, there was heavy rain, strong wind and the maximum 

visibility of 15 meters. The Load Master staff of Thai Airways International Public 

Company Limited informed the mechanic that the airplane flight OG 269 veered off 

from the Taxi Way and therefore, the mechanic drove a car to the accident site. 

When he arrived at the accident site, there was one fIre truck spraying water/foam 

and two stand-by fIre trucks." 

1.15.1.4 Statement from Tower Controller and Watch Supervisor 

The Tower Controller and the Watch Supervisor ofthe Aero 

Thai Company Limited who were on duty during the accident, concurrently stated 

that when the airplane was over Threshold, it could not land. Then, the airplane nose 

was up and maintained its height for a moment. After that, the airplane yawed to the 

right, then started to continuously descend, and finally collided with the ground at 

Marker no. 6 near the ditch, located to the north of runway. Then, it exploded and 

was on flame with smoke covering the accident site. 

At approximately 15:41 hours, the Tower Controller 

informed the rescue and fire fighting station via the hot line. Then, the Watch 

Supervisor ordered the Ground Controller to contact the rescue and fire fighting 

station immediately via the airport radio: Channel F2, to inform the occurred 

accident at the North of runway, near the ditch area, and ordered the Approach 

Control to hold all airplanes in its control air space: Nok Airlines, flight 7625, 

departed from Had Yai International Airport. Approximately 2-3 minutes after the 
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hot line was used, the rescue and fire fighting staff reached the accident site and the 

Watch Supervisor ordered the Approach Control to inform flight 7625 to return to 

Hat Yai International Airport. 

1.15.2. Rescue Difficulties 

1.15.2.1 There is the ditch, 3.5-meter in width and 1.3-meter in 

depth, located to the North and paralleled with Runway 27 of the airport. The airport 

has entrances for rescue and fire fighting at both ends of the runways. However, 

these entrances were not used in this accident. 

1.15.2.2 After the accident, staff from different foundations assisted 

the rescue and moved casualties from the accident site. However, some foundations 

never attended Phuket International Airport's Emergency Plan Exercise; leading to 

inefficiency in coordinating with the rescue and fire fighting teams and incomplete 

performing in curing the casualties e.g. unsuitable protection .equipment used and 

incorrect method of transporting the casualties, which may lead to more serious 

lllJunes. 

1.15.2.3 The Aeronautical Radio of Thailand Company Limited 

(Aero Thai) has not included 'Crash on Airport' procedures in Manual of Air Traffic 

Services for the Phuket International Airport, as to be consistent with the Airport 

Emergency Plan: Airplane Accident on Airport. 

1.15.2.4 The Narenthorn Center, a division in the General 

Department, Ministry of Public Health, has duty on emergency medical support and 

transfer injured casualties to hospitals. However, the Airport Emergency Plan of 

Phuket International Airport did not include the Narenthron Center in the contact list; 

thus, the Narenthorn Center did not attend the emergency training, resulting to the 

lack of experience in coordination with the rescue and fire fighting team. 

1.16 Test and Research 

1.16.1 The non-volatile memory of the systems, the Windshear Alerting and 

Guidance System, the EGPWS, the Autothrottle, and the Digital Flight Guidance 

System (DFGS) were sent to examine at the NTSB, Washington D.C, U.S.A., as the 

State of Design and Manufacture, whether the systems were functioning normally as 
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designed during the accident. The data down10aded from these systems along with 

the data from the DFDR were used for the investigation. Results indicated that: 

1.16.1.1 During the accident, the Windshear Alerting and Guidance 

System, the EGPWS, the Autothrottle, and the DFGS functioned as regularly as 
\ 

designed. 

1.16.1.2 The airplane was equipped with a Honeywell 'Legacy' 

reactive windshear warning system. An assessment of the DFDR data indicates that 

the only windshear warning issued during the accident occurred at about 15:40:09 

(approximately 1 second before the end of DFDR data). The legacy windshear 

warning system performed its function as designed. 

1.16.1.3 The EGPWS, Mark V EGPWS part number 965-0976-003-

216-216 and serial number 18254, produced by Honeywell, was sent to Redmond, 

Washington, Honeywell facility for examination. The initial examination of the unit 

waS conducted with the presence of a representative from the NTSB and F AA. The 

data indicated that four alerts were recorded over an approximate 43-second span. 

The first alert (Sink Rate) was recorded at 20 seconds of the data. The second alert 

(Sink Rate) was recorded at 39 seconds of the data. The third alert (Sink Rate) was 

recorded at 42 seconds of the data. The fourth alert (Pull Up) was recorded at 43 

seconds of the data. After the last alert, the data recording ended, presumably the 

time the airplane had impacted. 

Figure 2 EGPWS Alerts 
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1.16.1.4 The auto throttle system is controlled by the DFGS. The 

assessment of the DFDR data indicated that throughout the final approach phase, the 

autothrottle system was engaged and functioning. Its modes fluctuated between the 

speed mode (SPD SEL), Clamp Mode, and the Low Limit Mode (Low Lim) until the 

RETD mode was activated at 15:39:47. When the speed mode function of the 

auto throttle system is operating, the auto throttle system seeks to maintain the 

Reference AirspeedlMach that the flight crew selected in the SPDIMACH window. 

Since the DFDR data did not receive confirmed AirspeedlMach parameter, the 

specific selected Reference AirspeedlMach was unidentified. 

At 15:39:41, the data indicated that during the decent at 

about 150 feet (RA), the left and right engines were commanded to accelerate. The 

EPR for both engines increased from about 1.16 to about 2.0 in approximately 3 

seconds and remained above 2.0 for almost 3 seconds. According to the Boeing 

Company, the MD-82 autothrottle system has the capability of commanding the 

autothrottle levers at a maximum rate of about 8 degrees per second. At 8 degrees per 

second, it would take the throttles approximately 5.5 seconds to go from idle to take 

off position. According to the Boeing Company, the engines are capable of 

accelerating faster than the auto throttle system can command. Therefore, the 

manufacturer concludes that the 3-second engine acceleration rate is consistent with 

manual operation of the throttle levers. This would have overridden the auto throttles 

but the auto throttles would remain engaged. 

At about 15:39:47, with the airplane in the SPD mode at 

about 50 feet (RA), the airplane HS-OMG experienced an automatic reduction of all 

engine thrust from about 2.0 EPR to about 1.1 EPR due to the Retard (RETD) Mode 

function of the autothrottle system, automatically activating. Both engine's EPR 

remained at about 1.1 for approximately 13 seconds, allowing the airspeed to drop 

below 120 knots. According to the Boeing Company, the RETD mode is 

automatically activated as a function of radio altitude and landing flap configuration 

when the autothrottle is not in the EPRGI A mode. With the approach slat/flap logic 

applied to the autothrottle system, the flaps positioned to at least 20 degrees, and the 

radio altitude less than or equal to 50 feet, the Retard Mode of operation is 

automatically established. The DFDR data indicates the RETD mode activating when 

the flaps are positioned at 40 degrees and the airplane descend below the 50-feet 
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auto throttle retard altitude. Once activated, the FMA displays "RETD" and both 

throttle levers are driven to the aft stop at a rate dependant upon the radio altitude. 

The autothrottle retard mode is independent of the autopilot or flight director

operating mode. 

1.16.2 The NTSB submitted the accident investigation report to the AAIC on 

1 July 2008, consistent with available evidence as follows: 

1.16.2.1 The summary of the accident sequences and the possible 

cause(s) of the accident: The investigation relied on evidence at the site, the CVR, 

the DFDR, and the component of related system examination (Detailed in Appendix 

5). 

1.16.2.2 The details of the investigation, consisting of the on-scene 

examination, meteorological conditions, emergency response, and system 

examination. (Detailed in Appendix 6). 

1.16.2.3 The operational and human performance (Detailed ill 

Appendix 7) 

1.16.2.4 Appendix A Honeywell EGPWS Report (Detailed ill 

Appendix 8) 

1.16.2.5 Appendix B Honeywell Windshear Report (Detailed ill 

Appendix 9) 

1.16.2.6 Appendix C Human Performance Questions (Detailed in 

Appendix 10) 

1.16.2.7 Appendix D Operational Documents Provided to the NTSB 

(Detailed in Appendix 11) 

1.16.3 The AAIC conducted a flight test by using the flight simulator of MD-

80 at Lion Air, Jakarta, Indonesia. The flight simulator simulated a go around in the 

same condition as recorded in the DFDR of the accident flight. It indicates that, at 40 

feet, the autothrottle system is activated to the retard (RETD) mode and the co-pilot 

did not activate the TO/GA switch, when he wanted to increase engines power for 

the go-around. Whereas, he pushed the throttle levers forward, then released his 

hand, resulting that the auto throttle system automatically retarded the throttles levers 

for decreasing engines power in the Speed Mode Control. 
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1.17 Organizational and Management Information 

1.17.1 One-Two-Go Airlines Company Limited 

1.17.1.1 The Air Operating License (AOL) was issued to the carrier 

on 18 January 2006 and valid until 1 7 January 2011. The Air Operator Certificate 

(AOC) No. 1512549 was issued to the carrier on 15 September 2006 and valid until 17 

January 2011. 

1.17.1.2 The headquarters is located at 138/70 17th FI., Suite 1, 

Jewellry Center Building, Nares Road, Si Phraya, Bangrak, Bangkok. 

1.17 .1.3 The Company wet lease five MD-82 airplanes, one MD-83 

airplane, and tw~ MD-87 airplanes from Orient Thai Airlines Company Limited 

1.17.1.4 The Company has 148 flight attendants and 10 dispatchers. 

1.17.2 Orient Thai Airlines Company Limited 

1.17.2.1 The AOL was issued to the carrier on 25 October 2002 and 

valid until 17 January 2011. The AOC No. 0412545 was issued to the carrier on 29 

October 2006 and valid until 17 January 2011. 

1.17.2.2 The headquarters is located on 138/70 17th FI. Suite 1, 

Jewellry Center Building, Nares Road, Si Phraya, Bangrak, Bangkok. 

1.17.2.3 The Company operates three Boeing 747-100 Series, five 

Boeing 747-200 Series, three Boeing 747-300 Series, five MD-82 airplanes, one 

MD-83 airplane, and two MD-87 airplanes. 

1.17.2.4 The Company has 95 flight crew, 284 flight attendants, 2 

flight crew scheduling officers, and 3 dispatchers. 

1.17.3 The FOM of One-Two-Go Airlines and Orient Thai Airlines are 

approved by the DCA and prescribe the procedures on go around, stabilized 

approach, EGPWS, and flight time & flight duty period limitation. However, the 

CRM training and transfer of control between flight crew procedures were left 

incomplete. 

1.17.4 The flight simulator for Pilot Proficiency Check did not install the 

Windshear Alerting and Guidance System and EGPWS. 

1.17.5 The flight crew scheduling officers of One-Two-Go Airlines are 

managed by the flight management center of Orient Thai Airlines, a lessor of the wet 

leased airplane. 
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1.17.6 The audit result of One Two Go Airlines and Orient Thai Airlines, by 

the Thai DCA after the accident, found that: 

- The training and proficiency checks of all flight crew of Orient 

Thai Airlines did not comply with the Crew Training Manual (CTM), Revision 1, 

effective on 22 January 2004, Volume VI, Section 6.500, Article B, which was 

approved by the DCA, saying that there were no trainings of Ground Training, 

Emergency Training, Qualification, and Special Operations Training (when 

applicable). 

- Orient Thai Airlines has the flight time and flight duty period 

recorded system. However, the system were not overseen, resulting in the exceeding 

flight times and shortage of rest times of the pilot, as prescribed by flight time and 

flight duty period limitation in the FOM, approved by the DCA. 

- There were no evidences indicating that 3 dispatchers of Orient 

Thai Airlines and 10 dispatchers of One Two Go Airlines were trained as required in 

the Flight Operations Officer Manual (FOOM), Dispatcher Qualification, Article 1 

Basic Indoctrination and Article 2 Emergency Training. 

1.17.7 Corporate Culture 

The One Two Go Airlines Company Limited and Orient Thai Airlines 

Company Limited comprise staff varying in many basics such as nationalities, 

languages, values, beliefs, and religions, especially in the flight operation division 

where flight crew come from many foreign countries. The management levels did not 

seriously encourage personnel to have unique corporate culture in having values and 

beliefs to carefully perform their jobs, in accordance with laws and regulations and 

did not support the personnel training which may come of use for improving task 

efficiency and increasing safety performance. 

1.18 Additional Information 

None 

1.19 Useful or Effective Investigation Techniques 

None 
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1.20 Crew Resource Management (CRM) 

1.20.1 The DCA has announced the Flight Standards Bureau concerning the 

Pilot Training Program, on 2nd July 2007, prescribed in article 1.2.7 of the Crew 

Resource Management training. However, there were no guidelines and details of 

the CRM training for the operator. (Detailed in Appendix 12). 

1.20.2 The Flight Crew Training Manual (FCTM) of One Two Go Airlines 

Company Limited requires that flight crewmember should complete the major 

elements of the full length initial CRM Course over a three-year recurrent training 

cycle and the company will conduct CRM Recurrent Training every 12 calendar 

months. However, there were no guidelines and details of the training. (Detailed in 

Appendix 13). 

1.20.3 The Flight Time and Flight Duty Period Limitations in the FOM of 

One Two Go Airlines (Detailed in Appendix 14) and Orient Thai Airlines (Detailed 

in Appendix 15) comply with an promulgation on Flight Time and Flight Duty 

Period Limitati.ons of the Flight Standards Bureau, Department of Civil Aviation: 

announced on 7 March 1996. (Detailed in Appendix 16). 

1.20.4 The crew scheduling for Pilot-in-Command and Co-Pilot of flight OG 

269 did not comply with the FOM. 

1.20.5 The Flight Time and Flight Duty Period Limitations in the recent 

FOM of both Companies were not amended to comply with the promulgation of 

Department of Civil Aviation on Flight Time and Flight Duty Period Limitations, 

announced on 26 June 2007 (Detailed in Appendix 17). 

1.21 Department of Civil Aviation's Regulatory Supervision over 

One Two Go Airlines Company Limited and Orient Thai Airlines 

Company Limited 

The DCA has regularly audited, according to the annual audit plan, 

One Two Go Airlines Company Limited and Orient Thai Airlines Company Limited 

as the holder(s) cif the Air Operator Certificate (AOC), in both flight operation and 

airplane maintenance aspect. Also, the random checks were conducted regularly. 
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1.22 Flight Crew Training 

The Flight Crew Training Manual (FCTM) of Orient Thai Airlines is 

deficient, resulting in missing two parts of the ground training in the proficiency 

check. 

The flight crew training of Orient Thai Airlines did not comply with 

the standards prescribed in the FCTM. 
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2. ANALYSIS 

2.1 The PlC had the valid Airline Transport Pilot License and the Instrument 

Rating issued by Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) of Indonesia 

and had the rendering license issued by the DCA. The PlC was eligible to 

operate according to Thai laws and regulations. 

2.2 The Co-pilot had the valid Commercial Pilot License and the Instrument 

Rating issued by the DCA. The Co-pilot was eligible to operate according to 

Thai laws and regulations. 

2.3 The PlC was medically fit and had a valid Class I Medical Certification 

issued by Indonesia DGCA. The Co-pilot was medically fit and had a valid 

Class I Medical Certificate issued by Institute of Aviation Medicine, 

Directorate of Medical Services, RTAF. 

2.4 Both ATCs on duty at Phuket International Airport had the valid Air Traffic 

Controller License and the Rating of Aerodrome Control, Approach Control 

and Radar Approach Control (Phuket International Airport) issued by the 

DCA. Both ATCs were eligible to operate according to Thai laws and 

regulations. 

2.5 Both ATCs on duty at Phuket International Airport were medically fit and 

had been issued the valid Class III Medical Certificate by Institute of 

Aviation Medicine, Directorate of Medical Services, RTAF. 

2.6 The record of airplane inspection schedule indicates that the airplane, 

engines, and all systems, had undergone inspection schedule according to 

laws and regulations of the DCA. The airplane has a valid Certificate of 

Airworthiness. The engines operated normally at the time of accident. 

(Detailed in Appendix 5 and Appendix 6). 

2.7 After the Co-pilot pushed the throttle levers forward to increase the engine 

thrust in order to maintain the approach speed of the airplane, as advised by 

the PlC, but the sink rate was still high. The Co-Pilot therefore decided for a 

go-around, with the PlC consenting, and the Co-pilot transferred the control 

of airplane to the Pilot. The data from DFDR indicates that the TO/GA switch 

was never activated during the go-around, resulting in the airplane' s 
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auto throttle to automatically command engmes m approach condition to 

retard the throttles. It could be possible that both flight crew did not comply 

with the go-around procedures, by did not monitor and call out, as prescribed 

in the standard operating procedure (SOP) (Detailed in Appendix 18). The 

examination from the NTSB indicates that during the accident sequence, the 

auto throttle system function as designed, the throttles moved to idle as the 

airplane descended through approximately 50 feet AGL. Because the flight 

crew omitted a critical step in the go-around procedures, i.e. activation of the 

TO/GA switch, therefore, the autothrottle system remained in designed 

RETARD mode, and as the airplane transitioned to a climb, the airspeed 

rapidly decreased. Had the flight crew followed the prescribed go-around 

procedures, activation of the TO/GA switch, would have allowed the 

auto throttle system to increase the engine power to the go-around thrust. 

2.8 The transfer of control of the airplane during a critical time from the Co-pilot 

to the PlC, after making the decision to go-around, did not comply with the 

SOP. In the proper transfer of control, the Pilot Flying is required to fly the 

airplane until the end of phase or had the Pilot not Flying is the PlC, he would 

consider to ask for the control. The flight crew who received the transfer of 

control may not know the situation of all entire flight operation; also the 

FOM did not have the complete details in transfer of control procedure. 

(Detailed in Appendix 19). 

2.9 The data from CVR and DFDR and the examination from the NTSB 

indicated that before the accident, four EGPWS alerts were recorded over an 

approximate of 43-second span. The computer recorded 20 seconds prior to 

the first alert and approximately 23 seconds after the alert. The computer 

recorded three additional alerts: a Sink Rate alert occurring 19 seconds after 

the first alert, another Sink Rate alert three second later, and a fmal Mode 1 

warning (PULL UP) one second later. After the last alert, the data recording 

ended, presumably at the time of impact. Both pressure altitude and radio 

altitude were recorded by the computer. A comparison of the pressure 

altitudes and radio altitudes has been obtained from DFDR and EGPWS. 
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2.10 The data from CVR and DFDR could be summarized as follows: 

2.10.1 Both of the night crew did not have any conflict during the operation 

of the accident flight. However, the flight crew incorrectly 

communicated (read-back and hear-back) several times. 

2.10.2 During the night, there were no malfunctions of engines, flight 

instruments, flight control system and all other systems of the 

airplane. 

2.10.3 The Co-pilot was the Pilot Flying who conducted the ILS approach 

at runway 27. 

2.10.4 Before the time of accident, the flight crew of OG269 confirmed 

acknowledgement of the weather condition reported t6 the ATC by 

flight OX2071 after landing. The report noted that there was 

cumulonimbus (CB) over the airport and windshear .at 5 nautical 

miles before reaching the ILS station, resulted in airspeed gain and 

loss of 15 knots. 

2.10.5 The Co-Pilot deactivated the autopilot at 1,500 feet, resulting in the 

increase of workload. Also, there was weather deterioration in the 

approach glide path, resulting in the airplane incapable of 

maintaining the stabilized approach as approaching the airport. 

2.10.6 As the airplane was descending through 500 to 300 feet ATL, the 

airplane went through the oscillation of head wind, causing unstable 

airspeed during this' ATL. 

2.10.7 From 200 feet ATL, the airplane lost approximately 1,800 feet per 

minute. The airspeed decreased 15 knots within 3 seconds. These 

might be resulted from downdraft and decreased performance 

windshear. The decreased rate exceeded the prescribed Stabilized 

Approach Procedures in the FOM of Orient Thai Airlines Company 

Limited (Detailed in Appendix 20). 

2.10.8 The PlC called for power when the airplane was descending below 

200 feet and called again when the airplane was descending below 

100 feet. At the same time, the airplane experienced downdraft while 
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descending through 51 feet, with a rate of descend at 1,800 feet per 

minute. The Co-pilot decided to abort the approach. 

2.10,9 The Co-pilot call for missed approach and performed the go-around. 

The PlC confirmed without any argument. The Co-Pilot then pushed 

the throttle levers forward in order to increase the engine power. 

However, the TO/GA switch was never activated. 

2.10.10 The Co-Pilot ordered the PlC to set the flaps to 15 degrees and called 

for the transfer of control. At the time, the Co-pilot pushed the thrust 

levers forward as advised by the PlC in order to increase the engine 

power. 

2.10.11 The PlC took control of the airplane and ordered the Co-pilot to set 

the airplane heading and retract the landing gear. It is assumed that 

both hands of the PlC held the control wheel as the Co-pilot released 

the throttle levers after the transfer of control of the airplane. 

Therefore, neither the PlC nor the Co-Pilot had control of the thrust 

levers. 

2.10.12 Both the PlC and Co-Pilot may not have noticed that the airspeed 

and the throttle levers continually decreased, resulted from the fact 

that the auto throttle was set to the Approach Speed Mode, while the 

airplane continued to climb to 300 feet. 

2.10.13 There were three consecutive landing gear alerts during the go

around because the landing gears were not at the proper position for 

landing and the engine power decreased to the flight idle. 

2.10.14 While the airplane continued to climb to 300 feet, the airplane was 

shifted towards to the right of runway 27 due to the gust of wind. ' 

The airspeed increased 10 knots, possibly because of the increased of 

headwind speed, and aircraft nose up. (Increased Performance) 

2.10.15 The airplane loss its altitude and the airspeed continually decreased, 

the airplane nose down, with a rate of descend at approximately 

1,800 feet per minute. The PlC increased the engine power to 

maXImum. 

2.10.16 In the last 5 seconds, the EGPWS was alerting. 
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2.10.17 The Windshear Alerting and Guidance System was recorded 'ON' 

over the next second, until the airplane veered off onto the 

embankment and-hit the ground. 

2.11 Interview Information 

According to the information from passengers and ATC on duty of flight OG 

269, the airplane conducted the approach to the airport with the landing gear 

down. As the airplane descended, it was unsteady due to the poor weather 

conditions. While the airplane was about to touchdown, it climbed up again, 

the landing gear was retracted and then the airplane shifted toward to the right 

of runway. The airplane then descended and veered off onto the embankment, 

hit the ground, and sparked up into flames. 

2.12 Meteorological Condition 

According to the report of weather condition from the meteorological station 

at Phuket International Airport, the surface wind information that the ATC 

informed the flight crew, the data from CVR transcript between the ATC and 

the flight crew of OG269, and the data from DFDR, the airplane descended 

and the airspeed decreased at the rate of descend at approximately 1,800 feet 

per minute. The airplane was descending through 51 feet above threshold 

level, resulting that the Co-::pjloL<ib.QIj:~d the approach, and decided to go

around. However, the go-around failed and the accident occurred. The data 

from DFDR indicated that in the last second, the Windshear Alerting and 

Guidance System was recorded 'ON' which meant the airplane might 

encounter the windshear during the impact. The weather condition at the time 

of accident, at approximately 15:41 hours, deteriorated. The visibility and 

weather condition, at about 6 minutes before the accident or at approximately 

15:35 hours, had been clear to land. However, the weather condition at about 

4 minutes after the accident or at approximately 15:45 hours, changed rapidly 

resulting in heavy rain and strong gust wind. The visibility reduced to 800 

meters due to heavy rain was lower than a standard that airplane could make 

landing. 

2.13 Crew Resource Management 

2.13.1 The Automation System (Man-Machine Interface) during the descent 

found that the Co-pilot deactivated the autopilot at 1,500 feet in 

order to manually control the airplane to the airport. As the ILS at 
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Phuket International Airport was offset, the workload and situation 

awareness of the Co-pilot increased, resulting that the Co-Pilot must 

monitor the altitude, speed, gilde path angle of airplane, which 

caused the accumulation of stress and fatigue of body and mind. 

2.13.2 The accumulation of stress could lead to improper decision making 

and inappropriate solutions. 

2.13.3 The improper decision making and inappropriate solutions could be 

analyzed from the data in CVR, as well as the communication 

between the flight crew and ATC. The flight crew acknowledged the 

weather conditions from ATC, via the report made by the previous 

flight that landed at the airport, about severe weather condition and 

instability of wind speed over the airport. The ATC also directly 

reported the flight crew about an increasing of strong wind; however, 

the flight crew confirmed to land. At this moment, the Co-pilot 

started to experience difficulty in controlling the airplane and could 

not maintain stabilized approach, which is a standard procedure 

prescribed in the SOP. 

2.13.4 According to the SOP, there were the operations that did not comply 

with many procedures; such as the flight crew being incapable of 

maintaining Stabilized Approach during the approach below 1,000 

feet, and the Co-pilot failed to activate the TO/GA switch during the 

go-around (as data from DFDR) but instead, he increased the thrust 

by moving the thrust levers forward. Moreover, when the Co-Pilot 

r~leased his hand from the thrust levers after the transferring of 

control to the PlC, the PlC took control of the airplane whose his 

hands may not at the throttle levers; thus, the autothrottle pulled back 

the thrust levers in order to decrease the engine power, according to 

the selected RETARD mode. Because of this, the engines were not 

properly configured to increase maximum power and could not 

maintain the power level. Also, the flight crew failed to call out the 

go-around as prescribed in the procedures. 

2.13.5 The PlC lacked ofleadership. He should acknowledge the capability 

and experience of the Co-pilot who was operating the airplane. Also, 

the Co-pilot should know his own capability, which in the situation 
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that exceeded his capabilities should immediately transfer the control 

of airplane to the PlC. In this accident, the Co-pilot transferred the 

control of airplane to the Pilot at a critical point. 

2.13.6 Threat: according to the analysis of all above fact, the weather 

condition was considered as the threat that could have been avoided 

by the go-around, since the Co-pilot was incapable to maintain 

stabilized approac~ at the fIrst time or from the weather condition 

reported by the flight crew of the prior flight reporting that there was 

windshear, causing the airspeed gain and loss of 15 knots. However, 

the flight crew did not avoid the threat, reSUlting in the accident. 

2.14 The Windshear Alerting and Guidance System 

The data from DFDR indicated that the Windshear Alerting and Guidance 

System alerted in the last second before the airplane veered off onto the 

. embankment. Thus, there was windshear at that time. The alert happened 0.7 

seconds faster than usual, but still in the limit. (However, the meteorological 

information from the ground was not enough to prove there was an actual 

occurrence of winds hear.) 

2.15 The Autothrottle System 

From the examination of the autothrottle system reported by the NTSB, the 

autothrottle system functioned ~s designed. The data from DFDR indicated 

that during the final approach phase, the autothrottle system was activated 

and properly functioned: 

2.16 The Automatic Weather Observation System and the Low Level Windshear 

Alert System at Phuket International Airport 

The Automatic Weather Observation System (AWOS) was installed at 

Phuket International Airport by the Meteorological Department as the main 

equipment to report current weather conditions to the Air TraffIc Controller. 

The Low Level Windshear Alert System (LL WAS) was installed as 

additional equipment for generating a windshear alert or warning severe 

weather condition. During the accident, three out of six LL WAS wind sensors 

did not provide wind data as there was not enough power for them to function 

properly. (As the Phuket LL WAS used solar cell to generate power and it was 

very cloudy for several days before the day of accident, resulting in the lack 
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of power for the system. Therefore, it was significant enough to degrade the 

system performance. 

2.17 The Airport Geography 

There is the ditch, 3.5-meter in width and 1.3-meter in depth, located to the 

. North and paralleled with Runway 27 of the airport. The ditch led to 

difficulties for rescue and fire fighting. The airport has entrances for rescue 

and fire fighting at both ends of the runways. However, these entrances were 

not used in this accident. 

2.18 Close Circuit Television (CCTV) 

From the pictures recorded in CCTV at Phuket International Airport during 

the time of accident, the airplane was visible through the CCTV and then 

invisible. Shortly after, there were flames and smoke from the accident site. 

This indicates that the visibility may be difficult for landing. 

2.19 Flight Time and Flight Duty Period of the PlC and Co-pilot 

The investigation on flight time and flight duty period of the flight crew for 

the last 3.5 months found that the flight crew's duty time did not comply with 

the Flight Time and Flight Duty Period Limitations announced by the Flight 

Standards Bureau, Department of Civil Aviation. Also, the flight time and 

flight duty period for the last 3.5 months of both flight crew did not comply 

with the FOM of One Two Go Airlines and Orient Thai Airlines, concerning 

the Flight Time and Flight Duty Period Limitations. (Detailed in Appendix 

21). 

2.19.1 Pilot-in-Command 

2.19.1.1 The flight time exceeded the limitation within 7 

consecutive days by one flight. (On 16 September 2007). 

2.19.1.2 The rest period less than the requirement by one period. 

(Before the duty on 14 September 2007) 

2.19.2 Co-pilot 

2.19.2.1 The flight time exceeded the limitation within 24 

consecutive hours by one flight. (On 14 September 2007). 

2.19.2.2 The flight time exceeded the limitation within 7 

consecutive days by eight flights. 

- Between 15 to 16 September 2007 3 flights 

- On 26 August 2007 2 flights 
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- Between 7 to 8 July 2007 3 flights 

2.19.2.3 The flight time exceeded the limitation within 30 

consecutive days by seven flights. 

- Between 14 to 16 September 2007 5 flights 

- On 18 July 2007 2 flights 

2.19.2.4 The rest period was lesser than the requirement by 4 

periods. (Before the duty on 15 September, 7, 8, and 9 

July 2007). 

2.19.2.5 The exceeding of flight time and flight duty of both flight 

crew could cause the accumulation of stress. When they 

encountered the deteriorating weather conditions and 

critical situations, they may not perform the operation 

effectively. 

2.20 Corporate Culture 

The Orient Thai Airlines Co. Ltd. and One Two Go Airlines Company 

Limited have the FOM on the report of incident(s) and deficiency(s) in flight 

operation and maintenance. The incident(s) and deficiency(s) reports were 

reviewed; however, they have not been explicitly amended in order to 

improve safety in the operation. Each department( s) did not encourage 

personnel to have corporate culture in having values and beliefs to perform 

their jobs, in accordance with laws and regulations, and to report any 

deficiency(s) which may come of use for improving task efficiency and 

increasing safety performance. The personnel's future career was not secure 

enough; thus, the personnel did not feel properly connected to the 

company(s). The organization management lacked of governance. 

2.21 The ATC at Phuket International Airport reported a short message, without 

details, to the rescue and fire fighting station. This due to the fact that the 

Aero Thai Company Limited has not included 'Crash on Airport' procedures 

in the Manual of Air Traffic Service, as· to comply with the Airport 

Emergency Plan: Aircraft Accident on Airport. 

2.22 Some of the flight simulators used in the Pilot Proficiency Check were not 

equipped with the Windshear Alerting and Guidance System and the EGPW s; 

which did not match the configuration of MD-82 that the company operates. 

This may lead to the incomplete Pilot Proficiency Check as required by the 

course. 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 

3.1 Finding· 

3.1.1 Phuket International Airport is categorized in Aerodrome Reference 

Code 4E. However, its runway strips is 75 meters in width on each side 

of the center line, which did not comply with the Standard and 

Recommendation of Annex 14: Precision Approach Runway that the 

width of runway strips shall extend laterally to a distance of at least 150 

meters on each side. This is due to the fact thatthe airport has physical 

limitation surfaces: the embankment on the side of its runway. This 

limitation is announced in the AIP Thailand. 

3.1.2 There is the ditch of3.5 meters in width and 1.3 meters in depth located 

to the North and paralleled with Runway 27 of the airport. The ditch led 

to difficulties for rescue and fire fighting. The airport has entrances for 

rescue and fire fighting at both ends of the runways. However, these 

entrances were not used in this accident. 

3.1.3 During the accident the AWOS, installed at Phuket International 

Airport by the Meteorological Department as the main equipment to 

report current weather condition to the Air Traffic Controller, was 

properly functioning. The LL WAS, installed as additional equipment 

for generating a windshear alert or severe weather warning, performed 

poorly as some of the LL WAS sensors did not provide wind data; thus, 

it was significant enough to degrade the performance of LL WAS 

algorithm and issuing the alert or warning. However before the 

accident, the flight crew of the prior landing airplane informed the 

flight crew about the windshear and the flight crew had confirmed the 

acknowledgement of severe weather condition with the ATe. The 

accident flight crew had been fully aware of the prevailing weather and 

extreme condition at the Airport. 

3.1.4 The PlC and Co-pilot did not comply with the SOP in Stabilized 

Approach, Call Out, Approach Checklist, Operation in Deteriorative 

Weather, Transfer of Control, and Go Around. 
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3.1.5 Within the last 7 days before the accident, the PlC had exceeded flight 

time and flight duty period and had less rest period than the indicated 

requirement. 

3.1.6 Within the last 30 days and 7 days before the accident, the Co-pilot had 

exceeded flight time and flight duty period and had less rest period than 

the requirement. 

3.1.7 Corporate Culture 

The Orient Thai Airlines Co. Ltd. and One Two Go Airlines Company 

Limited have the FOM on the report of incident(s) and deficiency(s) in 

flight operation and maintenance. The incident(s) and deficiency(s) 

reports were reviewed; however, they have not been explicitly amended 

in order to improve safety in the operation. Each department did not 

encourage staff to believe in corporate culture of reporting deficiency( s) 

in operation and conception of compliance with laws and regulations of 

civil aviation. The staff s future career was not secure enough; thus, the 

employee did not feel properly connected to the company(s). The 

organization management lacked of governance. 

3.1.8 Meteorological Information 

The weather and wind condition during the landing approach uf lhe 

airplane at Phuket International Airport are threats to landing. The 

visibility decreased and the surface wind had suddenly gained speed. 

3.1.9 Crew Resource Management (CRM) 

The failures directly related to the accident are as follows: 

3.1.9.1 The Automation Man-Machine Interface arrangement was 

deficient because the localizer was offset from the centerline of 

the runway by 1.4 degrees. The Co-pilot had to manually 

control the airplane for landing to the centerline of the runway; 

thus, the Autopilot was not used for landing which created the 

workload, monitoring, and situation awareness, and increased 

the accumulation of stress and fatigue of body and mind, 

resulted to improper decision making. 
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3.1.9.2 The problem solving was incorrect. The flight crew directly 

received weather conditions fromthe ATC, as reported by the 

prior landing flight, indicating that there was unstable wind 

speed and rapidly increasing surface wind speed. Also, the data 

from DFDR indicates that, during that time, the airplane was 

experiencing an oscillating of airspeed without engine power 

changed; however, the pilot insisted on landing rather than 

deciding for a go around. 

3.1.9.3 The PLC and Co-pilot did not comply with the SOP, i.e. the 

Co-pilot could not maintain the Stabilized Approach of the 

airplane below 1,000 feet, the Co-pilot did not activate the 

TO/GA switch during the go around,"but instead, increased the 

power by moving the thrust levers forward, and there was no 

call out from both the PLC and the Co-pilot, as required in the 

go around procedures. 

3.1.10 The Aero Thai Company Limited has not included 'Crash on Airport' 

procedures in the Manual of Air Traffic Service, as to comply with the 

Airport Emergency Plan: Aircraft Accident on Airport. 

3.1.11 The Airport Emergency Plan did not include the Narenthom Center, 

which has emergency medical services, in the contact list as an agency 

that could be called for assistance. Thus, there was lacked of 

coordination with the rescue and fire fighting station(s). 

3.1.12 The autopsy samples (specimens) of both the PLC and Co-pilot were not 

kept for the laboratory examination. 

3.1.13 The flight simulators that used in the Pilot Proficiency Check did not 

install the Windshear Alerting and Guidance System and the EGPW; it 

does not match the configuration ofMD-82 that the company operates. 

3.1.14 The Pilot Proficiency Check was incomplete as required by the course. 

3.1.15 The operation of Orient Thai Airlines Company Limited was deficient 

in the Flight Crew Scheduling, Pilot Proficiency Check, and CRM 

training. 
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3.2 Probable Causes 

After thorough investigation, the AAIC determined that the probable 

causes of accident are as follows: 

3.2.1 The flight crew did not follow the SOP of Stabilized 

Approach, Call Out, Go Around, and Emergency Situation as specified in the 

airlines' FOM. 

3.2.2 The Take Off! Go Around (TO/GA) switch was not activated, 

resulting in the inability of the airplane to increase in airspeed and altitude during the 

go around. Also, there was no monitoring of the change in engine power and 

movement of throttle levers, especially during the critical situation. 

3.2.3 T4e flight crew co-ordination was insufficient and the flight 

crew had heavy workloads. 

3.2.4 The weather condition changed suddenly over the airport 

vicinity. 

3.2.5 The flight crew had accumulated stress, insufficient rest, and 

fatigue. 

3.2.6 The transfer of aircraft control took place at a critical moment, 

during the go around. 
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4. SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1 The Orient Thai Airlines Company Limited and One Two Go Airlines 

Company Limited should: 

4.1.1 establish Cockpit Resource Management (CRM) course, approved by 

the DCA, for all related personnel in every concerned sections. The 

course should comprise of initial and recurrent trainings, having 

contents according to ICAO requirements. 

4.1.2 strictly train flight crew according to the flight crew training course and 

flight procedures in SOP. 

4.1.3 amend the Operating Procedures on 'Transfer of Control during Critical 

Phase of Flight' in SOP to be most clear and definite 

4.1.4 perform the pilot training check, as appointed by the DCA, to meet 

applicable standards, especially the pilot proficiency check. 

4.1.5 use a flight simulator that could siIDulate the systems, equipment and 

instruments of the airplane with the same configuration the Airlines 

operates. 

4.1.6 arrange the crew schedule, according to the requirements in Flight Time 

and Flight Duty Periods Limitation, by establishing a checking system 

with advance warning function before exceeding the limitation. The 

system should also enable the flight crew to check their status. 

4.1.7 establish a Safety Management System (SMS) in order to identify and 

mitigate the risk leading to any accident or incident, and to improve the 

safety of flight operations to meet therequired standards. 

4.1.8 direct all management levels to encourage personnel to have unique 

corporate culture in having values and beliefs to perform their jobs, in 

accordance with laws and regulations, and to report any wrongful 

misconduct where may come of use for improving task efficiency and 

increasing safety performance. This could be done through training and 

motivation 
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4.2 The Airport of Thailand Public Company Limited should: 

4.2.1 expedite the improvement of runway strip to meet the standard 

prescribed in Annex 14 of ICAO or revise the category of instrument 

approach procedure to suit the current runway strip. The Company 

shall also establish a Safety Management System (SMS) in order to 

identify and mitigate the risk. 

4.2.2 Rescue and Fire Fighting 

4.2.2.1 construct more access roads across the ditch along runway 27 

to inaccessible areas at Phuket International Airport to 

facilitate any rescue and fire fighting team in order to reach 

any accident area in due time. The Company should also 

arrange the rescue and fire fighting exercise ID those areas in 

order to mitigate the difficulties in rescue and fire fighting. 

4.2.2.2 include the Emergency Medical Institute of Thailand (formerly 

Narenthorn Center), which is the government institute that co

ordinate and provide medical emergency service, in the Airport 

Emergency Plan. 

4.2.2.3 perform a full scale emergency exercise which should cover 

the participation of all responsible sectors and personnel to 

comply with the Airport Emergency Plan in most efficient 

manner, when an accident occurred. 

4.3 The Department of Civil Aviation of Thailand should: 

4.3.1 oversee the operation of One Two Go Airlines Company Limited and 

Orient Thai Airlines Company Limited in order to improve their safety 

efficiency. The DCA should also issue regulations indicating the 

guidelines and practices of CRM training. 

4.3.2 improve the measure for regufatmg and overseeing the air operators 

under the DCA supervision to achieve the most efficiency. 

4.3.3 co-ordinate with the Aero Thai Company Limited in order to specify 

operational guidelines of 'Crash on Airport' into 'Manual of Air Traffic 

Services'. The guidelines should also be detailed in accordance with 

Doc. 9137/An898 Airport Service Manual, Part 7: Airport Emergency 

Planning, Chapter 4, Responsibility and Role of Each Type of 

Emergency. 
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4.3.4 co-ordinate with the Meteorological Department to review all LL WAS 

installation to identify possible deficiencies in performance, similar to 

those identified at thePhuket International Airport and correct such 

deficiencies to ensure optimum performance of the LL WAS. 

Furthermore, the DCA should consider the installation of efficient 

LL WAS with advance system to cover other airports, as considered 

necessary. 

4.3.5 co-ordinate with the following medical centers that perform medical 

examinations on post-accident of flight crew involved. 

4.3.5.1 Institute of Aviation Medicine, RTAF to 

4.3.5.1.1 'perform a physical examination on post-accident of 

surviving flight crew. 

4.3.5.1.2 perform an autopsy and collect samples for 

laboratory examination by physicians from Ministry 

of Public Health and/or physicians from the Institute 

of Forensic Medicine, Royal Thai Police. 

4.3.5.2 Institute of Forensic Medicine, Royal Thai Police to 

4.3.5.2.1 collect and send samples of autopsy to the Institute 

of Aviation Medicine, RTAF for further laboratory 

examination, in case where the Institute of Forensic 

Medicine, Royal Thai Police arrive at the accident 

site first. 

4.3.5.2.2 perform an autopsy and collect samples for 

laboratory examination with the Institute of Aviation 

Medicine, RTAF and/or physicians from Ministry of 

Public Health. 

4.3.5.3 Ministry of Public Health to 

4.3.5.3.1 collect and send samples of autopsy to the Institute 

of Aviation Medicine, RTAF for further laboratory 

examination, in case where physicians from Ministry 

of Public Health arrive at the accident site first. 
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4.3.5.3.2 perform an autopsy and collect samples for 

laboratory examination with the Institute of Aviation 

Medicine, RTAF and/or the Institute of Forensic 

Medicine, Royal Thai Police. 
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5. SAFETY IMPROVEMENT 

5.1 Department of Civil Aviation has conducted as follows: 

5.1.1 notified Orient Thai Airlines Company Limited and One Two Go 

Airlines Company Limited to set up a re-current training on flight 

operation in a critical situation for all flight crewmembers and 

instructors who operate the MD-80 series airplane. 

5.1.2 issued a regulation regarding foreign licenses surveillance, prescribing 

that the foreign flight crew shall pass a theoretical test on Air 

Navigation Act, and Human Factors and Human Performance, and a 

practical test on a flight simulator. 

5.1.3 required both of the Companies to improve flight scheduling of flight 

crew to comply with the FOM of the Companies. 

5.1.4 ' required both of the Compames to have the Safety Management System 

(SMS) by, at a first stage, setting up a Flight Data Analysis Program 

and using its results to improve flight operation of flight crew. 

5.1.5 required both of the Companies to improve Quality Assurance: to be 

complete in both the flight operation and maintenance. 

5.1.6 required the Airports of Thailand Public Company Limited to improve 

the Safety Management System (SMS) of all airports under its 

responsibility . 

5.1.7 required the Aero Thai Company Limited to amend the Manual of Air 

Traffic Services in order to have complete content. 

5.2 The Meteorological Department had improved the LL WAS by using a power 

station of the Provincial Electricity Authority as the main power station for 

LL W AS and using the solar cells system as a reserve power station: for more 

stable function ofthe LL WAS. 
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APPENDIX 1 

AlP announcement on Runway Physical Characteristics 

AlP VTSP AD 2-7 
Thailand 24 NOV05 

VTSP AD 2.12 RUNWAY PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Designations TRUE & Dimensions Strength(PCN) THR coordinates THR elevation and 
RWf MAGBRG ofRWf(m) and surface of highest elevation 
NR RWfandSWV of TDZ of preciSion 

APPRWY 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

09 08s" 3000X45 591FIAIXIT 0806.6N THR 5.792 ml19 It ~ 
085MAG Asphaltic Concrete 9818.4E 

27 265" 3000X45 59IF/AIXIT 0806.8N THR 24.94 m/81.8 It ~ 
265MAG Asphaltic Concrete OO20.0E 

Slope of fN!N Cwf . Strip OFZ Remarks 
RWf-SWY dimensions dimensions dimensions 

.(m) (m) (m) 

7 8 9 10 11 12 

+0.12% +0.01% +1.0% +0.08% 6OX45 Nil 3240X150 Nil Nil 
(500 m 1000 m 2500 m 3000 m) 
+0.80% -1.0% -0.01% -0.12% 60X45 Nil 3240X150 Nil Nil 
(1000 m 2000 m 2500 m 3000 m) 

VTSP AD 2.13 DECLARED DISTANCE 

RWf TORA TODA ASDA LOA Remarks 
Designator (m) (m) (m) (m) 

. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

09 ~ooo 3000 3060 3000 -
27 3000 3000 3060 3000 -

VTSP AD 2.14 APPROACH AND RUNWAY UGHTING --
RWf APCH THRLG VASIS TDZ,LGT RWf RWY RWf Swf Remarks 
Desig- LGT colour (MEHT) LEN Centre edgeLGT End LGT 
nater type WBAR PAPI UneLGT LEN, LGT LEN(m) 

LEN Length, spacing colour colour 
INTST spacing, colour WBAR 

colour, INTST 
INTST 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ·8 9 10 

09 REIL GREEN PAPI Nil Nil 3 000 m.60m RED Nil Nil 
Left/Right WHITE: 

3" FM2400 
(19.53 m) 3000m 

YELLOW; 
LlH 

27 SIAL GREEN PAPI NIL NIL 3 000 m,60m RED Nil Nil 
(5 BAR) Left/Right WHITE: 

300 m 3.2· FM2400 
LlH (19.80 m) 3000 IJl 

YELLOW; 
LlH 

Department of Civil Aviation AlP AMDT 22105 
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APPENDIX 2 

Information from Digital Flight Data Recorder (DFDR) 
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APPENDIX 3 

Transcript from Cockpit Voice Recorder 

Transcript ofa L-3Colllmunitations FA2100·1620 sQlid state cockpit voice 
recorder installed on a One·lwo:.GoAirlines SoeinglMcDonnell Douglas M0-82 
(HS"()MG) which crashed during landing at Phuket, Thailand. 

LEGEND 

CAM COckpit a.rea microphone voice or soonc!source 

RDO Radio transmissions from H5-0MG 

BKK Radio ti"ansrriissiOn from Bangkokcontrollet 

APP Radio transmission from the Phuket Approach controller 

TWR Radio transmission from the Phuk.et Tower controller 

OE2071 Radio transmission from Orient Tl1aiffight 2071 

INT CommuniCation via cabin intercom 

.1 VoiCe identifieQas the ca.ptain 

-2 Voice identified as tile first officer 

-3 Voice identified as the flight a.ttendent 

.? Voice unidentified 

Unintelligible word 

[ J Editoria.l insertion 

Note 1; Times are expressed iliGMT, 

Note' 2: Generally •. ont;< radio transmissions to and from the accident aircraft were transcribed, 

Note 3: WOrds.shovm wiih excess vowels, lettelS, or drawn out syllablesare·a phonetic representation of the words 
asspokilrt 

OCA07RA063 
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TIME and 
SOURCs 

08:18:48.3 
CAM·? 

08:19:39.3 

INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUWCA TlON 

CONTEN! 

CAM-? • thousand '. 

0~:19:57.5 
CAM·1 awww. 

08:20:25.0 
CAM-2 what? 

08:20.:2.5.7 
CAM-? how d~. tb~captairl"feel a.bout it? 

01;1:20:.44.8 
CAM [:iiOul1d similar to trim in motion !1ornj 

08;21:01.8 
CAM [soundsimilarto trim in motion horn] 

TIME and 
~ 

08:19:44.5 

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION 

§Ql:fTlilF£( 

ROO·1 Tha.i Express two six nine approaChing uh:two.fourzero. 

08:1·9:5Q;1 
BKK Thai Expre$stwo six nine maintain fUghtievel "four zero C;£ueto 

traffic. 

08:19:55.3 
ROO.1 maintain two fQuJzero M'O.six nine. 

08:21:17.7 
ROO·1 Th<liE))press two six seven umm tVlOsixriine.. request triililc. 

DCA07RA019 
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TIME and 
§Q\J6Qs 

08.:22;26.1 

INTRA-C.ogKflT CQMMU!,!lCATlON 

CQtJX:eNI 

GAM direct Phuket VOR 

TIME and 
§QVRQE 

08:~1:25.0 

AIR-GROUNO'COMMUNICATION 

QQNTENX 

BKK Express two Sf X nine reol.eared d~nd flight [!;wel o.ne.three zero. 

08:21:28.8 
ROO-1 one three 2;erQ; Ttlilli. Expre$s tv;o six nine. 

08;:24:20.8 
BKK Thai Express twc:siX. ninia cleared present position dlrectto Phuket 

VOR. 

08;22:29.6 
ROo,.1 clirem Ph llket VOR TtJillf Expr~s twoslx nine, 

08:22:30.7 
BKK siX nine .cle.u;ed present position direct to PhllketVOR. .contact 

Phuket approa9h oJietwo fourqecimal s.even. 

08:22:37;3 
ROO~1' contact Phllket VOR .one lwofour sev.en. sawaSdee krub. 

08.:22:42.0 
ROO-1Ptlukel approach sawa$C\eekrubThaiExpress l\w'six nine. 

08:22:.44.9 
APP Thai Express t.wo s'ixninf! Phuket aj;lproachsliilwsdee krub rad<E\r 

identifie<:i des~nd to elg/'lt'thpuSli!ndfeet ONH .qne.zefO zero six ILS 
runway t.wo $6"'';'11 <lppro<lch<Urecl to, ANFIL. 

08:22:58.3 
ROo,.1 eight thQ;usan.dC)I1e Z!'![O zefa six lLS far run',lIay two say·en direct 

ANFIL Thai EXipress two Six nine. . 

DCA07RA019 
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TIME and 
SOURCE 

0&:23:13.0 

INTRA·COCKPIT COMMUNICA nON 

CONTENT 

CAM-2 request direct to intermediate fix. 

oa:23:35.7 
CAM {sOund similar to kno<;:kins on door] 

oa:23:3.8.1 
CAM {sqund sil11l1arto ooo~pit doo(opening} 

08:23:38,6 
OAM-3 C<!bin clear ka, 

oa:23:40.3 
CAM·1 olwy. 

08;23:44.0 
CAM-2 req4est direct IQ the' fix, 

08:23:45.5 
CAM {sounc! sirnii<1rto oookpit door dosin,:;!] 

0&;23;415,6 . 
CAM-2 request direct.intermediate. requeat qirect intermediate, 

08:2;'3:49 .. 5 
CAM.1 intermEt,diate? 

TIME and 
SOURCE 

0,8;23;51.5 

. AIR-GROUNOCOMMUNICA nON 

CONTENT 

RO(M Th!1.i ElIpressl;v.iQ six nine requestdire<;t to intermediate fix. 

oa;23:05.9 
APP ThaI EKpres$ two six nine direct intermediate fIX approved, 

013:23:;>8.9 
RO.O.1 th.atll< you. 

DCA.o7RA019 
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TIME and 
SOURCE 

aa:24:01:2 
CAM-2 

08::24:4.3:9 
CAM·1 too high. 

0.&:24:4$.3 
CAM-2 Ii'illat? 

08::24:46.6 

INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION 

CONTENT 

CAM·1 he's lOO high and losing altitude. 

OC!:49:34.5 
CAM.2 .. to Phuket '. 

Oa::2{3:C)O.4 
HOT [llOund similar to navai<l marS/;! cooa identifier] 

08:26;08.5 
CAM-? 

0.8:26:11.3 
CAIV1~? ... 

TIME: and 
SOURCE 

08'24:25.3 

AIR-GROUNOCOMMUNICAIION 

CQf.ftE~jI 

Oe:2071 and Orient ThaitvvQ z;ero s<wen one we'r~gonn" requ~st a three 
si>;ty to oui leltto lo$ec altitude. 

08:24:33.6 
APP Orient Iha.!·t-M:! ierq seV.en one orb.it toth~ left~pprOc\led desCend 

and m.,intaln threethouss.ndfeet. 

0&:24:38.8 
0S2071 descending three thousa.nd feet and orbit to th.a left is approved 

Orient Thai tvvQ zero. seven one. 

OCI'.o7RA01 9 
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TIME and SOvaCE 

OO:.2.i.');qO.5 

INTRA.COCKPIT 9QMMUNICATlON 

QQNXENT 

CAM-Z four thousand six hundred. 

08:26:6204 
CAM.1 What? 

98:W:.l?$,4 
cAfjh2 four thousand six hundred. 

Q8:27:16,3 
CAM-2 "'El are now fifteen m[Jes " 

08;27:1S.4 
CAMc1 keep mInimum six thouS<lnd. 

Q8:27:34.7 
CAM-la slats ., 

TIME and 
SQVRQE 

0&:2$:12.4 

AIR:9ROUMD Cqll/lMUNICATIQN 

90I;:lI;NT 

OE2()71 arid we're cqmplete ()rr~ orbit to.!f1e le:ftOJientThai two zero seven 
One teaqy tojoiri th<!r tL~. 

08:26:19.8 
APP Thai two z.erosevenone ~QgElr direct ti:> int1:\~,j!ale ~. 

(J!3:26}ZS.5 
OE2Q71 and track directto intermecUatefix Orient Thaitv.o·zero seven one. 

0&:26:37,5. 
APP . Orient Tha' t:I~QsiX ninerde:;:;cenc:l four!f1o\l/?and siX: 11Undreci r,educe 

to minimum approoqh,speed. '. . . . 

00:2.6;45,8 
RO.O.1 descendfqw thouS<inQ six hundred reduce to minknum a:pprCY<l,Ch 
. speed Thai Express tWo six nine. . 

OCA07RAOt9 
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TIME and 
SOURgg 

08:27:36.8 
cAM-1 slats? 

08:27:40.0 

INTRA.COCKPIT COMMUNICATION 

CONTENT 

cAM [sound simllar to slat handle movement} 

08:27:44.6 
CAM-? (sound of .ooughj 

08:27:55.1 
CAM {sound simi!artotrl!Ti in motion horn] 

08::28:10.3 
CAM (so\.lnd similar to. trim in motion horn} 

0~:~8:43.4 
CAM-? 

08:';28:«18.1 
CAM [sound of me!a.lllc click) 

08:29:17.0 
CAM.? . [50undof cough} 

TIME ana 
SOYBQr;; 

aIR.GROUND COMMUNICATION 

CONTeNT 

08: 27:57A 
OE2071 Orient Thaitwo.zero seven one three thousand approaching 

intermediate fi~. 

08:28:03.2 . 
APP Orient Thai two ,.ero sellen one descend tv,o th.ousand five hllfldred 

feet cleared IlSapproaoh n,/ilwaytW:.SE!.Ven. 

08:2.8:09.6 
OE2071 descending tv,o tMusand five h\.lndred feet and we're cleared ILS 

I<Ipproacn runway two seven Orient. ThaI w,'Ozero· seven one. 

DCA07RA019 
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TIMEanCl 
SQURCE 

08:~9:44,5 
CAM-? 

0$:30:05.3 

INTR,A.,COCKPIT COMMI,INICA nON 

CONTENT 

CAM [sounQ$lmilar to trim In motiOn horn} 

08:30:34.2 
CA.M [s01,lnq s.lmilartot.rim in mo~on l1om} 

()8:31 :01.6 
eAM-1 .. 

08:31:05.0 
CAM {so1,lnd Similar to trim in motion hornl 

08:31:06.3 
CAM-? about ten mile:;; from " 

08:31 :17.7 
CAM_2 request uh heading one eight 2:"'0 for weather. 

TIMe and 
SOURCE 

08:30:40,7 

AIB..qROUNOCOMMUNICI¥TION 

WNreNT 

APP Thai Express \WOsjl( nine turn left heading one six .zero descend 
three \housandfee't rad~r vecto~ for apaqing, . 

00:30;48.8 
RDO-1 • one six Zero, "cofltact tower ... 1hree tho\.isand COnfirm? 

08:30;52.9 
APP . Th,.1 Express two slK nine descend tothreett10USa.nd feet 

08:30:57,6 . 
600.1 d!3$~ndthree tho.\.Isafi<1 foet Ihai El(presstwol1!ix nIne hea<;jing one 

six~ro. 
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TIME and 
§QUR9g 

08;31:23.5 

lNTR8·COCKP1TcoMMUNICAIION 

CQNIENJ 

CAM [sound simU~rto trim in moti.on horn] 

08:31;32.6 
CAM-1 tv;o s.lx niner. 

08:32:19.2 
CAM (sound simUar to trim In molten horn] 

TllI'lEand 
SOURCE 

08:31:21.0 

AIR,GROUNDCOMMUNICATION 

C9r:ITENI 

ROO-1 Thai Expresstv;o s.ixriine reqJ.lesl heading one eight zero due to 
weather. 

08:31:26,8 
APP . Thai Express tv;o she nine.heading one eight zero approl/ed. 

08;31:30.9 
ROO., . roger that. 

OC!:31:58~ 1 
OE2~71 

06:32:02.4 

Orient Thai tv;o zeroseveno.rieestablisbed on theIL$one.zero 
milj!sout.· ... 

APP OrientThal tvfO zero5evfiln (l'nl>'contactto1Mlr on one one eight 
decJmalone sa>,..a,scle.e;kr.li.b. 

O~:32;!)6.7 .. 
05:2071 tower one one. eight decimal one Orient Thai two zero seven one 

sawasqee krub. 

06:.32: 18. 9 
APP .' Thai Express tv;osiJ( ninef cQntinve heac:ling eneeight ieroand 

sta.nd by fer right tl.trrifol' sp~cing desc.end tv;o thoU!ia.ndfl"e 
hundred feet: 

OCA07RA019 
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INTR.A.COCKPIT COMMUNICATION 
TtMEand 
SOl,lRCI; 

08:32:35.3 
CAM.? (~und of cough] 

08:32:57.3 

CotlTE!'::!I 

dAM [sound simila.r to trim inrnoti.c;m horn] 

()~:$2:59.8 
CAM-2 cross localizer. 

08:;?3:ns 
CAM {sound similar to trim in motion horn] 

08:33:30.5 
cAM.2 • request uhhl1h. 

08:33:41.1 
CAM-2 request right heading two one zero ..... oid charl'a bravo. 

TIME and 
SOURCg 

08:32:29,7 

AIR..,GRoUNO .cOMMUNICATION 

gONIE!,::!T 

ROo.1 maintainoh.& eight. zero sta.nd~y for· right turn descend·i.vvo five zerc> 
zerothai Express t'NO six nihe. 

O~t32:53.3 
APP .. . Thai EXpre$1; I'WO six ninl-'> take crosslocaiizer for sllort delay. 

08:32:58,8 
ROO.-1 sayagainplease. 

08:33:00.4 
APP Th~i E:xpress two slK nine oontinue heaqing oneeig·ht zeJe take 

crosslo~lizer for spaoing. 

08:33:06,b 
ROo.1 fqger cross Jocali2:E)( fr;>r spacing Thai Express t';\Q six nine. 

DCA07RA019 
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INTRA.COCKPJT COMMUNICATION 
TIME and 
~QURCE 

08:3;3:44.7 
CAM.1 two ,one ;;:ero? 

mp3:S1.5 
CAWS twenty five hundred. 

OW34:01.1 

CONTENT 

CAM [soU[lo;Jsfmilarto trim in motion horn} 

08:34:18.9 
CAM-2 heading t"I/O nine zero. 

08:34;20.5 
GAM-1 

0.8;34:30.6 
CAM (sound similarto trim in m()tion hOrn) 

TIMEanq 
SOURCE 

08:,33:48.8 

AlR.;aROUNDCOMMUNICATION 

CONTS!:jT 

ROO~1 Thai Express two ,siX ,nine request heading two ,oile ;<!Bro.avoiding 
CB. 

08:3;3:52,8 
APP' TM,j Expr~l!'st.vP s.ix nine heading two one zerp .. pprov~. 

08:33:57.0 
800,1 two six nine. 

08;34:08.4 
APP Thai Exprf;ls .. twq.sj); nine po(ltinuB right headinllM!?liiner;;:ero 

claarl LS approa<:h runv~y two.seven. 

08:34;15.5 
80,0-1 c,ontinue t)M:l nine zero Clf;li'\f ILS approachrufJw,<1y ~ seven Thlii 

Express t'Ii\o.six nltie. 
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T.lMealld 
SOURCE 

08::?5:01 .8 
OAM-? fight 

INTRA-C.OCKPlT COMMUNICATION 

CONUiNT 

08:3.5:58,5 
PAWS twenty five hundreq, 

TIME and 
SOURCE 

08:35:2,9.101 

AIR-GBOUNO COMMUNICATION 

gONIENT 

ROO-1 Thai ~pfess.two six nine establishedlocalizer. 

08:35:3.2.2 
APP Tl)aJ Expr~$edwo sIX nine c.o.ntacttov;oer on~ oo~ Eligi)t·decimalone 

sawasdee kr.ub., 

08:35:36,7 
ROCH contl!lct tower S8W<lsqe.e krub, 

08:·35:40;0 
ROO-1 Phul<et tower sa......asdee krub. Thai Expre;$s lwosix nine es.tablished 

tocart<:er. 

08:35:44,.0 
TWB Thai Express two six nine continue approach, 

08;35:48,7 
ROO-1 continue: approach two i$ix oln."', 

08:36:15.3 
TWB . Orient Tl:la3. two zero ~\len. OtletllXi strai9htah~(j left rum I/f~ \:)raYQ 

coiltactgroutid one tv..o one ninewheli vacl1\ted. 

08:36;21.4 
01:2011 straight ahead tile!'! vacatevia brallo.Orie!1tThaitwo zerQ seVell 

one. l)CiI'advised the CS over the <!irportthis time· you have a 
wlnqs~ear 9.3in and toss offifj:eenknOtSon th.e last fiVe nautical 
miles from thalLS, 
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TIMElInd 
SOURCE 

INTRA·COCKPIT COMM4N1CA nON 

08:36:38.5 
cAM-2 uh hUh. 

~:36:49.1 
OAM-i' 

08::36:55.1 
CAM.2 gear dO\\n '. 

oa:36;58.5 

CONTENT 

CAM (sound similar to, landing gear handle rrjovementJ 

08:$6:59.8 
cAM [sound similar to landing gear dep/oym~ntJ 

08:37:00.9 
CAM [sound of metallic olicks} 

TIME and 
SOURCE 

08:36:33.7' 
TWR thank you. 

08:36:36.2 , 

AIR..GROUNO CgMMUNICATION 

CONrf!NT 

TWR Thai Express two six nine do you copy information from landing 
airctElft? ' 

08:36:44.2 
ROO~1 c:;opy Thai Express tv<X)"ix nine. 

08:36:43.3 
TWR ' roger \l;lke cs,ution. 

08:36:45.4 
ROO-1 yes. 

DCA07RA019 
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TIME and 
SOURQE 

08:$7:09,2 
CAM·? 

08:37:24,5 

INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION 

COf'lTEfU 

INT-1 flight attendants prepare for landing, 

08;37:30,7 
CAM-1 ene;forty, 

01$;37:47,3 
CAM-? 

08:36:1.5,0 
CAM-2 

AIR"GRQUNO COMMUNICATION 
TIME and 
~. QQNT$NI 

08:.37:25.4 
O.E2071· Orie.nt Thai two 2;ere I;llVen is vacated via bravp one two. One 

cjecrmal nine Gall'lasdee I<rub: 

08:37:29.8 
TWR thank you. 

00; 37:St.q 
TWR Thai t;:xpresstwo six nine INind. two four 2;ero degrees pne five' 

cleared to land runway two seven, 

08:37:37.8 
RO.0-1 t'M;)four zero OllE! five olearto (,!Od Thai Express two six nine, 

08:37:40.8 
TWR' and c:auti.on runWlilY V/IiII. 

08;37:42:8 
ROO-1 roger. 
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INTRA-COC.KPIT CQMMUNICATION 
TIME and 
~ 

08::18:17.4 
CAM-1 yes. 

08:38:23.7 
CAM~i before landing. 

08:38:26.0 
CAM-? 

08:38:30.1 
CAWS one thousand, 

08:38:32.4 

CONTENT 

CAM-1 {sound similar to trim in motion hom] 

08:38:34.3 
CAOO-1 

08.:38:35.7 
CAM-i yes. 

08:38:376 
CAM-2 landing. 

TIMEal1d 
~ 

08:38:27,8. 

AI R-GROUttO COMMuNICATIO N 

CO~T$"'T 

TWR Thai ExpresstwP siX ni!lerstrong'll'lnd two fO~lrzerod~reeslhree 
zero knotS. 

08:38:33"" 
ROO-1 two sixniner. 

08:38:36.0 
TWR ·say YOllr intenHons now. 

DCA07RAOHl 
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TIME and 
SOURCE 

08:38:43,4 
CAM-? 

08;38$6.6 
CAM-? 

08:39:10.2 

INTRACCOCKPIT CQMMUNICATlON 

CONTENT 

CAM·2 $peed one three sil<. 

08:39:11:8 
CAWS. fiv,e h4)1dre(j. 

08:39:16.5 
CAM·?'". 

g~~~~8.S 

08:39t21.0 
CAM~? 

06:39:21.3. 
CAM·? 

TIME and 
WURCE 

00:38;38.7 
ROO·1 lMdinQ. 

O!:l:39:00.0 

AIR.GROUND COMMUNICATION 

CQNTENT 

RDO-1 s~yagain ttle.v.ir'l.d CQr'lcHtiQr'I. 

Q!3:39;02.2 
lWR 1:\'100 four z~tci degrees forly knots. 

08:39:04.6 
ROO-1 t\'IoOfomzero.at f9rtyr()ger. 
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INTRA,COCKPIT COMMUNICATION 
TJMEand 
SOURCE 

08:39:23.9 
CAM·1 power. 

08:39:27.9 
CAM·? 

08.:39:29.4 
CAM·1 below. 

08;39:31.1 
CAM~2 correcting. 

08:39:33.8 
CAM~1 power. 

08,39:39.6 
CAM·? 

08:39:43.5 
CAM.1 POV>.ef power power. 

08:39:44.4 
CAWS' one hundred. 

08:39:45.2 
CA~~1 more moreol11ore. 

08:39:46.5 
CAWS forty. 

08:.39:47.2 
CAWS. ",ink rate. sink rate. 

08:39:49.2 
CAM·2 go around. 

CONTENT 
TIME and 
sQUR<;;E 

AtR..(3ROUNO COMMUNICATION 

COljTE!'::!I 
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INTRA-COCISPIT COMMU!:IICtT10!'! 
TlMEa.nd 
§Q!.!BQe;; 

08:39:49.5 
CAM·1 ckay 99 ar9und. 

OB: 39;50.6 
CAM-'2 tla;ps fifteen your control. 

08:3$:&1.9 
CAM-1 s.etmy heading. 

08:39:54.5 
CAM.1 landing gear? 

08,:~:5.5,1 
CAM·2gear Is up. 

08:~:56,6 
,OAM·1 yes, 

08:39:56.0 

QQt:lIEt'T 

CAWS [sound oftone}la.nding gear. 

08:$1\1;$8.6 
OAW5 [sound oftonE>j landin09 ~ear, 

08;40:00:0 
CAM' [sound ofthump] 

0<.\;40:.G1·2 
CAWS (sound oftonejlandlng gear. 

08:40;02.5 
CAM·?' .. 

08;40;06.0 
CAINS' dcm'tslnk. 

TIME and 
§QUB9s 

~IR-G!:$OUNDCOMMUNICATION 

QONT5NT 
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tiME and 
SOVRCS 

.08;40:07.7 
oAWS don't sink. 

03:40:08.3 
CAM-? 

98;:40:08.7 
OAwS sink rate>:. 

08:40;00.3 
oAws pull up. 

INTRA-CPCKPfI C<?MMpNlqAI!ON 

99!iTm::!T 

08:40:10_0 
CAWS [sound similar to wlndshe«r alert] 

08;40;10.9 
qAM [sqund of impaot} 

08:40:11.2 
ENP9F TRAI'ISCRIPT 
END. OF REiCORptNG 

TIME and 
savRRs 

A!6;GROpt;D qQMMyt;IClH10N 

qOtjT!i1l!lI 
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Phuket InternQ tionQl 

SIJAMP 

"J.!!tfl.nl -----------...:11 CARGO TERMINAL 

•• 

OFFICE 

PTT FUEL STATION 

••• -MET OFFICE 

••• 
~ 
~ MET RESIDENTIAL 

Airport /AerodroMe Ground MoveMent ChQrt 

DIMENSIONS IN 
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MAG VAR· 0 18' IJ (200]) ([) 
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APPENDIX 5 

NTSB report: Introduction and Summary 

One-Two-Go Airlines FlightOG269, HS-OMG 
September 16, 2'007, Phuket, Thailand 

A. INTRODUCTION: 

This paper relates to the September 16, 2007, accident of One-Two-Go 
Airlines flight OG269, Thailand re'gistration HS-OMG, a Boeing-McDonnell 
Douglas MD-52 that crashed during an attempted go-around at the Phuket 
lnternaticmal Airport (HKT), Phuket, Thailand. Theflig:ht departed the Don 
Muang Airport (DMG), Bankok, 1hai/and on a regularly scheduled passenger 
flight destined for (HKT). Therewere 1:23 passengers and 7 creWniembers on 
the flight, of which 89 personswere fatally injured. Among the fatalifies'were both 
pilots and 3 of the 5 cabin crewmembers. 

As the State of Design and Manufacture ofMD-82 aitpfanes, a U.S. 
Accredited Representative andadvisers1 participated in the Aircraft Accident 
Investigation Committee of Thailand (AAIC) investigation. 

To evaluate the role of theairplane and its systems in this accident, the 
investigative team relied on evidence at the site, the cockpit voice recorder 
(CVR), flight data recorder (FOR), and component systems testing. 

B. SUMMARY: 

On September 16, 2007, at 1541 local time, One-Two-Go (OTG) Airlines 
flight OG269, Thailand registration HS~OMGi a McDonnell-Douglas MD-82, 
crashed during an attempted go-around at the Phuket International Airport (HKT), 
Phuket, Thailand. 

The fI ight from DM G was conducted uneventfu Ity and as the flight arrived 
in the PKT area, the flight crew conducted the Its RWY 27 approach to the 
airport, with the first officer as the flying pilot. After the flight crew repo,rted to Air 
Traffic Control (A TC) that they were "established [on the]localizer," the crew that 
preceded the accident flight to the airport (HKT), reported weather information 
that they encountered during their approach. This information included an 
airspeed gain and [ass of 15 knots during the final portion of the approach and 
noted a "CB over the airport." The flight crew of OTG269 acknowledged the 
transmission and they were. cleared to land at 1537, with a wind report of 240 
degrees at 15 knots. One minute: later, the controller issued another wind report, 
"OTG269, strong wind 240 degrees 30 knots." The pilot of OTG269 
acknowledged the report, and shortly after, inquired again about the wind 

1 Advisers to the U.S. Accredited Representative included representatives from the National Transportation Safety 
Board, Federal Aviation Administration, Boeing Commercial Airplanes, Pratl& Whi1ney and Honeywell. 
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condition. The tower responded "240 degrees 40 knots," and the pilot 
acknowledged the report. 

Information obtained from the CVR and FDR indicated that the flight crew 
conducted the ILS approach With the, airplane aJigned lust to the north oHhs 
runway 27 certterlirte. 

Between 0839:41 arid 0839:43, asthe airplane was descending through 
115 feet above' threshold level {ATL),2 theairspeE:!d;dtopped from 140 KCAS to 
126 KCAS. At 0839:43 theca'ptain called for power,. and the engine pressure 
ratio (EPR) subsequently increaSed toward ',go around thrust.' The EPR for both 
engines increased fromabolJt 1 .16-tO 2;0 in approximately three seconds and 
remained about 2.0 forthe following 2 seconds3

, until about 08'39:48. Between 
0839:40 and 0839:0839:47, the pitch angle increased from 0 degrees to 5 
degrees, and then decreased to about 2 de'grees at 0839:48. 

Despite the increas,e ofthrustand pitch, the airpJanecontinued to descend 
until ahout 0839:48, reachrng an altitude of 48 feet ATL before· starting to climb. 
However, the airspeed increased durrng this time, from 12El' KCAS at 0839:43 to 
166 KCAS at 0839:48. At 0839:47, the crew received a "sink rate" warning, and 
at 0839:48,as the airplane descended beJow50 feet ATL, the autothrottl.e 
system rnitiated an automatic reduction of all engine thrust. The engine [PR 
decreased from 2.0 ('go around thrusr) at 0839:48 to about 1 .14 ('idlEr thrust't at 
0839:53. 

At 0839:49, the first officercaned fora go-around, and the pJ{ch of the 
airplane increased from about 2 degrees to about 12 degrees at 0839:54, as the 
airplane climbed. The thrust continued to decrease towards its 'idle: position, 
while the airspeed decreased from 165 KC AS to about 122 KCASat 0839:57. 

At 0839:50, the first officertraosferred aircraft control to the captain as the 
thrust was reachIng idl.e EPR. 

The EPR remained at the 'idle' level for about 13 seconds (from 0839:53 
to 0840:06,), as the airplane continued to climb to 'a maximum altitude of 262 feet 
ATL at 0840:01, and .then started descend again. During this time, the landing 
gear was retracted, and the flaps were set to 15 degrees; however, the 
takeofffgo'-arouod (TOIGA) switch was never pressed,5 

2 The ATL altitudes are bi:\secion corrected pressure altitude and field elevation at the runway threshold. 
J According to Boeing, the throttles, accelerated faster than the autothrottlesystem would ~ve commanded 
(as diScussed further in this paper). Therefore, this increase of thrust Was most likely a result of manual 
operation of the throttle levers. 
4. ThisTeduction of power occurred at a rate consistent with an autothrottle command. 
S The autopilot Was "off' during the approach, ahd the autothrottle was "Oh," and selected to the 
"speed" mode 
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Between 0839:5.7 and 0840:08, the pitch angle decreased from 12 
degrees to about 0 d~grees, while the airspeed remained relatively constant at 
arounq 122 KCAS, with ab.out ± 4 knot excursions about this average. 

At 0840:06, a "don't sink" warning sounde:d in the cockpit, as the airplane 
wasdesGeliding through approximately 175 feet ATL The EPR began to 
increase again, reaching 'go around thrust' af(}840:09; however, the altitude and 
pitch continued to decrease. 

At 0840:09, a "sink rate." waming,foll0wed by a "pull up" warning sounded 
in the cockpit. During these warnings,the pitch be'gan to increase from 0 
degrees. The pitch increased to approximately 5 degrees; over the next second, 
until the sound of impact WqS heard at0840:t1 i and the' recording ended. 

This paper provides the U.S. investigcHiveteam's position on the possible 
cause{s) ofthisaccid;ent, consistent with aMailable evidence a,S follows: 

• The EGPV\lS, Windshearand Autothrottle systems functioned as 
designed. 

• Failure to activate th.e. TblGA switch during the go-around resulted 
in theairplane'sflight management system automaticqHy retarding 
the throttles, since the approach slat/flap logic for landing was 
a.pplied6

. 

• Lackihg power application) the airplan'e slowed and descended until 
contact with the terrain. 

• The crew did not propetly perform the go-aro.und maneuver or 
monitor the throttles during the go-around. 

• Regardless of autopilot orautothrottle: use; the throttles remained 
available to the crew to advance power,dlJring the entire accident 
sequence. 

• A transfer of Gontrols, from the copHotto the pilot, occurred at a 
critical point in the go-around. 

• The FOR data Was consistent with the engines producing power as 
requested by the autothro:ftle system and/or flight crew up to the 
beginning of the accident sequence, and the on-scene physical 
evidehce was consistent with both engines rotating during the 
accident sequence;. 

• Although theweather deteriorated in the later stCi:ges of this flight, 
windshear was not a factor in this acciqent 
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APPENDIX 6 

NTSB report: Details of the Investigation 

C. DETAILS OF THE INVESTIGA noN: 

C.1 On-Scene Examination 

The airplane and associated wreckage was removed from the accident 
site and taken to an outdoor area on the airport, prior to the arrival of the U.S. 
Team. As heavy equipment WaS used to clearthe accident site, both the 
condition olthe site and wreckage, were compromised. Photogra!!>hs taken prior 
to'wreckag,e removal Were provided and access was granted to the airplane and 
the actualacpident site. The following wreqkage description is based on the 
photographs,examincWon oHhe accident site, and opservation ofthe wreckage 
after itwas relocated. 

The accident site consisted, of a grass area adjacent (to the north) of 
runway 27, which was divided by a con:crete ditch; and which terminated ala 
vegetation-covered hillside. 

A ground scar was hoted on the north (runway,) side ofthe pav.ement 
surrounding the ditch, approximately adjacent to the Q,OOO fe'et marker on runway 
27. Glass and metal fragments were noted in the vicinity of the ground scar. 

A measurement was taken from the pavement ground scar to the initial 
impact point on the berm, which was measured on ail angle, in the direction of 
the wreckage path,and wasapprO.ximately 128,feet in length. The scar in the 
berm was measured to be approximately 6 feet, on an approximate 55-degree 
angle. Three (parallel) ground scars were observed in the grass area, forward of 
the, berm scar, ih the direction of the wreckage path. The two outer scarswere 
aligned with each other , and the center scar wasjust prior to the outer scars, in 
the direction of the wreckage path. The distance. between the two outermost 
scars was approximately 21 feet, 8 inches, and the distance between the center 
and outermost (toward berm) scar was approximately 14 feet. The wreckage 
path continued in the grass area along the berm on an approximate heading of 
300 degrees~ 

The airplane came to rest on an approximate heading 01340 degrees; in 
the vicinity of the 6,OOO:..foot marker on runway 27. The empennage section of 
the airplane remained attached to the fuselage, and came to rest acrosS the 
ditch. Two circumferential breaks were noted on the empennage section of the 
fuseli3€le, forward of the tail. The post-crash fire burned a hole in the top of the 
fuselag,e just aft of the wings. Severe impact damage was concentrated in the 
forward fuselage and cockpit area. 

The cockpit pedestal control quadrant was located along the wreckage 
path, separated frQmthe cockpit area. Examination ofthe quadrant revealed the 
"suitcase handles" (pitch trim)were in the fullfoiWard position (note: the handles 
could be easily moved). The spoiler speed brake was in the full 
forwardlunarmed detent. The throttles were also in the full forward position. The 
number "11" was observed inthe longitudinal trim setting window. The flap 
handle was observed in the 28-degreedetent. 
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The left wing remained attached to'the fuselage at the wing root. 

The right wing was: separated from the fuselage atthe wing root. The 
following measurements were taken ofthe right flap actuators (from washer to 
gland): 

• Inboard actuator = 3 and 7/8 inches 
• Mid actuator = 5 inches 
• Outboard actuator= 3 and 3/8 inches, ., 

A measurement was taken oHhe horizontal jacl(screw (from bottom of 
ACME nut to top of bottom stop), which was 11 ~ inches. According fo Boeing 
this measurementequate.sto to % units of Aircraft Nose Up (ANU) trim. It was 
noted that the jackscrew was well lubricated. 

The n:ose landing gear separated from the aircraft and was found in the' 
debris field. 

The main landing gear remained attacrred to the: fuseJage. None oHhe 
noSe or main gear tires WaS found deflated. One oHhe main gears went to an 
extended position during the post accident relocation oHh:e wreckage. 

The number one powerplant, with pylon attached, was separated from the 
aircraft and posiHoned next to' the' wreckage in its approximate correct location 
and orientation but skewed pointing away from the aircraft centerline. There were 
no indicationsofa pre-impact failure including ha indications of undercowl fire, 
cas.e rupture, or uncontainment. There were no indications of casing intrusion 
into the rotor system. The preseh.ce of gentle cusping and bendingo;f the fan 
blade leading edges (LEs)andfips (soft body damag~e); sporadic localized 
tearing, and breakoutdamage oothe fan blade LE's {hard body damage}, and the 
findingofa.light dirt deposit on the fan blade· Gorwexsid.e' lips are all consistent 
with the engine rotating and ingesting dirt andlor mud during the aCCident 
sequence. 

The number two powerplant separated from tneaircraft during the 
accident sequence. The pylon for the number two powerplanf remained attached 
to the aircraft. The powerplant Was located next to the wreckage in the 
approximate correct location relative to' the fuselage but was pointihg rearward. 
There were nQindications ofa pre..,impa:cf failure including no indications of 
undercowl fire, case rupture; or uncontainment The fan blades were a"l bent 
against th.e direction of rotor rotation and exhibited transverse airfoil fractures 
ranging from tip fractures to full span fractures. There was a heavy 
caking/coating of dirt and mud onthe visible gas path surfaces, including the inlet 

71t should be noted that these measurements may not accurately reflect the position of the flaps 
at the time.of the accident, due to the fact that when hydraulic pressure is lost (during an accrdent 
sequence); the actuators are not hydraulically held in position~ 
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to the low pressurecorripressor, When looking into the front oOhe engine. 
Distress consistent with clashing was observed oh the rear stage low pressure 
turbine blades. The distresscf.ocum:ented on the number two engine was 
consistent with the engine rotating at the time of its impacts during the accidemt 
sequence. 

The thrust reversers separated from both powerplantsduring the accident 
sequence. It was not possible to ascertain if the reversers were stowed or 
deployed during the accident sequence during the on-scene investigation. 

C.2 Meteorological Conditions 

According to a printout of recorded weather information, provided by the 
MIC, the'weatlieratthe time of the accident was: 

0730 UTC: 330/04KT 3000 -RASOT015 BKN11.0 BKN300 26/24 
0800 UTC: 270/07KT 4000SCT015 BKNfto HKN300 26/24 
0830 UTC: 240112KT 40QQ SCT(}t5 BKN1: 10 BKN300 26124 
SPECI 0835UTC: 270109KT 4000 +RA SCT015 BKN110 BKN300 26/24 
SPECl 0845 UTC: 270/28KT 0800 +RA SGT015 BKN110 BKN300 25/22 
0900 UTC: 270/12KT 1000 RA SCTOt5 BKN110 BKN300 24/23 

Doppler radar images were provid:ed by the MIC. These images 
indicated light to moderate raih at the airport between 0833 and 0933 (images 
were recorded at 0833, 0845, 0853, 0913, and 0933 UTC). 

According to recorded weather data and Doppfer radar images, at the tirrie 
of the accident, the wind increa,secf from 270-degrees at 9 knots to 28 knots. The 
visibility decre,asecf from 4,000 meters. 800 meters, and light to moderate rain 
occurred a:t the airport. 

__ ... _. The airport was equipped with a Low Level Windshear Alert System 
(LLWAS), which consisted of6 sensors placed around the airport. At the time of 
the accident, 3 of the 6 sensors were out of service, resulting in the system being 
unusable. According to theAAIC, a NOTAMwasissued to reflect the LLWAS out 
of service. 8 

C.3 Emergenc'y Response 

The Airport Rescue and Fire Fighting (ARFF) response was initiated from 
the fire station on the airfield. Th.e first responders were on-scene approximately 
five minutes after the accident. 

8 A search of several databases wasuns:uccessful in identifying tlllsNOTAM, and a paper copy was not 
provided to the U.S. Tefl.tn_ . 
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The airplane impacted a gra$s area located on the north side of Runway 
27. Anapproximateq-foot,;;wide ditch dissected the grass area, with no means 
available to trc!.nsverse the ditch. 

Firefighter'S:, witnesses,and survivors noted difficulty in the rescue 
response, as there was no ro.ad available to cross the ditch, to be able to reach 
the accident airplane. The airplane was severely damag.ed by a post-crash fire. 

The sLlrviVal factors associated With this sitUation should be further 
examined by the AAIG. The accessibility of all areas on an airport is crucial in the 
event of an aircraft accident. Furth:er :guidancecan befouncJ in the fonowing 
soUrces: 

• Annex 14, Aerodromes- Volume I: Aerodrome Design and 
Operations, Published by ICAO, in July 2004. 

• Title 14, U,S. Code of Federa/ Regulafio.l1:s Pati: 139,19, Aircraft 
reset1e and titefightfi1g: Operatfonalreqi.liretJienfs, Published by the 
Federal. Aviation Admi.nistraUon. 

• Advisory Circular 15015200;;.31A, Airport Emergency Plan, 
Published by the Federal Aviation Administration, in September 
1999. 

• Guide for Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting: NFPA 402, Published by 
the National Fire Protection Agency, in 1993. 

C.4 Systems Examinatio'n 

The focus ofth~ systemsgroup study is to determine and analyze how the 
functions ofthenlJtothrottle~ enhanced ground proximity system (EGPWSj and 
windshearsystem performed during the approach phase of the accident flight 

To evaluate the rc;)j.e oltheairplane and its systems in thisacQident, the 
Systems .group reJi'e~j, on evidence such as CVR and FDR information. 

It should be noted that the engineering units conversions used for the 
parameters reCorded on the FDRwere. based on documentation from the 
previous operator orthe accident ajrplane. A reviewofthe converted data 
revealed thaHhe majority ofthe parameters converted as expected. However, 
the linear conversion provided for the radio altitude parameter did not produce 
accurate values when compared with recorded FDR pressure altitude data. A 
review of the unconve'rted radio altitude data recorded on the FOR indicated that 
the data trended as expected and did not inqicate any problem with the source of 
the data,the radio altimeter. Other options were pursued to obtain a more . 
accurate radiO' altit!lde conversion incliJdingusing the, original piecewise 
linear/exponential .equation obtained from the airplane's manufacturer and usihg 
a conversion basedona correlation performed by the accident airplaneis former 
operator on a sister airplane. While the$e otherconversions produced radio 
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altitude values that were more conSistent with p> re SSU re altitude data at some low 
altitudes, significanldifferencesremaih'ed atoth~r altitudes. This is most likely 
due to variations among airplanes as modifications were made to the FDR 
systems. Without being able to perform a correlation on an intact~accident 
airplane, an accurate conversi.onfor radio altitude could not bedelermined. As a 
result, all citations of RA values· in this section: are base a on the radio altitude 
recorded on the Enhanced Ground Proximity System (EGPWS). 

The evidence indicateathat just prior to landing., a "sink rate" alert was 
automatically annunciated by the EGPWS. Shortly thereafter, the autothrottle 
system fransitioned into "retard mode" commanding both throttle levers to retract 
to idle at a radio altitude of about 50 fe:et. This resulted in the left and right 
engine EPR being reduced from a·bout 2.0 to about 1.1; EPR remained in this 
posiUon for about 13 seconds. Appro*matelytwo seconas later, the CVR 
indicated that theflignt crew verbalized their Intent for a "go-aro;und" and FDR 
data indicated that ftaps started to: transition from "flaps 40" to: "f1aps.15". The 
TO/GA palmswifches; located on the throtUe levers, were not selected. After 7 
additional seconds, the data Indicated that the status of the right main gear 
transitioned from down to in,.transit. An assessment of the FDR data indicates 
that the only wind$hear warning issu.ed during the accident flight occurred at 
about 08:40:099 (approximately 1 second before' the end ofFDR data), 

C.4.1. Autothrottle System 

Airplane HS-OMG was equipped with an autothrotHe system that is 
controlled by the Digital Flight Guidance' System (DFGS). The autothrottle/speed 
control functions are avaifabl.e for operation ffOmtakeofHo landing. The 
8ufbthroUle function is enga;ged by moving the AUTO THROT SWitch from OFF to 
the AUTO THROT position. The>swftch will not remain in the AUTO THROT (on) 
position unless all interlocks and engage logic requirements are satisfied. The 
switch will automatically revert to OFF when a. malfUnction is detected or the 
autothrottle disconnect button on either throttleispushed .. The red THROTILE 
warning light, located on the Flight Mode Annunciator (FMA), HaShes when the 
AUTO TH ROTswifch j:s manually moved to OFPto. Pushing either autothrottle 
disconne.ct button Of manually turning the AUTO THROT switch on extinguishes 
the throttle light. 

An assessment of the FDR data indicatesthatthroughout the final 
approach phase of flight 269, the autothrottle system was engaged and 
functioning; its modes fluctuated between the speed mode (SPD SEL), Clamp 
Mode. and the Low Limit Mode (LowLim) until the RETD mode was activated at 
about 08:39:47 (Reference Figure 1.) .. 'A/hen the speed mode function oHhe 
autothrottle system is' operafrng, the autothrottle system seeks to maintain the 
reference airspeed/Mach that the flight crew selected in the SPD/MACH window. 

9 All times in this report are in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). 
IO The red THROTTLE warning lights flash for all autothrottle disconnects both manual and automatic. 
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The FOR data did n0t contain the selected Airspeed/Mach parameter and 
therefore, the specifiC airspeed was not confirmed. 

At 08:39:41, the data indicated that during decent as airplane HS-OMG 
descended through about 1:50 feet (RA), the left and right engines were 
commanded to accelerate,. The EPRfbr both engines increased from about 1.16 
to about 2.0 in approximately three seconds and remained above 2.0 for almost 3 
seconds. According tpthe Soeing Company, the MD,.82autothroftle system has 
the capabilityofcommandingtheautothrottle levers at a maximum rate af about 
8 degrees per second. At a·degrees per second, it would take the throttles 
approximately 5.5 seconds toga from idle to takeoff position. According to the 
Soeing Company, the engines are capable of accelerating faster than the 
autothrottle system can command them. Therefore; the manufacturer concludes 
that the 3:.second engine acceleration rate is consiste.nt with manual operation of 
the throttle levers. Ttiiswouldhave overridden theautothrottles but the 
autothrotfles wO.uld remain engaged. 

At about 08:39:47, with the aircraft inth:e SPD mode, at about SO feet 
(RAl, airplane HS~OMG experienced an automatic reduction o,f all engine thrust 
from about 2.0 EP'R to about 1.1 EPR because the retard (RETD) mode function 
of the autothrottle system automatically acUvated. Both engine's EPR remained 
at about 1.1 for approximately 13 seconds allowing the airspeed to drop below 
120 kts. According to Boeing, the RETD mode is automatically activated as a 
function of radio altitude and landing flap configuration when the autothrottle is 
not in the EPR G1A mode. WIth the approa.chslatlflap I.Qgic applied to the 
autothrottle system, the flaps positioned to at least 20 degrees and the radio 
altitude less than orequaJ to 50 feet, the retard mode of operation is 
automatically established. The FDR data indicates the RETD mode activated 
when the flaps were positioned at 40 degrees and the aircraft descended below 
the 50-foot autothrottle retard altitude. Once activated, the FMA d~splays "RETD" 
and both throttle$ are driven to the afistopat a rate dependant on the radio 
altitude. The autothrottle retard mode is independentofthe autopilot or flight 
director-operating mode. 
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Figure 1 Autothrottle System Modes 

C.4.2. Enhanced Ground Proximity Warning System (EGPWS) 

General 

At the time of the accident, airplane HS-OMG was equipped wtth one 
Honeywell Mark V EGP'vVS computer having part number 965-0976-003-216-
216, and serial number 18254. 

As part of the investigation, this EGPVVS computer was removed from the 
accident site and shipped to the National Transportation Safety Board, located in 
Washington D.e. The computer was removed from its original shipping 
container, photographed, re-packaged and shipped to the Honeywell, facility 
located in Redmond Washington. The computer was received into Honeywell's 
Redmond Washington facility on January 31, 2008, where tt was placed in a 
secured area. Honeywell was asked (by the NTSB) to retrieve and analyze any 
flight history data that might have been recorded within the computers non
volatile memo . 
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The initial examination oUhe unitwascondllcted in the presence of a 
representative of the US National Transportation Safety Hoard and Federal 
Aviation Administration. After thee initial evaluation, the unit was s'e'cL/red pending 
a more thorough technical evaJualibn. The technical evaluation ofihe unit was 
reconvened on February 28, 20'08. 

Description of the Mark 'V eGPWS C,omputer 

The Mark V EGPWSis a Terrain Awareness and Alerting system 
providing terrain alerting and display functions with additional features. It uses 
aircraft inputs including' geographic position, attitude, altitude,groundspeed, and 
glideslope deviation. These are combine,d with an internal terrain, obstacle, and 
airport database to predict potential conflicts, ben,v,een the assumed aircraft flight 
path and any fixed external objects within the database. The system also utilizes 
airspeed and gro,lIndspeed 'information fO,prc)'videwarningofpotenfial wind shear 
conditions. Except, thTssystem isnotacfive on MD80 due fa the presence of 
anQ,therwindshearsystem .. Ifthe .logic forany.programmed warning condition is 
satisfied, the EGPWS system will provide both visual and audio warning in the 
cockpit. Additionally, the EGPWS provides alerts for eXcessive sink rate, 
glideslope deviation, too low with flaps or gear not in landing configuration, and 
optional bank angle and altitude ca 110 lIts, baseejon system C()nfigllration fmm the 
Honeywell Enhanced Ground Proximity Warning System and Runway 
Awareness AdVisory System Pilot Guide, MKVand MK VII: 

The EGPWS contains an internal database conSisting of several sets of data: 
1. A worldwide terrain database of varying degrees of resolution. 
2. A worldwide airport database containing information on runways 3500 feet 

ot longer in [ength. 
3. An Envelope ModulatIon database 

With the use of accura.te GPS or Flight Management System (FMS) 
information, the EGPWS is provided present position, track, and ground speed. 
This enables the EGPWS to present a graphical plan view of the aircraft relative 
to the terrain and advtse the flight crew of a potential conflict With the terrain or 
obstacle. Conflicts are recognized and alerts provided when terrain violates 
specific computed envelope boundaries on the prOjected flight path ofthe 
aircraft. Alerts are provided inthe form of visual light annunciation ofa caution or 
warning, audio enunciation based on the type of conflict, andcolorenhanced 
visual dIsplay of the terrain or obstacle relative to the forward look of the aircraft. 
The terrain display is provided on the W,eather Radar Indicator, EFIS display, or 
a dedicated EGP\lVS display and mayor may not be displayed automatically. 

The MKV EGPWS captures and internally saves flight history information 
for up to 71 parameters over a timeframe from 20 seconds before to 10 seconds 
after any warning istriggered. Information forup to 200 EGPWS warning 
'events' may be retained In memory. New event data replaces the oldest data 
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once the flight history memory area becomes full. Not all parameters are utilized 
in every installation. Some parameters remain blank,astheir slots are saved for 
future, use. St0redinfbrmation may later be down loaded by the manufacturer. 
This capability i,s intended primarily for sy~tems engine,eringand quality control 
purposes. There is no forrhal documentation ccmcerning the definition of the 
parameters stored in EGPWS memory. 

EGPWS Computer Examination 

The flight history data from the EGPWS computer's non';Yolatile memory of 
aircraft HS';OMG, was downloaded by HoneyweH Eli'gineering. Honeywell 
produced a report that provides an overview of the examinatton and an analysis 
and summary of the data that was obtained from the computer. This report was 
provided to the NTSB and isreferencedih AppendixA bfthis report 

The data indicates that during the accident aircraft's last flight leg, four 
alertswere reCOrded over an approximate 43-second span (Reference Figure 2). 
The EGPWS computer began recording data when the first alert, M1SK(sink 
rate), was triggered. The computet recorded 20 seccmdsof data prior to the first 
alert and approXimately 23,seconds of data after the alert. After the first alert 
was recorded, the computed recorded an additional three alerts~a Mode 3 sink 
rate alert occurred 19 seconds after the first atert, thenthreesecond~ later 
another Mode 1 sink rate alert, and a final Mode 1 warning {PULL UP} was given 
one second later. After the last alert, the data recording ended, presumably at 
the same time as aircraft impact. Both pressure altitude and radio altitude were 
recorded by the computer. A compari'son of the pressureaJtitudes and radio 
altitudes obtained from the FDR and EGPWS are indicated in Figure 311 . 

11 As mentioned previously, an accurate conversion for radio altitude data recorded on the FDR could not 
be determined. The FDRradio altitude presented in Figure 3 is based on one of the· conversions that was 
evaluated and is included to show the trend of the data compared to the radio altitude recorded on the 
EGPWS, 
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Figure 2 EGPWS Alerts 
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Figure 3 Comparison of EGPWS and FDR data 
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C.4.3. Windshear Alerting and Guidance System 

General 

At the time of the accident, airplane HS-OMG was equipped with a 
Honeywell 'legacy' reactive windshear warning system. An assessment of the 
FOR data indicates that the only windshear warning issued during the accident 
flight occurred at about 08:40:09 (approximately 1 second before the end of FOR 
data). 

Trans WOrld Airlines originally installed this windshear warning system by 
installing one additional line replaceable unit (LRU), a Honeywell Wind Shear 
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Computer (WSO) part number 4059845-902, into theairplane per Douglas 
Service Bulletin 34-226. In 1'998, Tran$World Airlines replaced the originally 
instaHed computer with a computer; PIN 4059845-911. This comput~r metthe 
requirements of Airworthiness DirectiVe AD 96'-02-0$:12. 

Description of the windshearalerting and guidance system (WAGS) 

The wind,shear alerting and guidance system (WAGS) provides detection, 
, alerting, arid guidance through hazardous windshear conditions. The system 
consists, of a windshear computer (WSC) , which receivesaUitude, acceleration, 
and other data from the digital mghtguidance:c:ornputer (DFSG). The WSC also 
receives air data from the central air date:! computer (CADG) and stick shaker 
margin from the stall we:!rning computers ~SWC). The wse uses the data from 
the DFGC, CADCand swe to provide windshear andgtiidance' during a 
windshearencounter. Upon detection of a windshear conditron, the WSC 
provides both aural a'nd visual cockpit annunciations. 

The wse detects two types of winds hear: increasing performance 
(increasing headwind or updraft) and decreasin:g energy she'ars(increasing tail 
wind or downdraft}, An increasing performancewindshear (increasing hea,d wind 
or up draft) results in an amber caution to be annunciated. A decreasing 
performance windshear (decreasing tail wind or down draft) causes a red 
warning to be annunciated on the glare shield and on the Primary Flight Display 
(PFD). 

The wee also enables theC,entral Aural Warning System (CAWS) to 
generate a warning tone. The, actual voices that the CAWS delivers are operator 
selected options ana can be either the "head wind shear" or "tail wind shear" 
warnings or the more common "wind shear wInd shear", The FMA will display 
appropriate windshearannunciations. The WSC provides piichguidance 
commands for all windshearenQOunters during ,all takeoff (afterrotation) and go
around operations. 

During approach, when theWSC detects a wlndshear, "WND SHR" will 
flash five times and then 90 steady in the PMA throttle window. An aural warning 
will sound when a decreasing pe'rforme:!nce windshear is detected. If the AfT are 
engaged in the speed mode when the wind shear is detectedl the WSC will 
provide an input to the DFGC thatwil/ cause, the DFGC to automatically control 
the auto throttles to maintain at least 1 .3Vs + 20 knots. 

The CAWS monito.rs discrete signals from theWSC and will annunciate a 
windshear uniqIJetone followed by three repetitions of "windshear" in response to 

12 AD 96-02~06 Was m$ldatedto prevent significant delays in the HOheywell Standard Wihdshear 
Detection Systems (WS'S) detecting hazardous wihdshear, which could lead. to the loss of flight path 
controL The AD requires upgrading awind shear computer by incorporating new software that eliminates 
delays in the WSS detecting windshear when the flaps of the airplane are intransition. 
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the setting ofthesediscretes, According to. HoneYWeU, theO.perator can choose 
to inhibit certain aural warnings by:enablingcerfain pins on the windshear 
computer; the pins are' 8; 11, 14, and23. The folloWing provides a description of 
the program pins and if grounded, what they will inhibit: 

1. Program pin 8: Takeoff R.oII Increasin:g Shear Aural Annunciation 
Inhihit. A ground will inhibit the W/S aural annunciCition during the Takeoff 
Roll mode in response to an increasing performance shear. 

2. Prograrn pin 11: Takeoff/Go-Around Increasing Shear Aural 
Annunciation Inhibit. Aground will inhibit the WIS aural annunciatien 
during the Takeoffor Go-Around modes in response to an'increasing 
performance shear. 

S. Program pin 14: Approach Increasing Shear Aural Annunciation 
Inhibit. A ground will inhibit the WlS aural annunciation during the 
Approach mode in response to an increasing performance she.ar. 

4. Program pin 23: Aural Warning - WINDSHEAR. A ground w111 provide 
forthe a nnunciafio n ,of W1NDSHEAR fOr di3CreCiisrng pe.rforrnance wind 
shears. (Ifthls option is' selected, options 8( t 1; and 14 must also be 
selected.) An O'penwiUprovide for independent discrete outputs to the 
CAWS foraural annurtciation of TAILWIND SHEAR an.cl HEADWIND 
SHEAR. 

If the system is configure'd in such a way that none of these 4 pjns are 
grounded, the system would allow the "increasing shear" aural on takeoff roll, 
takeoffl g'O around, and approach-. However, ifpins 8; 11 & 14 were alLgroundea 
then the a~uraJwarnings for those functionswoulct be inhibited. To understand 
how the accident airplanewas configured, areview of the operator's aircraft 
records for airpJane HS-OMGcould be examined. 

Windshear Alerting and "GUidanceSyslem Evaluation 

The windshearcomputer PIN 4059845-911 contains non-volatile memory 
in which any detected system failure occurrihg on a previous flight is recorded 
within the cornputer. Because of the usefulness of thenon-volCitile memory in 
logging fail,uresand detections, the invesUgation attempted to recover the 
windshear computer hardwqre(specifically the prihteq circuit board that contains 
the non-volatile memory chips). Five ptintedcircuit boards were recovered from 
the accident site and shipped to the National Transportation Safety Board, 
located in Washington [j.C. The printed circuit boards had 'assembly and serial 
numbers printed on them: The circuit boards were identified as indicated: 

1. Circuit Board # 1: 58960 ASSY4053337-971 Rev G, Serial number G2025553 
side B 
2. Circuit Board # 2: 58960 ASSY4035022.,.9D2 Rev M, Serial number 7101468, 
sideS 
3. Oircuit Board # 3: 58960 ASSY4058344-901 Rev 0, SeriaJ number G2035780 
side B 
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4. Circuit Board # 4: ASS¥- 42.,a07?? 
5. Circuit 8'oard #5: ASSY 42-80719 

A review wasconductedtcD determine ifany of tne circuit boards contained 
th'e non-volatile memory chips from the windshear computer. This recovery effort 
was unsuccessful in recovering the card with the non-VOlatile memory. None of 
the recovered harqwar~ was helpfUl in fhisana!y:sis. The ntlmber 'i58960" is: the 
HoneyweU Phoenix, identi'ficaficin "cage" eoQe. Thesecircuil boards mostlikely 
originated from the Digital Flight Guidance computer. However, this computer 
does not contain a:ny Non-volatile memory. The circuit boards having "ASSY 42~ 
" could not be identmed. ' 

To evaluate the expected response ofthewindshearalerting<and 
guida:ncesystem to the winds encountered by the acc;identaircrafi, Honeywell 
constructed a wfndshe,arSirnulation modeL Their Simulation indicated that the 
legacy Honeywellwindshear detection system would have been expected to 
produce an alert approximately O.3secontisbefore the' end-of-data. The FDR 
data shows that the system on the accident airplane issued a windshear warning 
approximately 1 second before end"of"data. Details of Hcmeywell's model and 
the results obtained frml1 it are iridicatedin AppendiX B. 
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APPENDIX 7 

NTSB report: Operational and Human Performance 

D.OPERATIONAL AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE: 

The systems investigation revealed that all alrplane systems fUnctioned as 
designed and that the airplane remained controllable during the approach and 
intended gc-around. Because the. pilots, drd nct properly perform the go-a ro:u nd 
proc~dure or identify that the p,ower was redl;lCed duringthe gp~~:round,the 
decisions Clnd actionsofth.e· pilots should be further addressed by the MIC. It is 
understood that during the accidentsequence t the . pilots were potentially 
distracted by the weather comfitions; however, that distraction should net cause 
a loss of control oftheairplane. Substantial investigative effort should be devoted 
to understanding the pilots' actions as the scenario. unfolded. 

Additional investigative .eff()rt should also be devoted to. understanding 
why the first officer transferred co.ntrol of the airplane to. the captain at low 
altitude, during a go-around. The pilots were faced with challenges during the 
approach and go,.around, exaCerbated by the·tran$fer of control at low altitude. 
This created a situation in which critical checklist items were missed, and the 
airp,lane was allowed to descend into the terrain. 

Investigation of these iSsues will require the collection of adequate human 
factors and operatio.nal data, which should be Just as methodical and complete 
as the co.llection and analysis oJinforniation pertaining to. the aircraft and its 
systems. Some general guidelines for the investigaUon of human factors in 
aircraft accidents can be founds in ICAO Circular240, Human Factors Digest No. 
7, Investigation of Human Factors in Accidents and Incidents. 
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In order to thoroughly investigate this subject, data should be collected 
(and substantiated) in reference to: pilots' experience, rest periods, and 72-:hour 
personal histories~ Additionally, company procedures and training should also be 
collected and evaluated. 

Data pertaining to the individual piJots routinely includes the following 
focus areas: 

• 72'-hour history 
• Fatigue 
• Stress 
• Recent health 
• Medications 
• Experience 
• TrainIng 
• ProficfeJlcy 
• Personalitylcockpit behavi6r 

, This data can be obtained, for example, by examining pilot records, 
interviewing other pilots who may have flown with the accident crew, the pilots' 
famili.es, the pitots' physicians, instructors who trained the pilots, and any pilot 
examiners who may have evaluated them. A detail.ed list of example questtons is 
attached to this report as Appendix C. 

Fatigue has proven to be' a considerable detriment to pilot performance 
and the potential for its appearance in this accident should De investigated. A 
family member orone of the passengers killed in the One-Two-Go accident 
provrded dO,curnents to the NTSB, which reference pHofsexceeding flight time 
limitations aswell as othersgfety issues at the airline. \Mli/e the validity' ofthese 
documents camwt he $ubst?ntiateq,extensive investigative effort should be 
focused in examining these issues 13. 

Significant investigative' effort should also be pl'acedonexamining the 
procedures, training, and corporate culture at the accident airline . During the 
accident sequence,'theautothrottle system design function, RETARD, moved the 
throttles to idle, as the aircraft descended through approximately 50 feet AGL. 
Because the pitots omitted a. critical step in the go-around procedure; te;, 
activation of the, TOIGA switch, the autotnrottle system remained in the designed 
RETARD mode, and as the airpJane transitloned to a climb the, airspeed rapidly 
decayed. Had the crew followed the prescribed go-around procedures, activation 
of the TOIGA switch would have allowed the autothrottle system to advance to 
go-around thrust. 

13 These documents are attached as Appendix D. 
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Examination of an excerpt from the ()rientThai MD-82 Manual, revealed 
an "SOP Profile" fora "MIssed Approach/Rejected Landing." The procedure 
states that the maneuver should be performed as follows: 

"1. AUTOPILOT OFF: 

PF pushes TO/GA button, advances power and cans "max power/flaps: 15" (ffaps 
11 if landing flaps 28); PNF will repeat flaps 15(11) and serects flaps 15(11), 
verifies throttle FMA reads EPR GA and roUaMd pitch FMA's read GO RND. 
Rotate to arrest sink while advancing the throttles to g0-a round thrust setting. 
PNF confirms that thrustisset forgo around. 

On a rejected landing, touchdown. may dCCUf but is not desired. Rotate to 20 
degrees maximum while climbingaf no lesstlia:ngqarOUrid speed.VVhen a 
posifive rate climb is assureGl, the PI'4F calls "positive rate," the PP commands 
"gear up; bug up." The PNF retracts the gear on cammanaand sets 200,250 or 
clean maneuveringspeed, as appropriate, in speed select window. Continue with 
normal missed approach procedure. Disarm spoffers when time permits. 

2. AUTOPILOT ON/AUTOTHROITLE.ON 

PF pushes TO/GA button, advances throttlesandcaHs "max power, flaps 15" 
(flaps 11 if landing. flaps 28), PNF will repeat "flaps 15 (11)" and selects flaps 15 
(11), verifies throttle FMA reads EPR GA, roll and pitch FMA's read GO RND, 
and throttles are set for g,o around. When a positive rate of climb is assured, the 
PNF calls "positive rate,"the PF commands "gear up, bug up." The PNF retracts 
the gear on command qoctsets 200, 250 or clean man~uvering speed,as 
appropriate, in speed selectwindow. Continue with normal mlssed approach 
procedure~ Disarm spoilers when time p·errnits.'; 

This accident bears a re~emplance to similar accidents that involve 
automation and a loss oJ aircraft contre!. As an eXCimple, a McDonneJI Douglas 
MD-83 aircraft veered off the runway during landiMgCit the Kajaani Airportl 
Finland, on November 3, 1994. Durin.g, the ILS approaCh, the autopilot was 
disconnected, at an altitude of approximCitely 490 feet. However, the autothrottle 
remained engageci, and the first officercontinlled to fly the approach mCioually. 

At an altitude of 150 feet, the captain to'ok control of fheairplane, as he 
believed the airplane was slightly above the glide stope. At an altitude of 1.20 
feet, the autothrottle thrust mode changed to go~around mode, since the speed 
was selected at 141 knots., and the system reqlljred 1.25-1.30 EPRto maintain 
the selected speed. The captain continued to retard the throttles against the 
auto throttle movement. Three seconds before touchdown, the autothrottle was 
disengaged and the airplane touched down 600 meters from the normal 
touchciown point, 26 knots over touchdown speed. Asa result, a runway 
excursion occurred. 
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Both fhe On,e-Two-GoaccidentandtheFinland accident displa¥the 
importance of pilots underst~ndjn9ajrcraft automation and how to operate it 
properly. Substantial investigative efforts should be concentrated in this area, to 
address the failures of tnefitghl crew. Numerous publications are available in 
reference to ffightdeck automation. One comprehensive, detailed publication can 
be found .in Ttr~ Interfaces Be.tweenFlighterews· am:l Modem FlightDeck 
Systems, published in 2004, by the Federal Aviation Adrninistration, in 
Washington D;C. 
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APPENDIX 8 

Appendix A HoneyweU EGPWS Report 

Re.port to National Transportation Safety Board 
September 16,2007 One'-Two--Qp Airlines 1\4D83 Accil.lent 

Prepared BY': 
Prepared For: 
Date.: 

Unit Data: 

Paul Gipson,.Honeywen Product Integrity 
Mike Hauf, NTSB 
April 29, 2008 

HoneyweU Enhanced Ground Proximity Warhing System computer 
Part Number 965~0976-0Q3 ... 216(Mod 2),.21.6(Mod 1), Serial Number 18254; 

HOl1eywell was requested by the US National Transportat,lon Safety Board and the Government 
of Thailand to assist in the investigation of the September 2007One~ Two-Go MD83 accident. 
Specifically, Honeywell was asked:to retrieve and analyze any flight history data thatnright have 
b:een r~co:tded i;n the Honeywell Enh~ced Ground Proximity Warning System (EGPWS) 
computer that was installed in the· subject aircraft. 

The computer is designed to store certain flight history data surroundingEGPWS caution, 
warning, or fault events~ Fault data is recorded as it is recognized by either the unit self tests or 
the continuous, monitor. If the EGPWS. detectKa condition thatwaIT,ants a "Caution" or 
"Waming" lTIessage, the flight history data, consistin:g of several different parameters is 
recorded. This data is recorded at one second intervals, fodheperiod 20. seconds before until 10 
seconds afterthe event. Any data recorded is stored to a.Non Volatile Memory (NVM) and 
retaineci,even if power is 10stto the unit. This Flight History data was retrieved: and analyzed for 
this report. 

This reporLdescribes the investigation, analysis andfmdings as perfonned by Honeywell. The 
report is outline,das follows: 

• ParticipantS 
• Findings 
• Mode Descriptions 
• Data Plot 
• Flight History Parameters 
• Unit Photographs 
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Participants: 
lheunit wasreceivediIito Honeywell'sRedmol1d Washington faqility on January 31, 2008. The 
initial examination of the unit was conducted in.ihepresence of JQeSedor of the US National 
Transportation. Safety Board and Eric West ofthe US Federal Aviation Administrati on. After the 
initial evaluation the unit was se.cured pending a more thorough technical evaluation. 

The tecbnicalevalWltion of the $it was reconven~d on February 28,.2008, at Honeywell;s 
RedmoIid, Washington facility. Present for the subsequent evaluation Were: 

• PeteBrown 
• Kevin AlIen 
• WallyWard 
• Wes Goo 
• Jini Mu1kIDs 
• Kevin COMer 
• Yasuo Ishihara 
• Bill Pickens 
• Steven Johnson 

Quality Engineer,· Honeywell 
EGPWS Technical Manager,tIoneywell 
EGPWS fIa.t;dwate Engineer, HQneyweIl 
EGPWS Systems Engineer, Honeywe11 
EGPWS Systems Engineer, Honeywdl 
EGPWS ResearchandDevelopment Engineer, HoneyweU 
EGPWS Research and Development Engineer, HoneyweIl 
EGPWS Technician, Honeywell 
EGPWS TechniciaI4 HoneyweU 
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Findings: 

The EGPWS unit asreceived had been severely dC!.rnaged in the aGCideot. Honeywell 
removed the appropriate memory chip, arid reinstalled this onto an exemplar card. The 
flight history data from the chip was then down/oaded and anafyzed. 

During the last flight leg there were 4 alerts recorded in the data over an approximate 43 
second span. These alerts are depicted in the c~rtr attachment 3. The EGPWS began 
recording data when the first alert was provided. The unit recorded the prior 20 and next 
10 se'coods of data. A list of data items recorded is itl attachment 5. . 

The first alert was a Mode 1 sink rate alert. The next alert; 19 second.s later, was a 
Mode 3 sink rate ale.rt. 3 seconds later there was another Mode 1 sink rate alert. A final 
Mode 1 warning (this trme a PULL UP) was given 1 second later. At thiS point data 
recording ended, presumably af the same time a:s aircraft impact. 

Mode 1 Alert -- Mode 1 alerts are provided when the EGPWS senses an excessive 
descent rate close to the terrain. The warnings are both altitude and descent rate -
sensitiVe. Mode 1 is adive in a/laircrafi configurations. If the aircraft penetrates the 
outer alert boundary, the voice aural "SINKRATE, SINKRATE" is generated, and the 
caution lights illuminate. If the aircraft penetrates the inner alert boundary, the voice 
aural "PULL UP!" is generated and the warning lights illuminate. 

Mode 3 Alert -- Mode 3 alerts are provided When the EGPWS senses a Significant 
altitude loss during takeoff or during a missed approach. This alert is given ifthe gear or 
flaps are not in the landing configuration. The aural alert is "DON'T SINK, DON'T SINK" 
and the caution lights are illuminated. 

The plot of the downloeded data is Atta'chment 3 of this report. The raw data (in excel 
format) used to compile the chart was provided to the NTSB. 



Attachment 1 

Mode 1 • ExeessiveDescent Rate 
Mode 1 provides alerts when the aircraft has excessive descent rate close to the terrain (see figure 2). 
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MODE 1 - EKCESSIVE '])ESCENT RATE 

If the aircraft penetrates the outer alert boundary, the voice aural "Sinkrate" is generated,and alert discretes are output by 
the computer for driving visual annunciators. If the aircraft penetrates the inner alert boundary, the voice aural "Pu1/ Up!" is 
generated and visual alert discretes are also ou.tput. The alert boundaries are defmed in terms of aircraft vertical speed 
(barometric vertical speed supplemented by inertial vertical speed when available) and radio altitude. 
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AttClchment 2 

Mode 3 - Altitude Loss After Takeoff 
Mode 3 provides alerts when the aircraft loses a significant amount of altitude immediately after takeoff or during a missed 
approach, as shown in Figure 1 
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FIGURE 1 MODE 3 - AL TlTUDE LOSS AFTER TAKEOFF 

The altitude loss variable is based on the altitude (MSL) value from the time of the beginning of the inadvertent descent. The 
amount of altitude loss, which is permitted before an alert is given, is a function ofthe height ofthe aircraft above the terrain, 
as shown in Figure 1. Mode 3 is enabled after takeoff or go around when landing gear or flaps are not in landing 
configuration, and stays enabled until the EGPWS computer detects that the aircraft has gained sufficient altitude that it is no 
longer in the takeoff phase of flight. 

If the aircraft penetrates the mode 3 boundary, the voice aural "Don'! Sink" is generated, and alert discretes are provided for 
activation of visual annunciators. The visual.annunciators rell1ain active until a positive rate of climb is re-C$tablished. 
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Attachment 4 

EGPWS Flig.ht History Parameter List 

System Operation Time 
Latitude 
Longitude 
Position Uncertainty (HFOM) 
VFOM . 
CAS 
Ground Speed 
GPS Altitude 
Uncorrected Bare Altitude 
Geometric Altitude 
Radio Altitude 
Terrain Database Elevation 
Altitude Rate (Vertical Speed} 
MagnetiC Track 
True Track 
True Heading 
Pitch 
Roll 
Glideslope Deviation 
Loc Deviation 
Position Source 
TERR Display Range 1 
TERR Display Range 2 
Landing Gear Discrete 
Landing Flaps Discrete 
TERR Inhibit (Override) 
TERR Display 1 Selected 
TERR Display 2 Selected 
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PHOTO 1 

Unit as received at Honey""\vell Rechnond facility 

PHOTO 2 

Unit removed trom aircraft rack 
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PHOTO 3 

Unit Data Plate 
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PHOTO 4 

:.' i 

Unit with front end capremoved 
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APPENDIX 9 

Appendix B Honeywell Windshear Report 

Simulation of Honeywell Legacy Re'activeWindshear Algorithm 

1. Howard Glover, Honeywell Advanced. Technology 
:30 November .2007 

References 
1. HoneyweIl Document 5141-01298, Rev A, February 2002, "Detection Algorithms 

in Honeywell (Legacy) Reactive Windshear Systems - Description ofthe MD-
80/90 System and Comparison ta other Honeywell (Legacy) Windshear Systems". 

2. FAA Technical StaridardQrder ISO·ell!, "Airhorne Windshear Warning and 
Escape G~idance Systems for Irausport Aircraft". 

3. NTSB spreadsheet data from flight data recorder of accident to MD-82, HS
OMG, Phuket, 9/1612007. 

Background 

The MD-82 aircraft HS-OMG mVQlved in an accident at Phuket on 9' September, 2007 
was equipped with a Honeywell 4Ieg@y' reactive windshear warning system. In order to 
investigate the expected response' oflhis warning system to the winds encountered by the 
accident aircraft, a simple simulation model was constructed. The model andthe results 
obtained from it are described below. 

Simulation 
Using the algorithm descriptions ~d diagrams conUi:ined in the HQneyweU legacy 
windshear wamingsystemdescription document (Reference 1), a Matlab® Simulink 
model of the algorithms was constructed. The Simulirtk model includes a simul~ion of 
the dynamics of a jet transp:ort airplane~ The model has Some limitations: 

• Detailed aerodynamic data for the MD:..g2wasJlotreadily available, and d<rta fora 
typical transport airplane ofthe size andperforruance of the MD-80 series was 
used, 

• Some ofthe alerting and mode switching logic ofthe windshear detection 
algorithm was siinplified. However the simplifications are not expected to have a 
significant effect oil the results from the simulation. 

The wind, aircraft flight path atldairSp~ed data from the Phuket accident (Reference 3) 
were imported into the model, and the responses of the simulated windshear detection 
system were rec.orded. 

For comparison purposes, a second Honeywell reactive windshear algorithm (the "legacy 
Sundstrand" algorithm was also, included III the simulation, and SUbjected to the accident 
wind data. This algorithm was originally certified to the FAA TS O-C I 17 performance 
standard, and its behavior was used as a basdine for intended functioning ofa reactive 
windshear detection system. 
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Results 

For the fol1owingtime history charts, the time scale is referenced from an. 'end-of·data' 
zero time corresponding to a GMT time .of 31210. 875 seconds in the original recorded 
data set in the spreadsheet provided by theNTSB. 

The simulation indicated that the legacy Honeywetl windshear detection system would 
have been expected to produce an a:1ertappraxiinately 03 seconds before end-of-data. 
The flight data recorder data shows th~t the system ontbe: a9cident airplane issued a 
windshear wamingapproximately 1.1 seconds before end-of-data. 

The simulation of the legacy Sundstrandwindshear detection ~ystem provided a 
windshear warning at O. 6 seconds before,endc.of-data. 

These results are compatible with each other, an'd well within the tolerance expected from 
the simulation. 

The wind data provided by the NTSB (Reference 3) shows thatthere w asa relatively 
insignificant vertical component of wind duting the landing approach (Figure 1), and it is 
not expected that a windshear alert should have been issued base.d on the vertical shear. 
The variable within the legacy Honeywell algorithm which is most responsive to vertical 
shear is the variable TVERT, and the response of this variable is shown in Figure 3. 

The horizontal wind component (Figure 2) shows a general increase from a headwind of 
3 knots to a headwind of 47 knots during the ll1aj.ority of the approach, and then a rapid 
decrease to 10 knots atth.e end-of-datatime. Duringthe 'increasing' phase the wind 
speed oscillated considerably. These oscillations were attenuated by the gust filters of the 
windshear algorithm, as intended. 

Towards the end of the approach, the headwind component (Figure 2) decreases, and the 
negative shear value eventually reaches a magnitude sufficient to cause the system to 
issue a warning alert (Figure 5). 

The variables withinthe legacy Honeywell algorithm which are most responsive to 
horizontal shear are the variables TAlRl, TWINDl and the 'wind vectorrotation' 
variable TVIV. Plots ofthese variables againsttime from the simulation are shown in 
Figure 4. It is the variable T AIRl which fmally exceeds the threshold (tfid causes an 
alert, as shown in Figure 5. 

From the simulation data and accident data, the preliminary conclusion is that the legacy 
windshear detection system performed its function as intended, and that the performance 
was compatible with the requirements of FM TSO·CI17. 
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APPENDIX 10 

Appendix C Human Performance Questions 

A. PILOT PERCEPTION AND EVALUATION OF THE WEATHER 
CONDITIONS 

Evaluate whether the pilalsof One-Two-Go Airlines flight #269 failed to identify 
and respond to the weather conditions in a timely manner; evaluate whether the 
pilots failed to appreciate the severity ofthe conditions. 

1. The crew that preceded the accident flight to the airport, reported 
weather information that they encQuntered during their approach. Thi,s 
information includea an airspeea gain and loss of 15 knots during the 
final portidn offhe approach. From CVR information, document and 
evaluate the accident crews' response to this information. Determine 
whether the accident crew should have' continued the approach at that 
time or whether the approach should have been abandoned or delayed, 

2. Evaluate One-Two-Go Airlines severe Weather recognition and 
avoidance training and theit Windshear recognition a.nd avoidance 
training. 

3. Document One-Two-Go Airlines definition of winds hear conditions. 
Document One-Two-Go Airlines procedures for operating in an area of 
windshear. Document One-Two .... Go Airlines procedures for a 
\Nindshear Escape Maneuver. Determine and document whether the 
accident pilots should have considered the weather for the approach to 
be windshear conditions. 

4. Document Soeing definition of windshear conditions. Document Soeing 
procedures for operating in an area of windshear. Document Soeing 
proceduresfoJ a Windshear Escape Maneuver. 

B. A'PPROACH PROCEDURES & TRANSFER OF CONTROL PROCEDURES 

Document One-Two-Go Airlines procedures or guidance for additional speed 
additives to be used during approaches into areas of high winds and/or into 
areas where known loss and gain of airspeed has been reported. Determine 
whether the accident crew followed company procedures for airspeed additives 
during these conditions. 

1. Document Boeing procedures or guidance for additional speed 
additives to be usea during approaches into areas of high winds and/or 
into areas where known loss and gain of airspeeds has been reported. 
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2. Document One .. Two-Go Airlirlesguidance and procedures for a first 
officer operating as the flying pHot during approaches into areas of high 
winds qndfor into areas where known 1.0S$ and gc:iJn of Ciirspeed$ have 
been reported. Determine and document anyOne-Two,,-Go Airlines 
limitations on the first officer ope rating as the flying pilot. 

3. Document One'-Two-Go Airlines guidance and procedures for transfer 
of controls and determine whether these procedures were followed. 
As the transfer of controls occurred at a critical point in the go-around, 
document and determine whetherthisfransfer of control resulted in 
errors during the missedapproachfgo-amund procedure. 

C. GO-ARQUND AND WfNDSHEAR ESCJ\PE PROCEDURES 

Sased on One-Two-Go Airlines procedures and training; evaluate and document 
whether the accident pilots should have recogntzeda windshear condition and 
performed a Windshear Escape Maneuver rather than a missed approachlgo
around maneuver. 

1. Document One-Two-Go Airlines and Soeing procedures for a missed 
approach/go-around. 

2. Document One-Two-Go Airlines and Soeing Windshear Escape 
Maneuver proce~dures. 

3. Document the specific duties, call-outs, and challenges of both the pilot 
flying and the pilot monitoring during Go-Around, Missed-Approach, 
and Windshear Escape Maneuvers. 

4. Document whether the use ofthe autothrottles without use of the 
autopilot is consistentwith OOe-Two-Go airlines guidance and 
procedures, including during "Ge-Around and Windshear Escape 
Maneuvers. 

5. Document that One-Two-Go Airlines and Soeing procedures called for 
the flying pilot to' push the TO/GA. bu;ttqn, advance the power, and call 
for max power during a missedapproachtgo-around. Document that 
the TO/GA button was not pushe'd and that this allowed the throttles to 
retard to idle during the missed approach/go-around. 

6. From the FDRinformation, documentthat the throttle$ retarded to idle 
and remained at idle thrust for approximately 14 seconds. Document 
that the throttles retarded to idle because the pilots failed to push the 
TO/GA button during the missedapproach/go-around. 
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7. From FDRand CVR information, determine and document why the 
pilots failed to monitortheengine power setting and allowed the engine 
powerto remain at idle power for about 14 seconds during a critical 
point in the missed approach/go-around. 

8. Determine and document whether On'e-TwQ-Go Airlines tra,ining and 
guidance provides sufficient information to pilots concerning the effects 
ofa failure,to push the TQfGA button durin£Jamissedapproach/go.
around. 

9. Determine and document whether One-Two-Go Airlines tra,ining 
provides sufficient guidance to pilots concerning the need to apply, 
monitor, and maintain sufficient power during a missed approach/go
around. 

10. DocQment that weather conditlons were not the caU$e oHhis accident, 
but may have beena contributing' factor. 
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APPENDIX 11 

Appendix D Operational Documents Provided to the NTSB 

Page 1 0[2 

Oemko (Andrews) JiII 

From: 

Sent: Thursday,May 29. 2008 10:02 AM 

To: Demko (Andrews) JilI 

Subject: Fwd: ThaHand lAM - 1 st email fOr JiII - resending 1 C 

Date: Tue, 20 May 2008 09:48:44 -0400 
To: 
From: 
Subject: Thailand IASA 
Cc: marlendivack@faa.gov 

Danuta, 

Attached is: 

I ) Orient-Thai ll.jpg: The image of a document, written by Ron AUendorfer (but not 
signed), explaining the other images. What it says (ma nutsheLl) is: A Capt. Latief signed 
and approved PPC checks for 4 crew members in December, 2007 while he was on leave 
from Orient Thai. Since the signatures and comments differ in ink ami handwriting &ty le, 
Ronspectilates that Capt. Lalief signed· the documents before going on Hajj~ ROll 
recommends a complete and thorough rOSA Audit by an independent finn, specificallv not 
one from Thailand. . 

2) Orient-Thai 12jpg: An image ofCapt. Latiefs leave application, on Orient Thai 
stationary, signed by Capt. Latief and other writing presumably in his han& ' 

3) Orient~Thai 13~16.jpg: 4 images of the signed check rides on Orient Thai stationary. 
Even in black and white the different ink and handwriting are obvious. 

4) Orient-Thai 2Jpg: An image of the MD.gO roster for the month ofDec, 2007 showing 
Laticfto be "LV" during the dates of the check rides, 

These images came from Ron Allendorfel' through X X to me, with the intention of having 
them go pUblic. In the emaiI.Mt.AlIendorlCr says: "1 sent an email to the DCA as a 
courtesy and to give them a he~ds up that others are aware onhe condition of the carriers 
and it will be very embarrassing if the alleged fraudulent check rides and other things get 
out without them investigatfug~ I feel nothing wiU be done, there's got to be some strong 
political connection for this to continue. It 

-
5129/2008 
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Reviewing thetraining·records ofDe~ber 2007~ I.foundrecotds·lliatcould.pQssibly Pe 
fuwduient. On 1 November 2007" Capt. Latiet;.an instructor, .requestedandreceived 
approval rrom'the DFO for 1eaye ftOfil 1 Peceinber 2007' to: 15 Janllary 2008 to do the· 
Hilljl?ilgrimage. The officiai cqmpail~ Ct~w @Mdule for DeeeIl1ber,ZOO7 ihdiqrtes that 
Capt. Latiefwas. on leave for the entire month. . 

After reviewing the eompanyPiIot Proficiency forms for ~ month of December 2007~ 
. Capt. LatiefsignedlapprovedPPC cheeks for the foUowingcrewmembers: 

1:. 17-12-"07 PPC Simlilator 
2. :05 .. 12.;07 PPCSimukttor 
3. 10-12--&7 PPC Simulator 
4. 12 .. 12-07 PPCSiInuIator 

. Capt. AnwarHaryanto 
CaptNastunNatsir 
caPt. HarrY Ptirwanto 
CaPt. Hendrarto 

The.questip~ 'is; If Capt. Laiiefwas.outhe H'!if Pilgrimage du:ring December,how could 
he have .conducted the Pilot Proficiency Checks:? 

I spokewitll the Chit}fPitot i1) reg<;U'dsw tbls and he explained;tbatCapt~·Latief·was 
present during all thecliecks mquesti6n. Ere also-relayedtome that Capt. :LatIer was on, 
the Haiifrom 20 December 2007. Ifihatwas th~ case artdne did do the cheeks before he 
left forilie'I-Ia.fj, did the companypayhlm 'rorthoSe checks? lIne. did the checks; why 
did the official crew list for p~ember not-reflect that he was workfug? Doesh~ logbook . 
reflect that he conducted these ch~cks? Does the Flight Siitll:I1ator togrefiectthat lle was. . 
_present? . 

I recommend that'tne afo~lllentioned qlle~ti()l}~ be iJlvestigated. 'It is my opinion fhatthe .. 
forms weresign~ by Capt. Latief priot' tehis departure to tbe HajJ Pilgrimage. This is 
suspected becaU$ehis sigpaturejs~differentcOlor ofink ·:from the General Assessment, 
'and theGenerat AssessJl1ertt printingap~,to be done by anoilierpers.oD,.The 
Simuiator InstrUctor inkandprJntfug appears: to ~thesame' as what~ s written in the 
General AssesStrtents. 

BeSideerthe~possibIe itregUlaritie~ I would, reCommend that all of thetminingrecords 
and flight and duty time tecQros be'lnveStigated for irregulariti~s~ 

Based on the observations and information IpfOvided on the' state of Orient.:rhai/One
Two-GQ Airlines, I highly reco~en~Hhat Qriep.t-ThailOne':'Tw~Go be directed to 
undergo' a complete and thorough IOSA Audit by an independent firm (not one from 
ThaiJand}beginning ne later tban30.<fuys from notification. 

Depending Qn the .-results of the IOSA, reasonable and strict aate;s should be established to 
comply with any and all major fIndings. 
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APPENDIX 12 

Flight Standards Bureau Promulgation: Pilot Training Program 

Rule and Practice Guidelines on Pilot Training Program 

Flight Standards Bureau 

Department of Civil Aviation 

By virtue of the Civil Aviation Board Rule No. 4 and Announcement of 

Department of Civil Aviation on Aeroplane Flight Crew prescribe that the pilot training 

programs conducted under the Air Operator Certificate, must be approved, in order to be 

used as guidelines for implementation of programs for pilots. Department of Civil Aviation 

hereby issues rules and practice guidelines, as follows: 

The Pilot Training Program could be categorized into 6 types, as 

follows: 

1. Initial Training Program is the training program that provides a pilot the 

training on a specific aircraft type that would be the first aircraft type rating. 

2. Conversion! Transition Training Program is the training program that 

trains a pilot to fly from one aircraft type to another such as from flying B737-300 

airplanes to A300-600 airplanes. 

3. Difference Training Program is the training program required for pilot to 

operate a common type rating that is different in performance, weight and configurations, 

for example, changing from B757 to B767 airplanes. 

4. Upgrade Training Program is the training required for a pilot as a Second 

in Command to be qualified to fly as Pilot In Command. 

5. Recurrent Training Program is the periodic training for a pilot to practice 

operations under normal, abnormal and emergency situations. 

6. Requalification Training Program is the training required for a pilot who 

holds a type rating but has not flown exceeding the six months, but not exceeding 1 year. 
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The Pilot Training Program shall comprise as follows: 

1. Ground School Subjects 

1.1 Aircraft Systems Knowledge to include: 

1.1.1 Aircraft General 

1.1.2 Powerplant 

1.1.3 Electrical System 

1.1.4 Hydraulic System 

1.1.5 Fuel System 

1.1.6 Pneumatic System 

1.1.7 Air Conditioning and Pressurization 

1.1.8 Flight Control 

1.1.9 Landing Gear 

1.1.10 Ice and Rain Protection 

1.1.11 Equipment and Furnishing 

1.1.12 Navigation Equipment 

1.1.13 Auto Flight System 

1.1.14 Flight Instrument 

1.1.15 Communication Equipment 

1.1.16 Warning System 

1.1.17 Fire Protection System 

1.1.18 Oxygen System 

1.1.19 Lighting 

1.1.20 Emergency Equipment 

1.1.21 Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) 

1.2 General Subjects to include: 

1.2.1 Basic Indoctrination, 

1.2.2 Dispatcher Procedures, 
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1.2.3 Weight & Balance Procedures, 

1.2.4 Adverse Weather Practices Procedures such as Icing, 

Turbulence, Heavy Precipitation, Thunderstorms with windshear and micro burst 

phenomena, Low visibility, Contaminated runways, etc, 

1.2.5 Determination of aircraft performance in normal, abnormal, 

and emergency situations, including the utilization of flight operation related documents 

properly such as chart, tables, manual information, MELlCDL, special operational 

conditions, 

Interference. 

1.2.6 Dangerous Goods Procedure, 

1.2.7 Crew Resource Management, 

1.2.8 Preventive Corrective Action of Sabotage and Unlawful 

1.3 Aircraft Systems training to include: 

1.3.1 Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) in the proper utilization 

of checklist in Flight Procedure Trainer! Cockpit Procedure Training, 

1.3.2 Flight planning based on performance limitations, required fuel 

loads, and weather planning, 

MNPS. 

situation, 

1.3.3 Operating Weather Radar, 

1.3.4 Operating Navigation Systems, 

1.3.5 Operating auto flight and flight director systems, 

1.3.6 Cockpit Familiarization, 

1.3.7 Flight Management System (FMS), RNP, RVSM, TCAS and 

1.4 Safety and Emergency Procedures to include: 

1.4.1 Emergency Equipment and Emergency Procedure In any 

1.4.2 Wet Drill, Fire Drill and Door Drill. 
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1.5 Flight Time for Theoretical Subjects shall be as follows: 

Theoretical Initial Conversion Difference Upgrade Requalification 

Subjects 

1.1 

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 

Training ITransition 

(Hrs.) Training 

(Hrs.) 

80 60 

30 20 

12 12 

12 8 

2. Flight Simulator Training 

2.1 Airplane 

Training Training 

(Hrs.) (Hrs.) 

40 20 

20 20 

12 10 

8 -

Family of Initial Conversation Difference Upgrade Recurrent 

Aircraft Training ITransition Training Training Training 

(Sections) Training (Sections) (Sections) (Sections) 

(Sections) 

Turboprop PIC-12 PlC -10 PIC-8 SIC to PIC- PlC - 1 

SIC -12 SIC-8 SIC- 8 10 SIC - 1 

FIE - 10 FIE-IO FIE - 8 FIE to SIC- FIE - 1 
11 

Turbojet! PIe -14 PIC-12 PIC-IO SIC to PIC- PIC-I 

Turbofan SIC-14 SIC -12 SIC-IO 12 SIC-1 

FIE-lO FIE-IO FIE - 8 FIE to SIC- FIE -1 
14 

Training 

(Hrs.) 

10 

10 

10 

-

Requali-

fication 

Training 

(Sections) 

PIC-2 

SIC-2 

FIE - 2 

PIC-2 

SIC-2 

FIE - 2 
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2.2 Helicopter 

Helicopter Rule of Initial Transition Upgrade Recurrent Requali-

Flight Training Training Training Training fication 

(Sections) (Sections) (Sections) (Sections) Training 

(Sections) 

IFRlVFR PlC -10 PIC-8 SIC to PlC -1 PIC-2 

SIC -10 SIC-8 PIC-8 SIC - 1 SIC-2 

VFR PIC-6 PIC-6 SIC to PIC- PIC-l PIC-2 

SIC-6 SIC-6 5 SIC-l SIC-2 

Note: 1. PlC = Pilot in Command, SIC = Second in Command, FIE = Flight Engineer 

IFR = Instrument Flight Rule, VFR = Visual flight rule 

2. As indicated in 2.1 and 2.2, 1 Section means 4 hours, with a commencement as 

Pilot flying 2 hours, as Pilot not flying 2 hours. The number of session required above does 

not include the checking session. 

3. School Flight Training 

After passing the flight simulator training examination, the trainee pilot 

shall undertake at least two school flights, for his or her proficiency in operations for the 

trained position, to include: 

3.1 In the first school flight shall include: 

3.1.1 Cockpit preparation, engine start, after start 

3.1.2 Taxi 

3.1.3 Normal takeoff 

3.1.4 Takeoff or T IG with engine fail (simulated) at V2 

3.1.5 ILS approach (with or without FD) & T/G (all engine) 
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3.1.6 ILS approach (with or without FD) & T/G (1 engine simulated . 
failure) 

3.1.7 Visual circuit approach & T/G (all engine) 

3.1.8 Visual circuit approach & T/G (1 engine simulated failure) 

3.1.9 Go Around (all engine) 

3.1.10 Go Around (1 engine simulated failure) 

3.2 In the second school flight shall include: 

3.2.1 Cockpit preparation, engine start, after start 

3.2.2 Taxi 

3.2.3 Normal Takeoff 

3.2.4 Takeoff or T/G with engine fail (simulated) at V2 

3.2.5 ILS approach (with or without FD) & T/G (all engine) 

3.2.6 ILS approach (with or without FD) & T/G (1 engine 

simulated failure) 

3.2.7 Visual circuit approach & T/G (all engine) 

3.2.8 Visual circuit approach & T/G (1 engine simulated failure) 

3.2.9 Go around (all engine) 

3.2.10 Go around (1 engine simulated failure) 

3.2.11 Non precision approach 

3.3 School Check Ride Requirements shall include: 

3.3.1 Cockpit preparation, engine start, after start 

3.3.2 Taxi and Normal Takeoff 

3.3.3 Takeoff or T/G with engine fail (simulated) at V2 

3.3.4 ILS approach (with or without FD) & T/G (all engine) 

3.3.5 ILS approach (with or without FD) & T/G (1 engine simulated 

failure) 

3.3.6 Visual circuit approach & T/G (all engine) 

3.3.7 Non precision approach & landing 
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3.3.8 Go Around{2 engine simulated failure) 

Note: TIG = Touch and Go, FD = Flight director, V2 = 1.2 x Vstall 

4. Route Training 

When pilot passing the School Check Ride Requirements, the pilot shall 

undergo the Route Training with a Check Airman designated by the DCA, in accordance 

with the required route training or the Airman Route Check, as follows: 

No. of Flight 

Initial Training 70 

Conversion I Transition Training 40 

Difference Training 30 

Upgrade Training 40 

Upon completion of the required route training, the trainee pilot must be 

qualified to fly in position seeking for the required route training. Then the trainee pilot 

shall be checked by the DCA or a Check Airman designated by the DCA, before endorse 

rating in his or her license. 

5. Conditions Required to Continue Training 

5.1 Upon completion of the Ground School Training, but a trainee pilot 

stops his training on the Flight Procedure Trainer Training more than 1 month, but not 

more than 6 moths, the trainee pilot shall take the refresher course on Aircraft System 

Knowledge reviewing and Ground School Test. 

5.2 Upon completion of the Ground School Training, but a trainee pilot 

stops his training on the Flight Procedure Trainer Training and the Flight Simulator 

Training more than 6 months, the trainee pilot shall re-take the entire training programs. 

5.3 Upon completion ofthe Flight Simulator Training, but a trainee pilots 

stops his training on the School Flight Training more than 1 month, but not more than 3 

months, the trainee pilot shall take the refreshment courses on Aircraft System Knowledge 

reviewing, Ground School Test, Flight Simulator Training 1 section and pass Flight 

Simulator Training check ride 1 section. 
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5.4 Upon completion ofthe Flight Simulator Training, but a trainee pilots 

stop his training on School Flight Training more than 3 months, but not more than 6 

months, the trainee pilot shall take the refreshment courses on Aircraft System Knowledge 

reviewing, Ground School Test, and Flight Simulator Training 2 sections and pass Flight 

Simulator Training check ride 1 section. 

5.5 Upon completion ofthe Flight Simulator Training, but a trainee pilots 

stop his training on School Flight Training more than 6 months, the trainee pilot shall take 

shall re-take the entire training programs. 

5.6 Upon completion of the School Flight Training, but a trainee pilots 

stop his training on Route Training more than 1 month, but not more than 3 months, the 

trainee pilot shall take the refreshment courses on Aircraft System Knowledge reviewing, 

Ground School Test, and Flight Simulator Training 1 sections and pass Flight Simulator 

Training check ride 1 section. 

5.7 Upon completion of the School Flight Training, but a trainee pilots 

stop his training on Route Training more than 3 months, but not more than 6 months, the 

trainee pilot shall take the refreshment courses on Aircraft System Knowledge reviewing, 

Ground School Test, and Flight Simulator Training 2 sections and pass Flight Simulator 

Training check ride 1 section. 

5.8 Upon completion of the School Flight Training, but a trainee pilots 

stop his training on Route Training more than I year, the trainee pilot shall re-take the 

entire training programs. 

5.9 Upon endorsement the Type Rating in the Pilot License, but a trainee 

pilots stop his flight operations more than 3 months, but not more than 6 months, the 

trainee pilot shall re-take the Flight Simulator Training 1 section and pass Flight Simulator 

Training check ride 1 section. 

5.10 Upon endorsement the Type Rating in the Pilot License, but a 

trainee pilots stop his flight operations more than 6 months, but not more than 1 year, the 

trainee pilot shall take the Requalification Training. 

5.11 Upon endorsement the Type Rating in the Pilot License, but a 

trainee pilots stop the Route Training more than I year, the trainee pilot shall re-take the 

entire training programs. 
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5.12 The Recurrent Training Program shall be trained every 6 months, 

since the date of endorsement the Type Rating in the Pilot License, and the trainee pilot 

shall take the System Paper Test or Knowledge Oral Test. 

5.13 The score of Ground School Test in Section 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 shall 

not less than 70 percent and in Section 1.4 shall not less than 90 percent. 

5.14 The training in Section 1.4 shall be re-trained arulually. 

5.15 The classroom of Ground School Training shall have the following 

equipments: White Board, Lesson Plan, Computer Software Program, Projector, 

Audiovisual Presentations, Aircraft Operating Manual Flight, Operations Manual and 

Handouts, etc. The capacity of one class room shall not exceed 25 trainee pilots. 

5.16 The Ground/Simulator/ Flight Instructor, Check Airman or 

Designated Check Pilot who received duty in training or examining shall has qualification 

and shall commence duty as prescribed in the promulgation of Flight Standards Bureau, 

Department of Civil Aviation. 

5.17 The Pilot Training Manual shall last 2 years since the date of 

approval and, if the Flight Standards Bureau, Department of Civil Aviation considers that 

the holder of Air Operator Certificate complies with its approved Pilot Training Manual, 

the Pilot Training Manual shall be approved permanently. In the case of any approved Pilot 

Training Manual before the date of enforcement of this Announce, it shall be revised in 

according with this Announce within 2 years. 

Announced as of the 2nd July B.E. 2550 (2007) 

(Signed) Vutichai Singhamany 

(Mr. Vutichai Singhamany) 

Director of Flight Standard Bureau 
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APPENDIX 13 

FCTM of One Two Go Airlines: CRM 

Section: 4 

FLIGHT CREW TRAINING MANUAL 
Page: 8 

Revision: Original 

Date: 15106/06 

4.11.6 LINECBECK(lNCLUDINGILC) 

The period of validity of aLine Check (including an ILC) shall be 12 calendar months 
in addition to the remainder of the month of issue. 

If revalidated within the last 3 months of validity of a previous Line Check (including 
!LC), the new period of validity shall until 12 calendar months from the expiry date of 
the previous Line Check (including ILC). 

4.11.7 LVPCBECK 

The period of validity of a LVP Check shall be 6 calendar months in addition to the 
remainder of the months of issue. 

If revalidated within the last 3 months of validity of a previous LVP Check, the new 
period of validity shall extend until 12 calendar months from the expiry date of the 
previous LVP Check. 

L VP Checks will nonnally be included within OPC's if applicable. 

4.11.8 SEP-ANNUALCHECK 

Refer to SEP Instructor Manual. 

4.11.9 SEP- TRIENNIAL CHECK 

Refer to SEP Instructor Manual. 

4.11.10 CRM RECURRENT TRAINING 

Flight crewmembers should complete the major elements of the full length initial CRM 
Course over a three-year recurrent training cycle. 

The Company's interpretation of this requirement will be to conduct CRM Recurrent 
Training every 12 calendar months. 

The period of validity of a CRM Recurrent Training shall therefore be 12 calendar 
months in addition to remainder the month of is sue. 

Ifrevalidated within the last 3 months of validity of previous CRM, the new period of 
validity shall extend until 12 calendar months from the expiry date of the previous 
CRM Recurrent Training. 
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APPENDIX 14 

FOM of One Two Go Airlines: Flight Time Limitation 

..-i .. . . ... .. .a· 

~-~-Gt> 
h,*,~ 

FLIGHT OPERATIONS MANUAL 

Section: 3 

Page: 7 

Revision: Original 

Date: 25/04/06 

If a crewmembers discovers a duty period in the roster which does not comply with the 
DCA approved flight time and flight duty period limitations, reports the error immediately 
to Crew Scheduling, Dispatch, or Director Flight Operations forrectification. 

3.3 ROSTERING SCHEME 

3.3.1 FJightTime and F1ightDuty Period Limitation 

Crew Composition 

Within 24 

Domestic 

Route 

Flight Duty Landing 

8 hrs. 14 hrs. 

Standard Consecutive 
~-----r---+--~ 

6 Landing 

for any 
aircraft type 

(Not includ-
15 hrs. ing technical 

Crew Hours 

Augmented Crew 

Internatio

nal 

Route 

1. Standard Crew + 1 Additional 

2. Standard Crew + 2 Additional 

10 hrs. 

12 hrs. 15 hrs. 
15 hrs 20 hrs 

landings) 

7 days Calendru CalendaI 
days years 

30 hrs. 

11 0 hrs. 1000 hrs. 

36 hrs. 

Flight time and flight dutyperiod limitation table 

When calculating the flight /duty time, include 1 hour 30 minutes reporting time plus 30 
minutes post flight duties. When positioning or deadheading on company flight or any 
other air carrier, reporting time will be 1 hour prior to departure time 

The 15 hours flight time and 20 hours flight duty time for augmented crews are only 
applicable on long haul flights where crew rest fascilities are available. They are not to be 
used for short sectors. 

NOTE :Duty period may by adjusted for augmented crew as indicated on the flight time 
duty period limitation table. There is no extension of duty period for abnormal 
operations. 
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FLIGHT OPERATIONS MANUAL 

3.3.2 Minimumrestperiod 

Flight duty period 

Not exceed 8 hours 
Exceeding 8 hours but not exceeding 10 hours 

"10 " 12" 
"12 " 14" 
"14 " 16" 
"16 " 18" 
"18 " 20" 
"20 " 22" 
"22 " 24 

Minimum rest period table 

3.3.3 Applicability 

Section: 3 

Page: 8 

Revision: Original 

Date : 25/04/06 

Minimmn rest period 

8 hours 
10 hours 
12 hours 
14 hours 
16 hours 
18 hours 
20 hours 
26 hours 
32 hours 

The provisions of this section set limits on the allowable duty hours and minimum periods of 
rest for flight crew employed by One Two Go Airlines. 

3.3.4 Mixed Duties 

When a crew member is required to report for duty in advance of the stipulated report time for 
a scheduled flight to cany out a task at the request of the company, then the time spent on that 
task shall be part of the subsequent FDP. 

3.3.5 Mixed Simulator and Aircraft Flying 

When a crew member flies in the simulator either on a check or training flight, or as a Training 
Captain or Instructor, and then within the same duty period flies as a crew member on a public 
transport flight, all the time spent in the simulator is counted in full towards the subsequent FDP. 
Simillator flying does not count as a sector, but the FDP allowable is calculated from the report 
time of the simulator details. 
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APPENDIX 15 

FOMof Orient Thai Airlines: Flight Time Limitation 

ORIENTJ 

!'!:!~JiI&::. 
Chapter: 3 

Page: 11 

Revision: 3 

FLIGHT OPERATIONS MANUAL Date: 10/11/02 

C. In accordance with the provisions herein, it is the responsibility of each flight crew 
member to notify that the Company of all flying he has undertaken within the previous 
28 days, other than flying in an aircraft not exceeding 1600 Kgs minimum weight and 
not flying for the purpose of public transport or aerial work. 

D. Individual crew members should make the best use of their rest periods in order to 
prevent cwnuJative sleep deficits. 

3.3.9 REVIEW OF OPERATORS' SCHEME 

The operators' scheme can be reviewed at any time at the insistence of any of the parties 
ie. DOA, Orient Thai Airlines. Any changes will be done with the concurrence of all 
parties concerned. 

3.3.10 FLIGHT TIME AND FLIGHT DUTY PERIOD LIMITATION. 

Crew Composition 

I. I Captain + 

I Co-Pilot Domestic 

OR Within 24 
Route 

2 I Captain+ Consccutiv" 

I Co-Pilot+ Ilours 

I FE/Co- Intcmatio-

Pilot nal 

Rnll!c 

Flight Duty 
lime lime 

8 hrs. 14 hrs. 

IOhrs. 15 hrs. 

Landing 

frequency 
7 days Calendar Calendar 

Consecutive Month· Year 

:;0 hrs. 

I 10 hrs. 1000 hrs. 

:;6 hrs. 

I 
I. I (·"plain + 2 C,,-I'ilol .. I FE / Cn·!'i!.,! !. 

l..!:==============()=R=============1=5=h=~= .. =_=~(=)1=lr=s.==================~======~== il 2. 2 Caplain + I Co-Pilot + I FE/ Co-I'ilul 
_ .. 

Flight time and flight duty period limilationlabk 

When calculating the flight duty time, include I hour 30 minutes reporting time plus 30 
minutes post flight duties. When positioning or deadhearding on Orient Thai Airlines or 
any other air carrier, reporting time will be I hour prior to depart un: tllnc 

The 15 hours flight time and 20 hours flight duty time for augmented crews are only 
applicable on long haul flights where crew rest fascilities are availabk. Thc::yare not to 
be used for short sectors. 
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ORIENTJ 

r.t!~l~ 
FLIGHT OPERATIONS MANUAL 

Minimum rest period 

Flight duty period 

Not exceed 8 hours 
Exceeding 8 hours but not exceeding 1 0 hours 

" 10 -----" ----- 12 " 
" 12 -----" ----- 14 " 
" 14 -----" ----- 16 " 
" 16 -----" ----- 18 " 
" 18 -----" ----- 20 " 
" 20 -----" ----- 22 " 
" 22 -----" ----- 24 " 

• Minimwn rest period table 

Chapter: 3 

Page: 12 

Revision: Original 

Date: 08101/01 

Minimwn rest period 

8 hours 
10 hours 
12 hours 
14 hours 
16 hours 
18 hours 
20 hours 
26 hours 
32 hours 

NOTE: Duty period may by adjusted for augmented crew as indicatcd on the flight time 
duty period limitation table. There is no extension of duty period for abnormal 
operations. 

3.4 DUTY TIME LIMITATIONS FOR DISPATCHERS 

A. The Company will provide enough dispatchers to ensure proper operational control 
of each flight. 

B. The Company will schedule Dispatchers in a manner that pemlits the individual to 
become thoroughly familiar with existing and anticipated weather conditions along the 
routes to be used before that individual dispatches or assumes night watch responsi
bilities for any aircraft. 

C. Except in cases of emergency or circumstances beyond the Company's control: 

1. The company will not schedule Dispatchers for more than 10 consecuti ve hours 
of duty. 

2. If a Dispatcher is scheduled for more than 10 hours of duty in any 24 consecutive 
hours, the individual will be scheduled for at least 8 hours of rest at or before the 
end of 1 0 hours of duty. 

3. Each dispatcher will be scheduled to be olTduty for 24 hours at lcastonce in any 
consecutive 7 day period. 

D. An On·Duty Dispatcher will remain on duty until relieved hy another qualified Dis
patcher, unless all aircraft for which he or she is responsible have landed and have 
been closed out. at which time the Dispatcher may be taken 01T dUlY. 
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APPENDIX 16 

Rule and Practice Guidelines 

on Flight Time and Flight Duty Period Limitations 

Flight Safety Division, Department of Aviation 

By virtue of the Civil Aviation Board Rule No. 4, Section 5 and the 

Standards set forth in the International Civil Aviation Organization Annex 6 Part 1, 

Chapter 9, Article 9.6 concerning Flight Time and Flight Duty Period Limitations, the 

Flight Standards Bureau, Department of Civil Aviation, hereby issues the Flight Time and 

Flight Duty Period Limitations of Crew Member, as follows: 

1. Defmitions 

1.1 "crew member" means a person assigned by an operator to duty on an 

aircraft during flight time. 

1.2 "flight crew member" means a licensed crew member charged with 

duties essential to the operation of an aircraft during flight time. 

1.3 "cabin attendant" means a crew member who performs, in the interest of 

safety of passengers, duties assigned by the operator or the pilot-in-command of the 

aircraft, but who shall not act as a flight crew member. 

1.4 "flight time" means the total time from the moment an aircraft first 

moves under its own power for the purpose of taking off until the moment it comes to rest 

at the end of the flight. 

1.5 "flight duty period" means the total time from the moment a crew 

member commences duty, immediately subsequent to a rest period and prior to making a 

flight or a series of flights, to the moment the flight crew member is relieved of all duties, 

having completed such flight or series of flights, and shall include: 

1.5.1 The time spent by crew member in training and/or test of 

professional fitness on the ground and/or on the synthetic training equipment as well as on 

other activities scheduled by the operator in relation to his specific function. 

1.5.2 The time spent by crew member in being transported by air for 

the operator's convenience, in order to take up duties assigned to them or to return from 

such duties. 
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1.5.3 The duty period, whether it includes one or several consecutive 

legs of flight shall be considered to commence at least one hour before the first take off 

and terminate at least half an hour after the last landing. 

1.6 "technical landing" means the out scheduled landing, III case of 

emergency situation or which endangers the safety ofthe aircraft or persons. 

1.7 "rest period" means any period on the ground during which a crew 

member is relieved of all duties by the operator. 

2. Flight time and flight duty period limitation. 

Crew Composition Flight Duty Landing 7 days Calendar Calendar 

Time Time Frequency Consecutive Month Year 

1.1 Captain+ 

1 Co-Pilot Within 24 Domestic 8 hrs. 14 hrs. 6 landing 30 hrs. 

OR Consecutive Route for any 

2.1 Captain + Hours aircraft 110 hrs. 1000 hrs. 

1 Co-Pilot + International 10 hrs. 15 hrs. types (not 

1FE/Co-Pilot . Route include 36 hrs. 

1. 1 Captain + 2 Co-Pilot + 1 FE/Co-Pilot technical 

OR 15 hrs. 20 hrs. landing) 

2. 2 Captain + 1 Co-Pilot + 1 FE/Co-Pilot 

FlIght tIme and flight duty period lImitation table 
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3. Minimum rest period 

Flight duty period Minimum rest period 

Not exceed 8 hours 8 hours 

Exceeding 8 hours but not exceeding 10 hours 10 hours 

" 10 

" 12 

" 14 

" 16 

" 18 

JI 20 

" 22 

" 12 " 12 hours 

" 14 " 14 hours 

" 16 " 16 hours 

" 18 " 18 hours 

" 20 " 20 hours 

" 22 " 26 hours 

" 24 " 32 hours 

Minimum rest period table 

Announced as ofthe 7th March B.E. 2539 (1996) 

(Signed) Vichai Prateepprecha 

(Mr. Vichai Prateepprecha) 

Director of Flight Standard Bureau 
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APPENDIX 17 

Department of Civil Aviation Announcement 

on Flight Time and Flight Duty Period Limitations 

By virtue of the holder of Air Operator Certificate, operating schedule and 

non-schedule, domestic and international flight to comply with the Civil Aviation Board 

Rule No. 4, Section 5 and the Standards set forth in the International Civil Aviation 

Organization Annex 6 Part 1, Chapter 9, Article 9.6 concerning Flight Time and Flight 

Duty Period Limitations, the Department of Civil Aviation, hereby issues the Flight Time 

and Flight Duty Period Limitations of Crew Member, as follows: 

1. Definitions 

1.1 "crew member" means a person assigned by an operator to duty on an 

aircraft during flight time, namely, flight crew member, flight engineer, and cabin crew 

member. 

1.2 "flight crew member" means a licensed crew member charged with 

duties essential to the operation of an aircraft during flight time. 

1.3 "cabin crew member" means a crew member who performs, in the 

interest of safety of passengers, duties assigned by the operator or the pilot-in-command of 

that flight, but who shall not act as a flight crew member. 

1.4 "flight time or block time" means the total time from the moment an 

aircraft first moves from the parking bay to destination airport for the purpose of taking off 

until the moment it comes to rest at the end of the flight. 

1.5 "flight duty period (FDP)" means the total time from the moment a 

crew member commences duty, immediately subsequent to a rest period and duty prior to 

making a flight until the moment the flight crew member is relieved of all duties having 

completed such flight or a series of flights, and shall include: 

1.5.1 The time spent by crew member in test of professional fitness 

and training on the synthetic training equipment. 

1.5.2 The time spent by crew member in being transported by air in 

order to take up duties assigned to them or to return from such duties. 
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1.5.3 The duty period, whether it includes one or several consecutive 

legs of flight shall be considered to commence at least one hour before the fIrst take off 

and terminate at least haIf an hour after the last landing. 

1.6 "duty period" means a consecutive period which start when a crew 

member commences duty or being a passenger as required by a holder of the Air Operator 

CertifIcate, including a period of commences flight operations, positioning, ground 

operations, and airport standby, whereas stand by at home or hotel are not counted as duty 

period. 

1.7 "rest period" means the time from the moment a crew member is free 

from duty assigned by a holder of the Air Operator CertifIcate. In the flight operations, rest 

period starts at 30 minutes after an on-block (check-in) period. In the positioning, a rest 

period stars after on-block. In both flight operations and p0sitioning, a rest period ends 1 

hour before the next scheduled departure time or the latest notice of estimate time of 

departure. 

1.8 "standby" means a defIned period of time during which a crew 

member is required by the holder of Air Operator CertifIcate to be available to receive an 

assignment for duty. 

1.9 "positioning" means the transferring of crew member from place to 

place, at the behest of the holder of Air Operator CertifIcate to commence as assigned, 

excluding traveling time from the rest place to a designated reporting place. 

1.10 "local night" means a period between 10.00 p.m. and 6.00 a.m. local 

time. 

1.11 "augmented crew" means an augmented crew which more than the 

minimum number of flight crew members required for operations in which an augmented 

crew can commence duty instead of the flight crew member of that flight. 

1.12 "origin" means a location located in the same country in which a 

crew member stay over 120 consecutive hours. 

1.13 "rest facility" means 

1.13.1 Adequate rest facility as follows: 

1.13.1.1 One business class reclining seat blocked off for 

one resting crew, preferably separated and screened from the galleys and the passenger, or 

when a business class seat is not suffIciently available, shall use, 
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1.13.1.2 One economy class reclining seat, preferably 

separated and screened from the galleys and the passenger. 

1.13.2 Suitable rest facility as follow: 

1.13.2.1 A bed or a bunk separated and screened from the 

cockpit, galleys and the passenger, or 

1.13.2.2 A reclining seat, preferably separated and screened 

from the galleys and the passengers, or 

1.13.2.3 Any applicable horizontal rest facility as such. 

1.14 "student pilot" means a person who currently under control, directs, 

and administer of an instructor pilot. 

1.15 "instructor pilot" means a person who instructs a student pilot in a 

private pilot training course, a commercial pilot training course, an instrument rating 

training course, and a multi-engine training course. 

2. Flight Time and Flight Duty Period Limitation of Crew Member 

2.1 Within 24 consecutive hours, the flight duty period of crew member 

shall not exceed as follows; 

2.1.1 The flight duty period for airplane with single pilot operation 

shall be as follow; 

Flight Duty Period (FDP) for single pilot operations 

\ Sectors 

Local time of departure Upto4 5 6 7 8 or more 

06:00 - 07:59 10 9:15 8:30 8 8 

09:00 - 14:59 11 11:15 9:30 8:45 8 

15:00 - 21 :59 10 9:15 8:30 8 8 

22:00 - 05:59 9 8:15 8 8 8 
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(In a case of an instructor pilot, the flight duty period shall not exceed 8 

hours and a student pilot shall not exceed 5 hours) 

2.1.2 The flight duty period for airplane with two pilots or two pilots 

and one flight engineer shall be as follow; 

Flight Duty Period (FDP) for multi pilot and flight engineer operations 

Sectors 

Local time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

of departure or more 

06:00 - 07:59 13 12:59 11 :45 11:15 11:45 9:45 9 9 

08:00 - 14:59 14 13:15 12:30 11:45 11 :15 10:45 9:30 9 

15:00 - 21 :59 13 12:15 11 :30 10:45 10· 9:15 9 9 

22:00 - 05:59 11 10:15 9:30 9 9 9 9 9 

2.1.3 The flight duty period for helicopter operations shall be as 

follow; 

Helicopter Operations 

Single Pilot Two Pilot 

Local time Block Time FDP Block Time FDP 

of departure 

06:00 - 06:59 5 7 6:30 9 

07:00 - 13:59 5:30 8 7 10 

14:00 - 21 :59 5 7 6:30 9 

22:00 - 05:59 4 6:30 5:30 8 

(In a case of an Instructor pIlot, the flIght duty penod shall not exceed 8 

hours and a student pilot shall not exceed 5 hours) 
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2.2 The local night operation which flight time exceeds three hours shall 

have at least one augmented crew. 

2.3 If the flight duty period is in or partially in 00:00 - 05.59 a.m. of 

local time at origin and the flight time in each series of flight less than three hours, the 

flight time in 2.1.1,2.1.2 and 2.1.3 shall be reduced to half. 

2.4 Within seven consecutive days, the flight duty period of a crew 

member shall not exceed 55 hours, the flight duty period of an instructor pilot shall not 

exceed 40 hours, and the flight duty period of a student pilot shall not exceed 30 hours. 

2.5 Within 28 consecutive days, the flight duty period of a crew member 

shall not exceed 160 hours, with flight time not exceeding 110 hours. The flight duty 

period of an instructor pilot shall not exceed 120 hours, with flight time not exceeding 90 

hours and the flight duty period of a student pilot shall not exceed 90 hours, with flight 

time not exceeding 70 hours. 

2.6 Within 12 consecutive months, a crew member shall not have flight 

time exceeding 1,000 hours and an instructor pilot shall not have flight time exceeding 900 

hours. 

2.7 In each flight, the calculation of flight time limited in Section 2.5 

and 2.6 for a flight crew member shall be as follows; 

- 80 percent of flight time when the flight has one augmented crew. 

- 75 percent of flight time when the flight has two augmented crew. 

- 70 percent of flight time when the flight has three augmented crew. 

The calculation of flight time for a cabin crew member shall be 

calculated as follows; 

- 80 percent of flight time for a flight having flight time exceeding 8 

hours. 

- 75 percent of flight time for a flight having flight time exceeding 

10 hours. 

- 70 percent of flight time for a flight having flight time exceeding 

12 hours. 
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3. Rest Period of a Crew Member 

When a crew member is relieved of all duties; 

3.1 If the flight duty period does not exceed 8 hours, a crew member 

shall have a rest period at least 8 hours. 

3.2 If the flight duty period exceeded 8 hours, but not exceeded 12 

hours, a crew member shall have completed a rest period of 12 hours, and a rest period 

shall exceed 4 hours if it is in or partially in 00:00 -06:00 a.m., before back to commence 

duty. 

3.3 If the flight duty period exceeded 12 hours, but not exceeding 16 

hours, a crew member shall have a rest period of24 hours before backto commence duty. 

3.4 If the flight duty period exceeded 16 hours, but not exceeding 20 

hours, a crew member shall have a rest period of48 hours before back to commence duty. 

3.5 If the performing of flight duty followed 2.2 and/or 2.3, without 

considering the time of flight duty period, a crew member shall have a rest period of 24 

hours before back to commence duty. 

4. The maximum flight duty period could be extended when, 

4.1 An augmented crew shall have a qualification and license at an 

equivalent level of augmentation flight operations, by indicating in a flight operation 

manual of the holder of Air Operator Certificate. 

4.2 An aircraft with 2-man crew, a flight crew member could extend 

the maximum flight duty period, as indicated in 2.1.2, as follow: 

4.2.1 A flight with 1 augmented crew, the extended maximum 

flight duty period is 14 hours, with the provision of an adequate rest facility, or 16 hours 

with a provision of a suitable rest facility. 

4.2.2 An aircraft with 2 augmented crew, the extended 

maximum flight duty period is 16 hours with the provision of an adequate rest facility, or 

20 hours with a provision of a suitable rest facility. 

4.3 An aircraft with 3-man crew and 1 augmented crew, the extended 

maximum flight duty period is equivalent to as indicated in 4.2.1, except an aircraft in 

which a flight engineer could operate as a Cruise pilot, the extended maximum flight duty 

period is equivalent to as indicated in 4.2.2. 
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4.4 Cabin Crew Member. 

Hours of Rest for 

Each Cabin Crew Member 

00:00 - 01:59 

02:00 - 02:59 

03:00 - 03:59 

04:00 up 

Max. hours ofFDPs after Extension 

With Adequate With Suitable 

Rest Facility Rest Facility 

No extension No extension 

Up to 14:00 Up to 16:00 

Up to 16:00 Up to 18:00 

Up to 18:00 Up to 20:00 

Announced as ofthe 26th May B.E. 2550 (2007) 

(Signed) Chaisak Angsuwan 

(Mr. Chaisak Angsuwan) 

Director-General of the Department of Civil Aviation 
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APPENDIX 18 

Go Around Procedure 

mo-so 
FLIGHT CREW OPERATING MANUAL 

GO AROUND FROM 
FLIGHT DIRECTOR APPROACH 

TO/GA Button ..... 

PF manually advance throttles, push TO/GA button and hold for at least 1 second. 

NOTES 

When pressure on throttles is released, autothrottle system 
will refine go-around thrust setting. 

The thrust rating computer automatically changes to go
around (GA) if not previously selected. 

Autothrottle mode changes from SPD (plus selected value) to 
EPR GA. Arm mode goes blank. Roll and pitch modes 
change from LOC TRK and GIS TRK to GO RND. 

Go-Amund Maneuver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

PF maneuver airplane to satisfy roll and pitch commands. 

Section 3 
3-20-5 

NOTES 

Flight director command bars command fly up (maximum 20· 
airplane nose up). 

Flight director command bars command go-around reference 
speed, wings level and maintains existing heading when roll 
attitude is less than 3°. 

Fast/Slow indicator on each PFD will provide guidance to 
go-around speed (which equals approximately 1.3 Vs +5 
knots for landing flaps). 

The speed reference will be· the speed at go-around initiation 
(TO/GP. switch depressed) but not less than 1.3 Vs +5 
KIAS or greater than 1.3 Vs + 25 KIAS of the landing flap 
configuration with autothrottles engaged or disengaged. 

(Continued) 

. PUSH 

PERFORM 

CODE 5S-ZYU Vol. " 
Page 18 Apr 1/92 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - u.. Of ~ oIllESE CATA ~ TO RBTfUCTIYE lEGEND OH mu PAGE at FNT PAGE 
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mD-SO 
FLIGHT CREW OPERATING MANUAL 

GO AROUND FROM FLIGHT DIRECTOR APPROACH (Continued) 

If immediate climbing tum is required, 

HOG Select Knob ...................................................................................................................................... PULL 

Momentarily pull out HOG select knob to engage heading select mode. Verify bank a·ngle 
limit is set at 15°. Rotate HOG select knob until desired heading is displayed in HOG 
readout. FMAs will display EPR GA / / HOG SEL / GO RND. 

For all contingencies, 

AL T Set Knob ............................................................................................................................................ PULL 

Momentarily pull out on AL T set knob to arm FGS for missed approach altitude capture. 
Arm mode will display ALT. 

Pitch Control Wheel ............................................................................................................................ ROTATE 

Rotate pitch control wheel as required to accelerate for flap/slat retraction. Pitch mode 
changes to VERT SPD. 

CL Mode Button ........................................................................................................................................ PUSH 

Push CL mode button. EPR limit for climb thrust will be displayed in EPR UM readout and 
r EPR reference bug on EPR gage will be automatically positioned. Autothrottle mode 

changes from EPR GA to EPR CL. 

SPO/MACH Readout .................................................................................................................................. SET 

Rotate SPO/MACH select knob until desired speed appears in SPO/MACH readout. 

Vol. I! 
Apr 15103 

-.. ~ _ . Uooor-.. cl1HEBe DATA 1lUlJECT1O. RElJlJICIlVE lEOENOQfTlll.E PAGE OR RAST PHlE 

Section 3 
3-20-5 

COOE55 
Page 191 
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DO NOT USE FOR RIGHT 
MD-80 Flight Crew Operations Manual 

Automatic Flight Chapter Auto 
Controls and Indicators Section 30 

FGCP - Autothrottle Controls 
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M0-82 
NORMAL PROCEDURES 

Section 2A 
01 JUL 2005 

THAI 
MD82 EXPANDED CHECKLIST AND PROCEDURES 

• FMA's reflect proper DFGC programming, 
normally SPDxxx/---/HDG SEL (HLD)/ALT HLD. 

• SPD SEL as desired. 

Throughout the approach as nap or gear 
configurations change, slowly reduce SPD SEL to 
avoid throttle surges. Do not reduce speed below 
min maneuver / final approach speed. 

When on an intercept heading and cleared for the 
approach, push ILS buttons and confirm FMA 
annunciates IlLS. 
When Localizer captures occurs: 

• Confirm FMA annunciates LOC CAP and then 
LOCTRK. 

• Set 15° on bank selector. 
• Set Missed Approach heading in heading 

select. 

Autopilot will not capture glide slope until LOC CAP 
occurs. 

During localizer capture, the bank limiter is 
overridden and wind correction begins as LOCK TRK 
is annundated 

At GLIDESLOPE ALIVE: GEARDOWN 

At one dot: If landing flaps 40, select FLAPS 28 

After glide slope capture and descent has begun: 

• Confirm FMA annunciates G/S CAP then G/S 
TRK. 

Select landing flaps. 

Select final approach speed on SPD SEL. 

Set missed approach altitude in altitude alert. 
(Altitude alert is canceled upon G/S CAP) 

AUTO G/A will annunciate on FMA when radio altimeter 
indicates 1500 ft and flaps/slats are in landing 
configuration. 

Disconnect autopilot no lower than DA/MDA 

FMA Will change to F/D G/A. 

Page 50 - REV original 

ILS MANUAL - FLIGHT DIRECTOR ONLY 

Initial setup is the same except the AP is off. If auto
throttles are used, throttle FMA displays will be the 
same as autopilot approach. ILS mode will be 
selected and displayed on the arm FMA's. When 
established on the approach, the roll and pitch 
FMA'S will display LOC TRK and G/S TRK tc., 
touchdown. The arm FMA's will display F/D G/A;' 
logic is satisfied. If unsatisfactory, MAN GA will be 
displayed. If unsatisfactory, MAN GA will .be 
displayed. 

ILS AUTO LAND APPROACH 

Use of AUTOLAND is currently not authorized. Do 
not use AUTOLAND function at any time. 

AUTOPILOT I FLIGHT DIRECTOR MISSED 
APPROACH I GO AROUND MODE 

A missed approach can be made with the autopilot. 
If not engaged, use flight director. To make a go 
around under IFR conditions, or where performance 
is limiting, push the TO/GA button and manually 
advance the throttles the throttles to go-around EPR 
limit. Although the auto throttles are engage<!.. 
manually advance them as a safety precaution. Tht: 
auto throttle FMA's will display GO RND. .' 

NOTE 

If a go-around is required in VMC and 
performance is not limiting, disconnect the auto 
throttles and advance the power manually to CL 
Avoid using GA thrust unless required. 

Move the flap handle up to the go-around gate, . 
flaps 15 (11 for high altitude airports). 

As the autopilot initiates the go-around maneuver, 
check that the airplane pitch increases to center the 
flight director command bars. 

When a positive dimb is observed, the pilot not 
flying calls POSITIVE RATE, the pilot flying verifies a 
positive climb and calls GEAR UP. The pilot not flying 
then repeats GEAR UP and moves the gear handlJ 
to the gear UP position. Disarm the spoiler hanc.:~; 
when time permits. 

After gear retraction, set Speed Command bug to 
200KTS or slightly above clean minimum maneuver 
speed as required or ATS will revert to the higher of . 
Alpha 5pd or LAST speed command bug setting 
upon altitude capture. 

DATE OF APPROVAL 
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MD-82 Section 2A 
NORMAL PROCEDURES 01 JUL2005 

1'HJU~ 
MD82 EXPANDED CHECKUsr AND PROCEDURES 

Continue with missed approach using normal departure 
procedures. 

Confirm missed approach altitude in altitude pre-select 
window and check that AL T is displayed in the FMA's. 

The autopilot I flight director will maintain the heading 
being flown when the TO/GA button is pushed if wings 
are level. If you are in a bank at that time, the 
autopilot/flight director will roll the airplane to a wings 
level altitude and then maintain that heading. Both 
flight director systems will provide autopilot monitoring 
during the go-around, in the pitch axis will command 
V2speed. 

Minimum speed during go-around: 
Flaps 28 VREF + 5 knots 

Raps 40 VREF + 10 knots 

If the autopilot is engaged the rudder system will 
remain in the parallel mode to provide engine out 
compensation if required. When any other pitch or roll 
mode is selected, parallel rudder will fade out. 

If an engine is lost during an automatic go-around, 
the autopilot will remain engaged Upon selection of 
the basic modes in this Situation, the flight aew 
should be aware that the autopilot may disengage 
due to loss of parallel rudder inputs and miss trim 
forces resulting from the engine loss. Once the 
airaaft is re-trimmeti, the autopilot CiJn be engaged 
normally. 

AFTER LANDING: EXPANDED PROCEDURES 

SPOILERS RETRAmD F 

FlAPS I SLATS 15° ITO F 

RADAR STBY F 

lANDING & EXT LlGKTS SET F 

ICE PROTECTION OFF L 

IGNmON OFF L 

APU I AIR SWITOi START I COLDER L 
PNEUMATIC X FEED SET L 

AFTER lANDING OiECKUST COMPlETED F 

When landing roll is completed or during taxi the 
Captain will request after landing check list: 

Captain will request 'Flaps Up and Slats retract' when 
closing to the gate. 

Page 51 - REV or1glnal 

Push down on the spoiler handle and observe that it 
moves forward to the DISARMED position. 

! 1 ~I":'P·~.. .." .. :, "~ " 'J.. ) 

After landing flaps to 15 degrees to prevent FOD 
from the main wheels to the engines. 
When approaching to the Gate, move the Flap I Slat 
handle to UP/RET. Observe flap indicators move to 
O· and the slat LAND, AUTO, DlSAG and T/O lights 
are off. 

A feedback force will be felt on· the· Flap I Slat 
handle when it is moved to UP I RET before the 
flaps are fully retracted. When the flaps reach the 
retracted position, a metallic 'click' sound may be 
heard. Slats remain extended until flaps are up. 

During the hours of daylight operation all exterior 
lights should be turned OFF and retracted except for 
Antl-COilision and Position lights. 

During night operation lights wOl be set at the 
discretion of the captain for existing conditions. 

If the start switch was not placed to ON prior to 
landing switch to ON now and wait one minute 
before starting the APU. 

rim 

After landing, normally do not stiJrt the APU it 

Ground electrical power is to be used at the gate. 

APU will not be required for air conditioning or 
heating at the gate. 

DATE OF APPROVAL 
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If A TURN IS REOUIRED, 
MAXIMUM BANI( IS IS OEG UNTIL 
AlTAlNlNG MINIMUM MANEUVERlNG 
SPEED, RETURN SPEED' BRAKE 
HANDLE TO fUGHT NORMAL POSITION. 
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SOP PROFILES 

PUSH TOGA BUlTON & ADVANCE THROlTLES TO GA. 
ROTATE TO 20 DeG MAXIMUM ANU. 
LANDING FlAPS 28 - saECT FlAPS 11 
LANOlNG FLAPS ~ - SELECT FlAPS 15 
SPEED: NO lESS THAN GO AROUND SPEED ",,---- . 

~-----

Section 2 
01 JUL2005 

Page 44- Rev Original 

~ 
FOlLOW NORMAL J 
MISSED APPROACH 
PROCEDURE, 
DISARM SPOiLERS 

SPEED SELECT TO Cl.EAN MlN 
MANEUVER OR GREATER 
V€RIFY Al.T SET I ARM 
GO AROUND SPEED: 

FlAPS 40: Vrel ~ -10 KTS 
FlAPS 28: Vref2B. 5KTS 

lPOSITIVE RATE OF CLlMB
GEAR UP, 8UG UP 

.b ..or 
~ .:S- .. ---.iiii..;,-----;---__ ~-----::..------______________ _ 

1. AUTOPILOT OFF: 

PF pushes TO/GA button. adyances power and calls "max power. naps 15' (Haps 11 if landing Flaps 26). PNF wiU 
repeat naps 15 (11) and selects naps 15 (11), vermes throttle FMA reads EPR GA and. roll and pitch FMA's (!lad GO 
RND. Rotate to arrest silik whBe advancing the throttles to go-around thrust setting. PNF confinns that thrust is set 
(or go around. 

On a rejected landing, touchdown may occur bot is not desired, Rotate to 20° maximum while climbing at no less 
than go around speed. When a positive rate climb Is assured. the PNF calls 'posilivo rate', the PF commands 'gear 
up, bug up'. The PNF retracts the gear on command and sets 200, 250 or clean maneuvering speed, as appropriate, 
In speed select window. Continue with normal mJssed approach procedure. Oisann spoilers when time permits. 

2. AUTOPILOT ON I AUTOTHROme ON 

PF pushes TO/GA button, advances throttles and calls 'max power, flaps 15" (naps 11 if landing Flaps 26). PNF will 
repeat "naps 15 (.11)" and selects naps 15 (11), velifJesthroltle FMA reads EPR GA, roll and pitch FMA's read GO 
RND, and throHles are set (or go around. When a positive rate of climb is assured, the PNF calls "positive rate', the 
PF commands 'gear up, bug up". The PNF retracts file gear on command and sets 200, 250 or clean maneuvering 
speed. as appropriate, in speed select window. Continue with nonnal missed approach procedure. Disarm spoilers 
when time permits. 
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APPENDIX 19 

Transfer of Control Procedure 

'0 R I ENT J 
J.t!8!c 

Chapter: 4 

Page: 24A 

Revision: 4 
FLIGHT OPERATIONS MANUAL Date: 03/06/03 

4.2.38.1 MAINTAINING OUTSIDE VIGILANCE 

At least one Crew Member should remain vigilance at all times. For collision avoidance 
purposes Crew Member should scan the horizon for other traffic, especially in a turn or 
when the other Crew Member is programing the INS, GPS or FMS. 

4.2.38.2 TRANSFER OF CONTROL 

When the Pilot Flying is required to focus his attention on another task other than flying 
the aircraft. He will relinquish control of the flight control by saying "You have control". 
The other pilot will respond "I have control". 

4.2.38.3 KEEPING BOTH PILOT "IN THE LOOP" 

After a Crew Member returns to the Flgiht Deck after being absent for any Teasen the 
other pilot should brief the other pilot on what changes have taken place in the flight deck 
during his absent ie., frequency change, direct to. . 

4.2.38.4 CREW MEAL POLICY 

Only one pilot on flight deck duty may eat at a time. The Captain and First Officer should 
not eat the same crew meal ifthere is a choice. When meals are provided from the same 
vendor and are of"the same type, the pilots may not eat within 30 minutes of each other. 

Flight Attendants are allowed to eat after all passenger meal and beverage service is 
completed. Flight Attendant must eat away from passenger's view. 
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APPENDIX 20 

Stabilized Approach Control 

FLIGHT OPERATIONS MANUAL 

1.3.19 UNSCHEDULED LANDINGIDIVERSION OF AIRCRAFT 

Section: 

Page: 29 

Revision: Original 

Date : 25/04/06 

A. In case of an unscheduled landing and grounding of an aircraft, all air crew shall remain . 
at the airport lll1til Engineering decides the mechanical status of the aircraft. The Com
mander and Crew shall render all assistance that may be required by the ground staff 
in such circumstances. 

B. The Commander shall maintain a close liaison with the Maintenance Engineer regard
ing serviceability/rectification of the grounded aircraft. All efforts should be made to 
bring the aircraft, after rectification, home or complete the trip within the provisions of 
the flight and duty time limitations as soon as possible. 

1.3.20 USE OF STOP WATCH 

The procedure for the use of the Stop Watch for engine starts and take-off will be as laid 
down in the respective AOM. Pilots are encouraged to use the Stop Watch on all take
offs to ensure that timing is not overlooked on an engine on take-off, or in a noise abate-
ment/special procedure. • 

1.3.21 STAB~ISEDAPPROACH 

A Stabilized Approach consists of accomplishing the following no later than 1000 ftAGL 
on a Precision Approach and no later than 500 ft AGL on a visual approach. In case of 
Non-PrecisionlCirclingApproach the aircraft should be stabilised on establishing the 
"Required Visual Segment" and leaving MDA 

1. Aircraft in Landing configuration: 

a. On profile (II..S glideslope, published non-precision profile, or when a glidepath 
(approx.3 degrees) has been established visually and conditions have been 
met to allow descent below the DA (DH) or MDA (MOH) 

b. Speed up to 10 knots of target speed! V rei -0, + 1 0 

c. Rate of descent not in excess of 1 000 FPM (up to 1200 fpm authorised on a 
precision approach when conditions require) and not less than 400 fpm. 

d The landing gear must be down and the landing check list must be completed 
prior to the OMIFAF on an ILS Approach, ortheFAF on aNon-Precision 
Approach, or at the VFR equivalent on a Visual Approach unless otherwise 
stated in the Aircraft Operating Manual. 
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FLIGHT OPERATIONS MANUAL 

Section: 

Page: 30 

Revision: Original 

Date: 25104/06 

e. If the approach becomes destabilised below the limits laid down, an inunedi
ate go around must be executed. The execution of go-around for reasons of 
safety is a prudent maneuver when the outcome of an approach becomes 
uncertain. 

1.3;22 MANDATORY MISSED APPROACH 

On all instrument approaches the pilot shall execute an inunediate missed approach: 

1. If aN avigation Transmitter or flight instrument failure occurs which will affect the 
ability to safely complete the approach in instrument conditions. 

2. When on Cat I ILS approach: either localiser or glide slope show two dots de
flection at 500 ft above MDA in Th1C; OR if not not stabilized in the proper slot at 
500 ft altimeter height on a visual approach. 

3. When Captain's and First Officer's primary flight instruments show a significant 
disagreement in IMC (eg. icing up of pi tot tubes). 

4. The approach is not stabilised as laid down in para 1.3.21 

5. Whenever in doubt of making a safe landing. 

6. The aircraft is destabilised during windshear andlor the Pilot is unable to maintain 
the aircraft within the prescribed flight path on approach. 

7. Whenever a GPWS "pull up" warning is triggered in Instrument Meteorological 
Conditions (!MC). 

1.3.23 SUBSEQUENT APPROACHES 

After a missed approach only one subsequent approach is permitted. This approach will 
be flown by the commander of the aircraft and, l?efore starting the approach, should be 
confident that the second approach has a high probability of success. After two missed 
approaches it is mandatory to divert. 
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THAi1£. 
AIRLINES 

Chapter: J 

Page: 32 

Revision: 4 

. FLIGHT OPERATIONS MANUAL Date: 03/06/03 

1.3.18 UNSCHEDULED LANDINGIDIVERSION OF AIRCRAFT 

A. In case of an lUlSCheduled landing and grounding of an aircraft, all air crew shall remain 
at the airport until Engineering decides the mechanical status of the aircraft. The Com
mander and Crew shall render all assistance that may be required by the ground staff 
in such circumstances. 

B. The Commander shall maintain a close liaison with the Airport Manager regarding 
selViceability/rectification of the grounded aircraft. All efforts should be made to bring 
the aircraft, after rectification, home or complete the trip within the provisions of the 
flight and duty time limitations as soon as possible. 

1.3.19 USEOFSTOPWATCH 

The procedure for the use ofthe Stop Watch for engine starts and take-off will be as laid 
down in the respective AOM. Pilots are encouraged to use the Stop Watch on all take
offs to ensure that timing is not overlooked on an engine on take-off, or in a noise abate
ment/special procedure. 

1.3.20 STABILISED APPROACH 

A Stabilized Approach consists of accomplishing the following no later than t 000 ftAGL 
on a Precision Approach and no later than 500 ft AGL on a visual approach. In case of 
Non-Precision/Circling Approach the aircraft should be stabilised on establishing the 
"Required Visual Segment" and leaving MDA. 

1. Aircraft in Landing configuration: 

a. On profile (ILS glides/ope, published nonMprecision profile, or when 
a glidepatlt (approx.3 degrees) has been established visually and 
conditions have been met to allow descend below the DA (DB) or MDA 
(MDH)????????? 

b. Speed up to 10 knots of target speed/vREF: -0, + 10 

c. Rate of descend not in excess of I 000 FPM, (up to 1200 fPm authorised on 
a precision approach when conditions require), and not less than 400 fPm. 
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o R I E N Ti£. ,THAI 
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Chapter: I 

Page: 33 

Revision: 4 

FLIGHT OPERATIONS MANUAL Date: 03/06/03 

d. The landing gear must be down and the landing check list must be completed 
prior to the OM/FAF on an ILS Approach, or the FAF on a Non-Precision 
Approach, or at the VFR equivalent on a Visual Approach unless otherwise 
stated in the Aircraft Operating Manual. 

e. If the approach becomes destabilised below the limits laid down, an immedi
ate go around must be executed. The execution of go-around for reasons of" 
safety is a prudent maneuver when the outcome of an approach becomes 
uncertain. 

1.3.21 MANDATORY MISSED APPROACH 

On all instrument approaches the pilot shall execute an immediate missed approach. 

1. If a Navigation Transmitter or flight instrument failure occurs which will effect the 
ability to safety complete the approach in instrument conditions. 

2. When on Cat I ILS approach either localiser or glide slope show two dots deflec
tion at 500 ft above MDA in IMC. If not stabilised in the proper slot at 500 ft 
altimeter height on a visual approach. 

3. When Captalns and First Officers primary flight instruments show a significant 
disagreement inIMC (eg. icing up of pilot tubes). 

4. The approach is not stabilised as laid down in para 1.3.20. 

S. Whenever in doubt of making a safe landing. 

6. The aircraft is destabilised during windsheer and/or the Pilot is unable to maintain 
the aircraft within the prescribed flight path on approach. 

7. Whenever a GPWS "pull up" warning is triggered in Instrument Meteorological 
Conditions (IMC). 

1.3.22 SUBSEQUENT APPROACHES 

After a missed approach only one subsequent approach is permitted. This approach will 
be flown by the commander of the aircraft and, before starting the approach ,should be 
confident that the second approach has a high probability of success. After two missed 
approaches it is mandatory to divert. 
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MD-82 Section 2A NORMAL PROCEDURES 01 JUL 2005 'I'HAI--z. MD82 EXPANDED CHECKUST AND PROCEDURES 

Maximum wind additive is VP£F + 15K on final approach 
or VP£F + 20K in Wind shear 

All wind corrections are added to VfIB' 

AUTOTHROTTLES· WIND CORRECTION 

With auto throttles engaged set the computed final 
approach speed in the SPD / MAGi readout window. 
This will also set the Speed Command bug in the 
airspeed indicator. The auto throttle system will 
reference to Speed Command bug, no lower than alpha 
speed. 

In gusty conditions with naps greater than 260 the 
airspeed command reference speed may increase as 
much as 5 knots above the bug. If new reference 
speed becomes exres:siv~ reduce bug accordingly. 

Manual throttles: The above procedure will apply 
except that the computed wind corrections will be 
added to VfIB' and that speed will be manually 
maintained. The computed final approach speed should 
be set on the speed command bug to reference the 
fast / slow indicator. 

STABILIZED FINAL APPROACH 

The most important factor in a smooth, safe landing is 
a stabilized approach. The point on final where an 
approach should be stabilized varies with the type of 
approach and weather conditions. (See Operations 
Manual for definition of Stabilized Approach). Use the 
following aiteria for final configuration and stabilization 
of the approach: 

With gear down, approach idle is engaged for the 
purposes of a sl:iJbilized approach, the engines are 
considered "spoofed UpH when approach idle is 
engaged. 

IFR APPROACH IN IMC 

Rnal Configuration; The aircraft will have final flaps set 
and gear down passing the outer marker, except on 
circling approach where final flaps should be selected ' 
when turning on final: 

Stabilized Approach: The aircraft will be stabilized on 
final no later than 1000 ft AGL, except that a drding 
approach should be stabilized after leaving the MDA. 
Air speed will be no higher than final approach speed. 
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IFR OR VFR APPROACH IN VMC 

Rnal Configuration: The aircraft will have final flaps 
set, gear down and engines spoofed up no· Lower 
than 1000 ft AGL. 

Stabilized Approach: The aircraft will be stabilized on 
final no lower than 500 ft AGL with the airspeed 
stabilized at final approach speed. if not stabilized a 
go around Is recommended. 

PITCH CONTROL ON FINAL 

As early as possible, establish the glide path so that 
the aim point on the runway is at approximately 
1000 ft from the threshold. A 3 deg glide path is 
desired. Normally plan on crossing the threshold at 
50 ft except where other threshold crossing' heights 
are published or runway is slippery (see Adverse 
Weather Section). 

Nonnally do not exceed 1000 fpm rate of descent on 
final approach. Where a higher descent rate is 
required, do so above the final configuration altitude 
where possible. In all cases do not exceed 1000 fpm 
below 1000 ft AGL. If a 1000 fpm rate of descent 
will not allow a touchdown within the touchdown 
zone and with adequate runway remaining for a 
nonnal rotlout, a missed approach should be 
executed. 

Use stabilizer trim throughout the approach to keep 
elevator forces near zero. Do not trim during the 
flare as excess nose-up trim could result in 
unacceptable nose high altitude in case of a rejected 
landing. 

AIRSPEED CONTROL 

The airspeed indicators are to be used as the 
primary speed reference as long as both are In 

, agreement. The ,slow-fast indicators are used as a 
backup to monitor the selected approach speed. ' 
Rnal approach/threshold speed (VP£F + additives, 
minimum VP£F+ 5) will be maintained until crossing 
the threshold. Adjust speed so that at initiation of 
flare, usually about 20 ft, the stabilized speed or, if 
gusts are present, the bottom of the observed 
airspeed fluctuations will be no less than VW' and 
VP£F - 2 knots. 

If strong crosswinds are present, initiate cross 
control (wing low) earty enough so that threshold 
and flare speed will not be destabilized. 

I DATE OF APPROVAL I 
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Captain: Mr. Arief 
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The flight having flight time exceeded within 24 hours. _ The flight having flight time exceeded within 7 consecutive days. 

_ The flight having flight time exceeded within 30 consecutive days. _ Inadequate rest period 



Co-Pilot: Mr. Montri 

10 -16 September 2007 (week 1) Local Time 

16-Sep 

15-Sep 08:00 

14-Sep 14:00 

13-Sep 
(13:40-21:47) 

04:45 08:00 

07:55 15:30 
12-Sep 04:20 08:00 

(22:10-13:40) 

- - 11:27 4:47 92:25 41:58 
10-Sep I ~~~ I 07:05 12:00 

HS-OMA OG261 13:17 HKT 14:30 01:13 3:35 91:13 

2:22 90:00 (10 Sap 20:17-

(8:50-20:17) 1:10 88:48 12 Sap 14:15) 

The flight having flight time exceeded within 24 hours. _ The flight having flight time exceeded within 7 consecutive days. 

_ The flight having flight time exceeded within 30 consecutive days. _ Inadequate rest period 
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Co-Pilot: Mr. Montri 

Local Time 

26-Aug 04:17 
15:17 

10:00 

25-Aug 12:00 07:11 
17:52 

24-Aug 05:17 I 08:00 
HS-OMB OX2306 BKK 03:45 HKG 07:22 02:37 (2:45-10:30) 17:01 26:11 (10:30-8:55) 

....... 

..j::.. 

12:07 
VI 

. -- ----~ -

I 23-Aug I I - - I I --- I 05:13 10:00 

22-Aug 04:12 
16:37 

08:00 

21-Aug 04:59 
14:50 

10:00 

(1 

The flight having flight time exceeded within 24 hours. The flight having flight time exceeded within 7 consecutive days. 

_ The flight having flight time exceeded withiri 30 consecutive days. Inadequate rest period 
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Co-Pilot: Mr. Montrl 

Local Time 

08:25 
2O-Jul 04:24 I 10:00 

(14:15-22:40) 

11:02 4:26 

08:13 9:54 3:18 15:52 
19-Jul 04:26 10:00 

8:46 2:10 -(14:10,22:23) 7:41 1:05 (22:23-14:15) ~ 
0\ 

6:36 

08:06 5:27 15:41 
18-Jul 04:33 10:00 

4:16 108:57 

(14:21-22:29) 3:09 107:50 (22:29-14:10) 

04:25 2:03 106:44 16:31 
17-Jul 02:03 06:00 

(21 :50-14 :21) 

The flight having flight time exceeded within 24 hours. _ The flight having flight time exceeded within 7 consecutive days. 

The flight having flight time exceeded within 30 consecutive days. Inadequate rest period 
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Co-Pilot: Mr. Montri 

2 - 8 July 2007 (week 11) Local Time 

8-Jul 06:35 & 16:00 

HS-OMB OX218 HKT 07:35 HKG 11:45 

HS-OMB OX218 HKT 16:40 HKG 21:10 

7-Jul 06.:35 16:00 

HS-OMB OX217 HKG 08:30 HKT 10:35 03:05 27:56 

HS-OMB OX218 HKT 17:10 HKG 21:40 03:30 24:51 62:49 

6-Jul 06:47 16:00 

HS-OMB OX219 HKG 08:35 HKT 10:52 03:17 21:21 59:19 

HS-OMB OX218 HKG 
10:15 

08:00 
,... 

5-Jul HKT 16:30 20:50 03:20 03:20 18:04 56:02 
(21 :20-7:35) .f;>. 

.....:J 
14:44 52:42 

4-Jul 
08:23 

05:05 
13:26 51:24 17:32 

10:00 

3-Jul 04:24 08:00 

2-Jul 05:15 10:00 

The flight having flight time exceeded within 7 consecutive days. 

_ The flight having flight time exceeded within 30 consecutive days. Inadequate rest period 
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APPENDIX 22 

US Summary Comments on the Draft Final Report 

OffIce of Aviation Safety 

National Transportation Safety Board 
Washington, D.e. 20594 

U.S. Summary Comments on the Draft FInaI.Report of the AJrcraftAccldent Involving HS
OM~ 16 September 2007, Phuket, Thailand 

INTRODUCTION 

This letter relates to the 16 September 2007 accident involving HS-OMo, a BoeingcMcDonnell 
Douglas MD-82 operated as One-Two-Go Airlines flight OG269. Ai; the State of Design and 
Manufacture of the airp1ane, a U.S. Accredited Representative and advisors1 participated in the 
Aircraft Accident Investigation Committee of Thailand (AAIC) investigation. Aromd January 1, 
2010, the U.s. Accredited Representative received the draft final accident report from AAIC. The 
U.S. investigative team's comments are submitted to the AAIC pursuant to section 6.3 of Annex 
13 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation 

SUMMARY 

The U.S. Accredited Representative and advisors responded to the accident notification and 
traveled to Thailand. Additional advisors supported the team from the United States, including 
flight recorder readout at the NTSB Vehicle Recorder LaboratorywithAAIC participation. 
Follow-up activity included aircraft component systems testing (autothrottie, enhanced gromd 
proximity warning system (EGPWS) and windshear alerting and guidance system). 

Extensive examination of the material factors relative to the aircraft and its equipment revealed 
no pre-accident failures or significant malfunctions. 

The U.S.team would liketo congratulate the AAIC for the completion of a lengthy, complex 
investigation and a thorough final report. Additionally, we appreciate the opportWlity to comment 
on this report and contribute to this important investigation and its effect on worldwide .air safety. 

SUGGESTED CHANGES 

General Changes 

After reviewing the report, the U.S. team provides the following suggested changes: 

1. Page 11, paragraph 1.1 0.3: The report states: "However, Phuket International Airport has 
geographical constraints on location of embankments at the side of the rWlway; therefore 
limits the width of the runway strip to only 75 meters on each side of centerline." The 
U.S. team believes this number should be 45 meters instead of 75 meters. 

1 Advisors to the U.S. Accredited Representative included representatives from the National Transportatioo 
Safety Board; Federal Aviation Adrninistration; BocHng Commercial Airplanes; Pratt& Whibtey and Hooeywell. 
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2. Page 13, paragraph 1.12: The report Stiltcs "theftlscIage and tail seqiou wCNaligned 
pafal.lel with nlllw,lY 27": 'me U.S. team. believes this sentence should be changed to "the 
fuselage and tail section were alignedJ?emendicular with runway 27." The photograph.~ 
provided 10 the U.S. teanl indicate t1Iis alignment. 

3. Page 13, thirdplIragraph: "The BPRbegan toinL't"ease again, reaching 'g{) around tbrottle' 
at 15:40:09." 111e words "g9 ar<mndthrou'lc" shouldhe:cbanged to "go <Ir.ouud thrust" for 
technical accuracy. 

4. Page 24, parltgrapli2.9: It appcai:s this semence is incomplete: "AC9tnparisol\ of the 
pressure altitudes and radio altitudes obtainedtrolll PFPR a:nd.EGPWS." 

5. Page24, paragraph 2JO: For· this sentcnce,·'Thedalafrolu·CVR andDFDRcouldbe 
sumlllarized as foUow," the letter "s"n~ds to be added to 'follow.' The sentence should 
read, "111e data from C:VR lmd DFDR co\iJd be sUlUmarized as IQ/[ow§/' 

6. Page 24, paragrllpb 2~ 10.2: An "8" should be lidded to the word "tlight im;trument" in this 
sentence: "Dtiring the flight, there w'ere no malfunctions of engines, flight instrtunent, 
night control system and all other systems o.fthe. airplal1e." For technical accuracy, the 
sentence should be written: "Durtng.the flight,· there were IlO malfunctions ofcnginesj 
flight instrunienf!. fligbt C011trol system and all other systems oftheairplane." 

7. Page 25, conclusions 2.10,7 & 2.10.8. refer to. the airplane encolmtering a "dowlldraft'· 
affecting the a:irplalle duringfina:l approach. The 1).S. team is cOllccmedthilt the report 
does not prmiide enough factual basistomakdhis statement. One example offacttlal 
support would be a plot referencing wind speed and direction vs. time. During the 
investigation, the NTSB and Bocing p.monried wiil.d calcnlatkms which indicated a 
vertical wind. oscillation ofabOllt + gftfsec! - 7ftfs<lc at about 50 feet radio altitude. 
However, this oscillation l)CcUIT<lcl in a dynamic condition (i.e. when the airpl<ine is 
beginning to pitch up rapidly), which could result in distortbd calculatiollS; 'nlerefore, the 
U. S, team suggests incllidin~ additional factual documentation to support the 
"downdraft"circum:stance, if it exists, 

8. Page 26. conclusion 2,10.14: TIle report states,: "While the airplalle continued to climb to 
300 feet, the airplane was. shifted fowardS·tothe right ofnlOway 27 due to the 
windshear." The U. S. team believes the word "windshear" should be replaced: with 
"wind" ot "gust of wind. "l11e U.S. team believes a steady wind from 240 degrees would 
have pushed thenirplrulc to the right, ruid therefore the tel1» "wind" is probal>ly more 
appropriatetli;ll\ "win.dshear"intbis sentence. Additionally the next sentence states: "The 
airspeed increased to LOknots, possibly because ofthe illcrea.'1ed ofheadwilld speed, and 
aircraft nose up." '1110, U.S. team believes the Sentence should read, "111e airspeed 
increased 10 knots ... " instead, 

9. Page 21, paragraph 2.12:. As mentioned above, the report lacks the factual evidence to 
state Of ••• it could Ire summarized that tile airplane experienceddowndraft current and 
decreased performancewindshear. .. " TIle tirst tune the word "do\~udran" appears in the 
report is in c011clusion 2.10.7, audit appears the only tactual basis for referenCingthe 
doWildraft was tbetower report of wind, which did not mention a downdraft. The U.S. 
team suggests providing more f<liltual eVidence to determine irthe word "downdraft'· is 
approprh'ite. If this evidel1cedoes not exist, and jf the case fOr it "downdratt" is Mt 
jU$tifi.o,d, th.e the U.S, terun believes this conclusion sho\ud Ire removed. 

10, Page 34, paragraph 3.2,2: The report stales: "The Takeoff!Go Arolltld (T010A) switch 
was not activated, and the engine power (thmst levers }did not increase, resulting ill the 
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airplane failure to increase in airspeed and altitnde dtlling the go around." 111C tT.S. team 
believes this sentence should be cl:tri:fied to read: "TIle Takeo.tf!Go Around cr010;\) 
switch was not activated, resulting in l1le inability OftllC airpiane to in,crease in airspeed 
and altitt:tde during the goarolUu:i. 

Rescue Difficulties 

TIle U.S. teaDl believes 1110re,lttentioll should be given to the rescue difticulties encotmtered as a 
result of the approxiinute 6-foot-wide ditch located to the north, and paraUtd to Runway 27. 
During the on-scene examination of the accident site, the V.S, team.lloted the airphme impa.;ted 
terrain on the far (noM) side of 111e ditch: 111e fire Statioll was on the south side ofthe ditch, with 
no means available (0 transverse tIte ditch and reacIt the airplane. Additional1y, firefigliters, 
witnesses, and survivors noted diffictdtyilltherescue re.<:ponse because of this i1npediment. 

There was no· mention of the ditch iu the "Rescue Difficulties" section of the report (p;tge 16) 
tinder the "S~lfvival Factors" heading, TheO.s. leam beH~ves tins iufonnaU(ln sliould be 
included· .in this section because the presence of the ditch presented significant difficulties to the 
.first responders. 

"IlleU.S. teaUl would like to commend theAAIC for identifying critical operational issues in this 
accident, toillc!udc the failure oftIte flight crew to follow tile standard operating procedures 
(SOP) and theirfaiJure to activate the TakeoffJGo Around (fOfGA) switch. 

During the investigation, the o.s. team was not provided with allY operational documents from 
ihe AAIC; therefore, we were unable to evahlate operational infonna1ion regarding the airline 
and flight crew. 

However, the U.S. team agreed with the operational. sections of the A.AlC report and commend 
the AAlC for identifYing critic.'ll fact<>fs such as fail\lre· to adhere to flight duty time regulations, 
and deficiencieg in gt:U}dard Qperali.ng procedures·aud training. 

ProbabJe Causes and Recommendations 

The V.S. team is in agreement with the probable .C8USCS s\<lted in the AAIC report, citing tIle 
fl.ight crews' attions as improper and causal to theaccideut. Additionally, ihe U.S. team agrees 
with therccommenIDttious proposed by the .'\AlC, particularly as they relate to the operational 
factors which contributed to the accident. 
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APPENDIX 23 

AAIC Reply to US Comments on the Draft Final Report 

No. f\AI(, 148'/2553 

Dear Madam, 

The Aircraft Accident Investigation 
Committee of Thailand 

Flight Standards Bureau 

Department of Civil Aviation 
71 Soi Ngamduplee, Rama IV Road 

Bangkok 10120, THAILAND 

Tel: 66 2287 3198 Fax: 66 22862913 

'J. June B.E. 2553 (2010) 

Subject: US Summary Comments on the Draft Final Report 

of the Aircraft Accident Involving HS-OMG, 

16 September 2007, Phuket, Thailand 

The Aircraft Accident Investigation Committee of Thailand (AAIC) would like 

to take this opportunity to thank the US team comprising the Accredited Representative and 

advisors for their valuable comments on the Draft Final Report of an accident of the One Two 

Go Airlines Company Limited HS-OMG MD-82 aircraft submitted to the AAIC on I I March 

2010 pursuant to Paragraph 6.3 of Annex 13 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation. 

The AAIC haS considered the changes to the Draft Final Report suggested by 

the US team and then reached the following conclusions:-

1) Paragraph 1.10.3: The AAIC has considered the NTSB comment on 

Paragraph 1.10.3 concerning the width of runway strip at Phuket International Airport and 

would like to confirm that the width of runway strip is 75 meters on each side of the runway 

centre line as shown in the Aeronautical Information Publication (AlP) Thailand in Attachment 

No. 1. As a result, the AAIC has decided not to change Paragraph 1.1 0.3 as recommended by 

NTSB. 

Ms. JiIl M. Andrews 

Air Safety Investigator 

US Accredited Representative 

The National Transportation Safety Board 

Office of Aviation Safety 

Mid~Atlantic Regional Office 

45065 Reverside Parkway 

Ashburn, VA20147, USA 

2/2) Paragraph 1.12: 
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2) Paragraph 1.12: The AAIC has considered the NTSB comment on 

paragraph 1.12 concerning the aircraft wreckage information and went through photos of 

wreckage taken after the accident. The photos showed that after the hit, the airplane broke into 

3 parts. The nose section was heading to 010 degree. The photos taken from the right side of 

the airplane showed that the fuselage section was heading to approximately 300 degree and 

the tail section beginning from the engine was aligned parallel with Runway 27 because its 

bottom was found resting on the half top of the ditch paralleled with Runway 27 as shown in 

Attachment No.2. As a result, the AAIC has decided to change the commented phrase in 

Paragraph 1.12 to "the fuselage section was heading to approximately 300 degree and the tail 

section beginning from the engine was aligned parallel with Runway 27". 

3) Paragraph 1.11.4.2: The AAIC has considered the NTSB comment on 

Paragraph 1.1 1.4.2 that the words "go around throttle" should be changed to "go around thrust" 

for technical accuracy. The AAIC has decided to change the commented word as recommended by 

theNTSB. 

4) Paragraph 2.9: The AAIC agreed with the NTSB that the commented 

sentence is incomplete and decided to change the sentence to "A comparison of the pressure 

altitudes and radio altitudes has been obtained from DFDR and EGPWS." 

5) Paragraph 2.1 0: The AAIC agreed with the NTSB that the sentence "The 

data from CVR and DFDR could be summarized as follow" should read "The data from CVR 

and DFDR could be summarized as follows.", and decided to change the sentence as 

recommended. 

6) Paragraph 2.10.2: The AAIC agreed with the NTSB that an "s" should be 

added to the word "flight instrument" in this sentence, and decided to change the sentence as 

recommended. 

7) Paragraphs 2.10.7 & 2.10.8: The AAIC has considered the NTSB comment 

on paragraphs 2.10.7 & 2.10.8 regarding insufficient factual information to support the 

statement concluded in both paragraphs that the airplane encountered a downdraft affecting its 

operations during the final approach. The AAIC agreed with the NTSB and therefore decided 

to change paragraph 2.10.7 to "From 200 feet ATL, the airplane lost approximately 1,800 feet 

per minute. The airspeed decreased 15 knots within 3 seconds. The'se might be resulted from 

downdraft and decreased performance windshear. The decreased rate exceeded the prescribed 

Stabilized Approach Procedures in the FOM of Orient Thai Airlines Company Limited 

(Detailed in Appendix 20)." 

8) Paragraph 2.10.14: The AAIC has considered the NTSB comment on 

paragraph 2.10.14 that the word "windshear" should be replaced with "wind" or "gust of 

wind", and that the word "to" in the next sentence should be deleted. The AAIC agreed with 

the NTSB and therefore decided to change paragraph 2.10.14 to "While the ,airplane continued 

to climb to 300 feet, the airplane was shifted towards to the right of runway 27 due to the gust 

of wind. The airspeed increased 10 knots, possibly because of the increased of headwind 

speed, and aircraft nose up. (Increased Performance)" 

3/9) Paragraph 2.12: 
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9) Paragraph 2.12: The AAIC has considered the NTSB comment on 

paragraphs 2.12 regarding insufficient evidence to support that there was a downdraft during 

the accident. The AAIC agreed with the NTSB and therefore decided to change paragraph 2.12 

to "According to the report of weather condition from the meteorological station at Phuket 

International Airport, the surface wind information that the ATC informed the flight crew, the 

data from CVR transcript between the ATC and the flight crew of 00269, and the data from 

DFDR, the airplane descended and the airspeed decreased at the rate of descend at 

approximately 1,800 feet per minute. The airplane was descending through 51 feet above 

threshold level, resulting that the Co-pilot aborted the approach, and decided to go-around .• 

However, the go-around failed and the accident occurred. The data from DFDR indicated that 

in the last second, the Windshear Alerting and Guidance System was recorded 'ON' which 

meant the airplane might encounter the windshear during the impact. The weather condition at 

the time of accident, at approximately 15:41 hours, deteriorated. The visibility and weather 

condition, at about 6 minutes before the accident or at approximately 15:35 hours, had been 

clear to land. However, the weather condition at about 4 minutes after the accident or at 

approximately 15:45 hours, changed rapidly resulting in heavy rain and strong gust wind. The 

visibility reduced to 800 meters due to heavy rain was lower than a standard that airplane could 

make landing." 

10) Paragraph 3.2.2: The AAIC agreed with the NTSB comment and decided 

to change the sentence in paragraph 3.2.2 to "The Take off/Go around (TO/GA) switch was not 

activated, resulting in the inability of the airplane to increase in airspeed and altitude during go 

around." 

11) Rescue Difficulties: The AAIC has considered the NTSB comment on the 

rescue difficulties encountered as a result of the ditch located parallel to Runway 27. The 

AAIC has decidetl to change the related paragraphs as follows:-

- Add paragraph 1.15.2.1, "There is the ditch, 3.5-meter in width and 1.3-

meter in depth, located to the North and paralleled with Runway 27 of the airport. The airport 

has entrances for rescue and fire fighting at both ends of the runways. However, these 

entrances were not used in this accident." 

- Original paragraphs 1.15.2.1,1.15.2.2 and 1.15.2.3 become 1.15.2.2, 

1.15.2.3 and 1.15.2.4. respectively 

- Change paragraph 2.17 to"There is the ditch, 3.5-meter in width and 1.3-

meter in depth, located to the North and paralleled with Runway 27 of the airport. The ditch 

led to difficulties for rescue and fire fighting. The airport has entrances for rescue and fire 

fighting at both ends of the runways. However, these entrances were not used in this accident." 

- Change paragraph 3.1.2 to "There is the ditch, 3.5-meter in width and 

1.3-meter in depth, located to the North and paralleled with Runway 27 of the airport. The 

ditch led to difficulties for rescue and fire fighting. The airport has entrances for rescue and fire 

fighting at both ends of the runways. However, these entrances were not used in this accident." 

4/ The Final Report 
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The Final Report, attached with this letter for the NTSB in accordance with 

Paragraph 6.4 of Annex 13 to the Convention on International Aviation, has been incorporated 

with those changes decided by the AAIC based on NTSB comments. Copies of the original 

document sent by the NTSB addressing the US Summary Comments on the Draft Final Report 

and this letter have also been appended to the Final Report as Appendices 22 and 23 because 

some changes recommended by NTSB still remain unchanged as reasons explained above. 

Finally, the AAIC would like to express our sincere appreciation to NTSB 

assistances kindly given throughout the investigation process. especially in sending the US 

Accredited Representative and advisors to support the on-scene investigation. and helping in 

the readout and analysis of data down loaded from flight recorders and related non-volatile 

memories. Without the NTSB assistance, it would have been much more difficult to complete 

the investigation. 

With best regards. 

Yours sincerely. 

~L~ 
Director General 

Vice Chairman, The Aircraft Accident Investigation Committee of Thailand 
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Attachment No. 2 
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